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I. ABSTRACT
Basically, these programs are the analyses of the free or forced,
undamped vibrations of one or two elastically-coupled lumped parameter teams.
The whirl analysis of a rotor-bearing-casing system is facilitated by the
assumptions that the rotor, casing, and bearing stiffness characteristics
are axially symmetric and that the shaft executes circular orbits. Bearing
nonlinearities, casing and rotor distributed mass and elasticity, rotor im-
balance, forcing functions, gyroscopic moments, rotary inertia, and shear
and flexural deformations are all included in the system dynamics analysis.
The analysis is based upon a lumped mass parameter model using a modi-
fied Myklestad-Thomson transfer matrix technique. Bearings are characterized
as springs which can have constant spring rates or load-dependent values de-
fined by
K = A'P or a table of P vs K
pointswhere A and B are constants and P is the load transmitted through the
spring.
All bearings have nonlinear load displacement characteristics, the solu-
tion is achieved by iteration. Rotor imbalances allowed by such considerations
as pilot tolerances and runouts as well as bearing clearances (allowing conical
or cylindrical whirl) determine the forcing function magnitudes. The computer
programs first obtain a solution wherein the bearings are treated as linear
springs of given spring rates. Then, based upon the computed bearing reactions,
new spring rates are predicted and another solution of the modified system is
made. The iteration is continued until the changes to bearing spring rates and





If the machine operating speed is near a critical speed, the magnified
bearing reaction is of interest for comparison to the bearing capacity. The
nonlinear treatment of the bearings by this method shows that bearing reaction
predictions, based upon a linear representation of the bearings, can be un-






























These are some of the preferred types of computer programs used for the
analysis of rolling contact supported rotors. These programs, which are fully
described in the users manuals included with the Turbopump Shafts and Couplings
dossier, are available from COSMIC, the University of Georgia, through the














All four programs can be summarized in a simple tabular form.They
all compute natural frequencies, mode shapes, and the amplitudes
of the shears, moments, slopes and deflections produced in a lumped





I SINGLEJ DOUBLE CONSTANT NON-LINEAR
BEAM BEAM SPRING SPRING
E13101 X X X
E13102 X x x
E13104 X X X
E13112 X X X
The method of analysis is a modified Myklestad-Thomson type and is
described below.




:'e mrght represent this structure for the vibration annaly.sis as:
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.e see that a typical e]ement, wfhich is called the N th hay in the
above sketch, is:
The weight of the bay, W , is l.mhed at point N. The beam lengths,
which need not be equal, are designated L(I) and. L(2). The associated
bendin- rigidities are EI(l) and [1(2). To represent the elastic foundaition
acting on the bay, a spring constant K is utilized. Note that in this
example K [ou].d tual [L(l) + L(2) k.
Otie can see that the physical beam rigidOities are cuite well represented
in the analysis w..hereas the ,mass distribution and elastic foundation
representation eenc. on the number of ]umpin?; stations used.
As a second example to describe the lumped parameter model, consider
the follow-ine two-bearing shbft with overhung rotors:














- J w 2
The value A M6 accounts for t+,e rotary inertia and gyrcsco, ic effects
of the mass (of 'rimne im orta-ce for rotors). !t is .Fho:.:n -.s a b0A'lemb-.r t
moment. f(Iood discussions of these effects and (Oerivation of the above
formula can be found in "eferences (2), (3), and (4). The -ara;:et!r I
x
is the rmss monment of inertia of the r.:ss ab-ut a diamctral line .;nd I.
is.-; its r-.s uol;,r mrowent nf inertia. 'rnderstutndin, of the ltun-ed "ar;:cetr
nmodel is best o'.tained th.'ou-h a .no'le'de of the comptitational formulas
used in the rroram. Thcrefore, the following section sets forth 1;he theory
andl 'erivatiJn of eouations used in this .'i.)ratirn analsis.








The state vector A is defined as the columrn array of the shear,
moment, slope, and deflection in the beam at the end of bay N. The
fifth element of tLhe state vector is thfe constanrt one which permits
,ie iLnc.liusion of t,c .lozd con:rt::tntds in the transfer matric..
3. M.1ASS TRANSFER A.5\TR!X
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This transfer matrix symbolically represents both spans of bay M and
for each the appropriate .' ElIN, CN, and GN must be used, where CN is the
shear deflection coefficient as described on the following two pages.
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At the start, N = 0. thus, jA,]
Going across the first elasticity,
And across the first mass,
{ '-tF]t,'-[Ft] Ag [Rj~cj[A -
Next across the second elasticity.
tA, tE, F3} El fE f [ ts}3 tI`J A3
In like ranner, transformations can be made across each
bay, expressing each state vector in terms of the previous
state vector, and thus in terms of the starting vector.
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The fourth order nature of the governing beam equation requires
the specification of two boundary conditions at each end. ',he
program, requires tlat two of the four variables of the s.tate
vector be zero at the beginning and at the end. Other homogeneo,;s
boundary conditions such as elastic restraints can be obtained
by inputting a zero length so as to put the mass point at the
boundary and then setting V anid M equal to zero :ithl apropriate
lateral and/or moment springs. Likewise, concentrated end
forces and moments can be inputted as V and H with the bomunda:y













M = subscript of 1st zero variable at end of last bay
N = subscript of 2nd zero variable at end of last bay
R = subscript of 1st non-zero variable at start of 1st bay
S = subscript of 2nd non-zero variable at start of 1st bay
Considering the two equations associated with the zero variables at the end,
and dropping those terms multiplied by the zero variables at the start:
Idljp cl d,5 Al
These can be readily solved for QR and QS' the two unknowns at the start of
the bearm. Thus knowing the initial state vector, all succeeding state
vectors can be found by "walking through" the system.
6. SOLUTION PROCEDURE FOR A SET OF NON-LINEAR SPRINGS
The previous section described the explicit procedure for determining
the response of an elastically supported beam to a harmonic force of moment
input of frequency . If the beam support (for example, bearings) has a
non-linear load-deflection relation, the secant line intersecting the curve
is not a constant, but is instead a fun-ction of the deformation of the
beam.
G. Mironenko N8120R:72-038
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P(S)J/
A-o)/ I
The elastic analysis described in the previous section
yields an elastic spring force which is simply the product of
the spring constant times the deformation. If this elastic force
equals the non-linear force for the same deformation (as determined
from the non-linear force-deformation relation as typified above),
then the linear spring used was the correct secant. Adjusting the
choice of secants until this agreement is achieved for all the non-
linear springs supporting the beam leads to the solution of the
problem. After a given unsuccessful iteration, the initial and
final secant values are averaged to obtain the trial spring for the
next iteration.
The first trial spring for the first frequency investigated must
be input to the program. When the response to a harmonic load of
successive frequencies is desired, the converged secant value for the
first frequency is used as the first trial spring for the second fre-
quency. Likewise, the converged secant value for the second frequency
is used as the first trial spring for the third frequency. After this,
a parabola is fitted through the three previously converged frequency
springs, and the first trial spring for the next frequency is extrapo-







7. DETERMINATION OF THE NON-LINEAR FORCE
As described in the previous section, the forced vibration analysis
for a set of linear springs yields deformations and associated elastic
forces in the springs. In order to test for convergence, the non-linear
force associated with that deformation must be determined. At present, the
program permits two types of non-linear springs. The appropriate flag must
be set in the input.
a) FLAG(N) = 1. Angular Contact Ball Bearing: The pertinent
bearing data is input after all the station data, and the
exact load-deflection equations for ball bearings are
utilized, including the interaction of thrust with the
lateral response.
Bb) FLAG(N) = 2. P = A y where A and B are constants input to
the program.
At present, roller bearing load-deflection curves are fitted by a form b).
However, it is easily possible to introduce a third flag alternate and
incorporate the exact load-deflection equations for roller bearings.
8. ANGULAR CONTACT BALL BEARINGS
The explicit analytical load-deflection relations for angular contact
ball bearings have been derived and are extensively treated by A. B. Jones
of New Departure Ball Bearing Company.
The outer race of the bearing is assumed- fixed in space. The inner race
has three degrees of freedom with respect to the fixed outer race. It may
move axially, laterally, and may rotate. It is also capable of transmitting
three force resultants between shaft and bearing support (i.e., lateral
force, axial force, and moment). Each of these force resultants can be ex-
pressed explicitly in terms of the three deformations. These functions are
G. Mironenko N8120R:72-038
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explicit, but non-linear. Their inverse cannot be explicitly stated,
that is, the deformations cannot be expressed in terms of the three force
resultants, nor can mixed functions of forces and deformations be expressed.
H - zf. b, ea)
l C fL c 7  Spa, e)
The significant parts of the derivation have been reproduced on the
following pages. The value of "K" referred to on p 22 by Jones*, and DKK
in the program, is not computed internally by the program, though it could
be, but is computed by IBM Job 773A. Since this number is a constant, it
need be computed only once. Job 773A essentially programs Jones' equations
in an iterative scheme to yield deformations as a function of input loads.
* "New Departure - Analysis of Stresses and Deflections", Vol. 1 and 2,
by A. B. Jones, New Departure Division, General Motors Corporation, 1946.
G. Mironenko
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I. Basic Geometric Relations.
Tho operating characteristics of
oxtent upon the internal fitup.
seured by the diametral clearance
a ball bearing depend to a great
Internal fitup is generally rmea-
of the bearing.
Fig. 1 shows a cross section through
a radial, single row bearing. Dia-
metral clearance is denoted by Pz,
From Fig. l:
Fig. 1
P D= D-20 0 Eq. 1
Although dimmetral clearance is gener-
ally used in connection with single
row, radial bearings, Eq. 1 is appli-
cable to angular contact bearings as
well since there is a definite relation
bot.veen diametral clearance, race curva-
tures and free contact angle (See Eq. C
p. )






values of Pfi .
Diametral clearance in loose, single
row, radial bearings is sometimes called
radial clearance, radial play, radial
shake, diametral play or diametral slack-
ness,.
For loose, single row, radial bearings
diametral clearance may be defined as
the maximum distance one race may move
diametrally with respect to the other
without the application of measureable
force when both races lie in the same
plane.
Race curvature is a measure of the
conformity of the race to the ball in
a plane passing through the bearing
axis and transverse to the raceway.
It is expressed as a percentage or a
decimal, Throughout this text decimal







The curvature of a race is defined asno: (See Fig 2)
Eq. 2
Thus, if the curvature and ball diameter are known, the radius of curva-
ture is:
Eq. 3
- - - - -W-- -- - - ------- eeeee --ee -ee -e-ee -ee -ee -eeee-e
OUQ7'?:R RACE The distance between the centers of
cuatu'tures of two races in line and
line contact with a ball is of great
importance. This distance is Indica-
ted by D in Fig. 3 and is a fixed
quantity depending on race radii and
ball diameter. Denoting quantities
referred to the outer race by the sub-
script,, , and quantities referred to
the inner race by the subscript, t' ,
we have from Fig. 3:
Since both / and r. may be expressed
/NNRV/ R CCE in terms of outer and inner






The quantity Z in Eq. 7 is known as the total curvature and is a
sure of the conformity of both outer and inner races to the ball.









,0.=( t _/) w
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Free contact anllee is tho angle made by a line passing through the points
of contact of the ball and both raceways with a plane perpendicular to
the 6xis of the bearing when both races are centered with respect to each
other and ono race is axially displaced with respect to the other without
the application of measureable force.
The centers of curvature of both outer
and inner races lie on the line defin-
ing the free contact angle. Free con-
tact angle is denoted bywa and is
illustrated in Fig. 4.
0 017-5 -R ,4(5.
Free contact angle is determined by dia-
A? metral clearance, p , and total curva-
turo,, as:
CO/Zed-' Eq. 8
or: 0  /-CosJo ) Eq. 9
In the case of radially tight bearings
the value of fi is negative and the
value of cos/30 from Eq. 8 becomes
/-VA/ ~ ?IfCe greater than 1. Mathematically, this
Fi is an imaginary condition. However,Fig. 4 the value of cos.,1 for radially tight
bearings obtained from Eq. 8 is of im-
portance in certain deflection computa-
tions and has a definite physical sig-
nificance.
Therefore, radially tight bearings may be considered as having an imaginary
contact angle whose sine is zero and whose cosine is greater than 1 as de-
fined by Eq. 8.
- - ------- 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
The effect of interference mocntin fits on free contact angle is important.
Due to the interference fit there is a change in diameter of the press fit-
ted raceway and a corresponding reduction in diametral clearance. Hence




Xf A/?,is the total reduction in diametral clearance due to press fItting
one or both race members, the initial mounted contact angle,/3j, isi
CoS 1 c,/3 d-P PEq. 10
or:
CO'5 53 -Cos,5 ' Eq. 1:
For the effect of interference fits on ring dimensions see Chapter XV7=
p. 161.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
Free endnlay is the maximum possible relative axial movement of inner
race with respect to the outer, vlhen both races are coaxially centered,
without the application of measureable force. It is denoted by /E
In practice, endplay is measured under a definite gauging load and is
known as gauged endplay. Gauged endplay is always greater than free
endplay because of the deflection of the bearing urnder the gauging load.
See ChapterS., p.152 for tho , to ' betw een gRugoed endplay and dia-
metral clearance.
OU7T6? RPACE
Z°  -Free endplay depends on total curvature
and contact angle as shown in Fig. 5.
Eq. 12
* ,or:
~-$v/3 = ./~', . Eq. 13
- -. - - - - - ------------
/11Nsel? RACe
Fig. 5 The relation between free endplay and
diametral clearance is obtained by
eliminating13 between Eqs. 8 and 13.
o






II, Solid Elastic Bodies In Contactz_
When two, solid, elastic, curved bodies are pressed together under
load a certain amount of flattening occurs in the nei-hborhood of
the contact point. Due to the flatteninc there is produced an el-
liptical pressure area over ,which the total load is distributed.
The relations governing the shape and size of the pressure area and
the distribution of stress over the pressure area were m.athematically
investigated by Heinrich Hertz in 1881l. Those relations show good
agreement with test results except v;here the dimensions of the pro-
Jected pressure area are large in comparison to the principal radii
of curvature of the contacting bodies. Good agreement is shown for
conformities generally used in ball bearings.
Although Hertz's work w:as limited to an analysis of the distribution
of stress at the pressure surface, more recent investigators have
determined the nature and distribution of the stresses occurring
beyond the pressure surface and have substantiated their results
by photo-elastic tests.
- - - ---- K - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
/Let the bodies be denoted by the sub-
scripts "a" and "b", respoctively, as
.._ a - - - .- shown in Fig. 16. Also, let the princi-
"9 -/---,pal radii of curvature at the contact
point bedOe andGOz for body "a" and
\A- \and a for boy "b". The radii of
curvature are measured in two planes, 1
\ , /B / and 2, at right angles to one another as
/ shown in Fig. 16, the subscripts I and 2
.referring to the respective planes.
Fig. 16 When body "a" and body "b" are pressed
together by the normal load, /P , the re-
sulting pressure area whose semi-axes
/b are a and b is shown in Fig. 17.
Hertz gives the dimensions of the pres-
sure area in terms of the transcendental
functionsed and -,, as:
46 V7a< Eq. 54
where= X ,o:/. ,",-z) 3/ E. 55
¢/A o .





,, - Hi- S6,-
6
If both bodies are of steel with modulus of elasticity 29 x 10 #//sq. in.
and with Poisson's ratio 1/4, the value of g from Eq. 55 is:
,004594 P/z e//Xz·f 2R,6
Eq. 57
Eq. 58
The values of the principal radii of curvature, RaP ,R , and R6/ / 2
are taken in accordance with Fig. 16.
The princ. al radii of curvature may be either qositive or negative, depend-
ing on whether the centers of curvature lie within or without the body as
shown in Fig. 18.
In addition, planes 1 and 2 should be
-
so chosen that:
"> f; b, 6> / 4Ro/ O b Eq. 59
Plane 1 then determines the direction
of the semi-minor axis of the pressure
area and plane 2 the direction of semi-
major axis of the pressure area.
The values of the functions ,<c and-z
for use in Eqs. 53 and 54 depend on
the conformity of the contacting bodies
in the vicinity of the pressure area as
determined by the auxiliary angle, C .
, / - /A"'-
R/ I ,c 6 P .Nbz
Co5 C i /
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Note that the denominator in the expression for cos Z is the same as that
occurring under the radical in Eq. 55 and 58.
and -Z" are related by another auxiliary angle, ~ , which depends
on the shape of the pressure ellipse.
Eq. 620-c- -~/ e() Co S EqE6
7'-
where: C,5.5 Z> Eq. 63
/f65) ande5(e) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second
order, having the modulus sinf
Eq. 64
,7'
/-5,~e '7~ a7Eq. 65
Since accurate tables of/K(e) and LYE) are not always available, values of
/A[c) and EI-) correct to ten decimal places are given on Charts 5 and 6.
Four place tables may also be found in Jahnke and Emde's "Funktionentafeln"
1943 edition.
By assuming a series of values of the modulus, sin E , corresponding values
of cos c ,~ and -v- may be calculated by Eqs. 61, 62 and 63.
Values of,-'c computed in this manner are plotted against corresponding
values of cos c* in Charts 7 through 21. Values of-y- are plotted against
corresponding values of cos < in Charts 22 through 31.
It must be emphasized that the semi-axes of the pressure ellipse, a and b,
are the projected semi-axes and are not measured along the curvature of the
pressure surface.
---- --- ---------------------------------------------
G. Mironenko N8120R: 72-038
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iV L':?. i.-'.,tr.u"ic,-1 nAnd DP.1ec'*.o i D .3. . .'3 -'-. ''-,:
bcall bearing derives its load carry-i;nr - -' y fro.- t-i fcrces
produced at t.he contact points of balls n.dc racas. Thoe loacs,
called normal ball loads and designated bD' , result hrom the
elastic deformations of the contacting bodiQs.
Fig. 27 shcw.zs a ball .atwaen -two
curved racess 7'.on the ball is ir.
/ zoi-t (no Lo'C c:&) contact with both
!J ofg 6CW3,VatC ...... D Z -3 aC( / < /p so Cated 1by tDlo distaSnco s6c/esae ?.2)
u/hich dop- ds oG Cuniratres .and ball/9 dianieter.
-/ ' L/ If the racsoz - displaced vrf- re-
/ spoct to each. oth'3r so that the ball
is comp-; sed bo:;een th-o.m, th e x-
e-ternal force causirg thv cOc:rossio-
s resiste '- y ' e'at 'or (r.l. .k\ C) ball load) , , which acts ~''"ng
line passing t'h-rough the displaced
centerso e of the '.;o races5
as shoTr n Fi . 28.
The olastic doformations at the points of con.tact are ad 6nd 0 su
the su.t of th3se two equals the normal approach of th.1e twp races. Since
thc cumvaturo centers are fikzed rith res3p3ct to thoir racss and move
Tith thom, the original distance botweon race curvature cntc;rs, .3 /,
is inoroascd by the normal approach of the t''-o races. Calling th-e norzal
approach of the two races; , h J e distance bctv.-r thi- d.s olac d c.u- ra-
tuve Oerntors iss
Od ~14,
ort D-Bd 4. 7
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...ere .e value of /~ i9, from EC. .3:
- _____ -_X_/0_9_Ec,. 149
E7d/O 7 crc LCCF<)X
C anc c &re obtained from Chart 56.
may be more conveniently expressed in terrs o; '-he aial deflection con-
stant, <, by the relation:
/I - a/<C ~ Ec. 150
Values of ,v may be obtained from Chart 57. Sae ?. 49
In a complete ball bearing which involves a n-b- r of balls syetrica'1r
..snoseo aro'nd a pitch circle, the normal load on any ball and ,-. contact
angle at which it acts may be comoiotely devc..inae and evaluated in te's ..i
of the following relatve dislacemens o n:..- outer races.
1) A relative sxial displacerment, 1,
! c >f-of inr.cr an. ous- racas.
1 2) A relative radial displacement,h,
of irnear and outer races.
- I X3) A relative angular misa-igmen°,%,
' of irner end outer races.
Fig. 29 shoG7S u'hese d-sDlacenen's. Th.eY
are measured -:ui.h reference to thea rela-
1 ; tive position o, innear and cuter. r in-gs
4 -i-I i- I |-when all .-s of baring are t.. a
I symnetraic, oeoretric contr. act under zero
thrust load.
Some of the .'.onsions used in tha fol-
lowing discusson are:
The radius of the -ocus of the







= pitch circle Ediamc-.
The radius of the locus of th> center of
curvature of the outer race:
Eq. 152
and are also connected by the relations:
and:
where:




O = Diametral Clea-:ance
in order to express' the normal ball loads and o-3at'.n- contact an.gles
dcveloeu Twithin the bearing in term,,s of the r-lative disOlacements of
thne inner race with respect to the outer, the -oiowin: system is used.
Tho outer race is assumed to be
allowed to move with respect to




fixed in space ::.ile -he inner race is
the outer as shomwn in Fig. 29. The normal
angle for a ball at any angle, ~/, measured
pitch circle from the heaviest 'loaded all,are obtained b'c
the change in distance. between inmner and cuzer race curvature
terms of the displacements shown in 'Fig,. 29.
F. c 30 shows the relative position of inner a.d outer race curvature
center loci before displacement. The locus o' 'he outer race curvature
centers is a circle in space and is referred to a fixed, tharee di.,en;s-cnal
coordinate system,X; The locus of the i--er race uanure centers
is also a circle in smace and is referred to 't' movable, three di-mnsional
cordinate system,X < Z-
Now, ass-m-e that the origin of the movable coorainate system. is displaceu
te amo'ts A and - and misalignod t'he no':-.:', r as shown ,in Fi:. 31.
.These displacements are those previously shv:.n in Fig. 29.
In IC. 31, the heaviest loadeod ball lies n t. Z 'ae. e a n-
terested in the normal ball load, /o , and oar._.ng con..act angle, ,
of a ball lying in the ; plase. This is deter..ined by the relative
positions of the intersection o-' the two race cu.-iaturc loci w;ith the
















'otc; iSplane is defined 'oy
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i.. d':stance, D , Fig. 31, bet.ee., .the ceic.:; ' curvatre of e .er
anci oute' races after displacement and measur e . the n ;lar.e s:
D 5/g(>X?7 ? h f > 4. Cos.•y ) -(5~Stf/' Cas t7 Zq 2f t55
wzhere: 5h. 236
-c. 257
- 'A 'r~ ' yC
fjd
Z':
, -_ q. l5
.~ ' S
4, and c< beingthe three displacementsof n ace with resot .o
the outer, Fig. 29. c(' is meared -in ra .r:-n . is the free co'.t.ct
anAe of the mounted bearing before load applicatcn.
The normal apvroach of the races, , is, from IE. - 471
b'dZ=
= C+os 359N *orA.CO D < o /A/Cos<+ -/; sq. 39
The nor. al ball load, /,o' is, from Eq. 14A:
-- /: 2q 1,0-
-- L___________________________ -
-,
..'-ero / is the normal deflection constant from q. 149.
Th'e no-.mal ba!_ load may be more conveniently exp;-essed in terms of %he
axIal deLf1ection constant, /, as:
I 
-.
Valuf&.: of ' may be obtained from Czart 57.
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The opecrating contact ',' c / o. ...' .. ..e... i: '" .- z ' .
/ ~ -~'~~if IrE' 7-1 /co
! /
S/s,- ,/S: 
-Eq. 63., . -
or: Cos/..; C c o..../ F~ .1-/ ,' f, ii (c0 G/* 3
If the norala ball load, /, hich acv at the c.ntact an"lc i (<alon
)inan in g.' 3) 'ns - .ojectzcd h X ' rle r. - 3-, i.
may be resolved into two cmo nenets. - is a z'hust force,//, -arilel
to the X axis. The other is a vertical Co ponan., V/ aralle.l to the
Z axis.
The thrust component,//, is:
Po
/1-~~ ~ ~ tea ///)/1 'o p/6Lt C>-/3 GcJ ,)ZS//J / CG'H
The vertical co.mpo.nent, , is:
V Cosr? $0 Ec. Co -E
or
rZ . ms.
,,~~/= rJ i~d~ + C.c+C,: '-Co, 5,C +1'/ -2- ' 3-
If "t is assumed that the pitch circi rv .i-us d&c-: nov apprec ab-y c"hanc ,
dCring the deformations, the moment G c-3 t z co'.....t... ab;-:. ax:s
through the center of the pitch circle .:;-d pral' to %he axis i-
Fig. 31 is:




-/ ....' ~ '
~,,~ ,z.o ;.,~s ~" '--"~ -- '>2 -. o.:.J ~Ec2o- ,, ,: ,z~,. -- - " ,,
In order that the bearing be in equi'ibr".. after pl en, the fol-
lowing conditions must be satisfied:
c . 170
[A ~ ~ b5 ~ &5~A Žis
-W/ x ~ (C5YC5h q
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ o s OP )
where2// and V are respectively the t-r-ast azd radi-l co:on-ents
of the oxternally applied load and ;fvt/-e C,: t-.e xerrna load
about the center of the pitch circle. Th.e in the right a.-d sides
of the above equations indicatss that th ouatics .ust be perfor'.2d
for each ball position in the bearing and the sum taken.
The equations of equilibrium, Eqs. 170, 171, and 172, above, are staticaliy
indetermirnate; that is, a direct solution fcr' th.e d.splacemots in tarms
of the externally applied load is not possile withou .further reduction
of the equations.
.4 I _
V (511;,9. -b '70L cY ;Ire' Co-,5- o) i4 / k 5 o) 0
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III. NERVA APPLICATION
The E13101 computer program was originally used for parametric
analysis of various models. If the rotating mass is less than 1/10
of the stationary mass of the pump, the natural frequency predictions
will be within 5%, if the bearing spring rate is properly modified for
housing support flexibility. Once the model is selected one can use
E13112, where the bearing spring rate can be varied due to preload on
the bearing, and the bearing load can be calculated at operating speed.
E13102 can be utilized for parametric studies of light housings where the
rotating mass is greater than 1/10 of the stationary mass. The final
analysis should be performed using E13104 which is the most expensive, but
the most accurate program. The bearing program that is attached to this
program E13112 is old, and a better and a newer version of R. B. Jones
program should be used. The spring rate should be input in the K = A(P)B
form.
Once the model is built one should run the non-rotating vibration test
and compare the results to the output from the computer run of the same
model, only omitting gyroscopic effects. If these results are close, then
the operational predictions will also be close.
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Example:
Figure 3-1 presents the critical frequencies versus bearing spring
rate for the dual beam on spring support model.
Figures 3-2 through 3-7 present the associated normalized mode shapes
for frequencies presented in Figure 3-1. -
Based on these figures the following can be concluded. The first
two frequencies are primarily housing modes and are below the possible
operating speed. The third and fourth critical frequencies are bearing
related rotor critical speeds. The fifth frequency is a coupled rotor
housing mode and the sixth frequency is primarily the classical rotor
bending critical speed.
Table 3.1 presents a comparison of the rotor only model that was used






















* Denotes frequencies that are primarily mount related and
do not produce bearing loading.
** Denotes frequencies that are coupled motor housing mode
shapes and do produce bearing loading.
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I. INTRODUCTION
E13101, a 360 FORTRAN program, replaces 14009 without changes
in logic.
A. Problem to be Solved
The purpose of this program is to compute the natural modes
and frequencies set up in a uniform shaft rotating at a constant
speed. Studies can be made of shaft performance at various
speeds.
B. Initial Tnff.ntion
Geometrical and mechanical properties of the shaft are
provided.
C. Problem Solution
This program solves for the Eigenvalues of a 4 x 4 matrix
using the Frequency Iteration Method.
D. Restrictions
The number of stations must not exceed 50.
Ii. PVO,.Lm' SOlUTTON.
:V)
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IB} ' IL 3F1 [E1R {1 °
{A}n = [E3nL F]n [E]r {A}n_
iII. eIPUT/OPUTUT
A. Input Format
1. See sample input sheets.
2. Input Instructions
CIRD 1:
Columns 1-70 May be used for case identification,
or may be left blank, as desired.
71-72 Contain the number of stations. A
right adjusted integer not to exceed
50.
CARD 2:
Columns 1-2 Contain the number of modes desired
from this run; a right adjusted integer.
3-14 Contain the value of the trail mode in
floating point format (see note below).
15-26 Contain the value of the step size
(Ao), in floating point format.
29 Contain 1 if i 1.0
2 Aif Y 1.0
32 Contain value of the subscript m.
35 Contain value of the subscript n.
38 Contain vailue of the subscript r.
C ontain v-alue of' the subsczt s.
I~~a
? ro , --. :]-;. 0i




























































Cards 3 and 4, 5 and 6, etc., are taken in pairs; one
pair for each station, and are all floating point
numbers identical in format.
NOTE: Floating Point Format: A number of the form
+X-.LXXXM E + XX with the decimal point assumed
iDmediately to the right of the sign. The sign
position may be left blank if the number is
positive.
B. Output Format
1. See sample output sheet.
C. Restrictions
1. The number of stations must not exceed 50.
D. ,iing
1. Ru.nLning ime is largely a function of' the number of stations
and the number of iterations required for convergence but
should not exceed 0.5 ml.nu-vc por root.
CAUTo: a:ucs 'or N should be carca:lly choscn. argo values may
















This addendum documents changes to the LnJput for Program E13101.
Card 4 K (ioment spring constant in units of lbs.in/rad)
must be input at the former location of Ij.
IXI J must be input at the former location
of IX.
Cards 3 & 4 A repeating-card option has been added in
columns 73-74. If the data at succeeding stations
is identical the number of stations can be punched
in columns 73-74 (right-adjust integer format) and
the card will be rcpeatedly read and the data
stored in locations corresponding to consecutive
stations.
I - , -.,, --- : on - -, "
, -L 4 - :" I :,, -, -
, __ I I .
Vibration A! tnal rags Paj~d 6 of i,
Su;3z:eme.tU
OTET: The rmodi'ication described in this supplement supercedes and obsoletes
Program 14029. Program 14029 is now included in Program Ea3lOl.
I . INThRODUcTION
This report describes a modification to Program E13101 which
allows the user to specify optional sets of input data.
TI. PPROGUGR, MODIFICATION
The essential feature of the modification is the addition of
SUBRPUTINE CNIVER. Heretofore input data consisted of incranental
shaft lengths (AL L1, L2), stiffness (EI1,EI2 ), shear modulus
(GlL,G 2 ), geometric terms (C1,C2), inertial term (Ij-Ix). weight term
(WN) moment spring constant (K ) and the bearing spring rate constant
(KN). C0N-ER computes these data from a set of input consisting of
AL, Ro R1, p, E, (IJ)EFF and KN, where:
AL - Incremental shaft length (inches)
Ro  = Outer radius of shaft (inches)
RI  - Inner radius of shaft (inches)
p = Density of shaft (lbs/in3)
22E a' Young's modulus (lbs/in2)
(Ij)~F = Effective rotatory inertia (lb-in.sec2) -IJ
BI - Bearing spring rate constant (lbs/in)
AWL = Weight term for cantilevered shafts (lbs)L
K = Moment spring constant (lbs.in/rad)
This is accomulished by solution of the following equations:
r = .359(1+,A+, 2)/(1+,A,)] + .?3(.3.A) A ~ .3
1.
.9(1+ 2  A2 ')/Cl-,.A )jA A > .3
C, -. - --. - - -
'l7br-L-on t' ,-JT ' .S
2 . Cl C2  BI/AA
3. = 2 = LL/2
4. l1 = pAi-2 (I- +2
6. 45, EG1 ' G;2 = En (RO+'-)
6. GI = G2 = E/2(1+v) where v = 03
III. IPUT
A. CAiRD 1
Columns 1-72 Identical to that described in E13101.
73-74 Optional input flag.
If the input data is in the form described
1 and 2, leave columrns 73-74 blank.
in References
If the input data is in the modified form, place an
integer 11111 in colirm 74.
B. CARTD 2 /
Identical to that described in E13101.
C. CAM 3
If Card 1, Column 74., is blank, then the input for Card
3 is identical to that described in l13101.
if -the optional input is des red (i.e., Card 1, Coline
7-1), then the forumat is (See Section II for symbol definiLtions):










The inout fornat for the parameters AL to AWL is:
±O)=XEt±X
The fonmat for the variable K is:
+_ZXXXE-+)
Decimals are assumed immediately to the right of the sign.
D. Remaining Cards
If the optional input is desired, a card identical to
Card 3 rmust be input for each of the stations specified on
Card 1.
IJ. OUTPUT
The output format is identical to that described in Reference 1.
Changes in the output parameters are noted below:
(I) is output under the heading J.
J is output undor the heading W.
KN
;~. is output under the heading K(Y)
V. :iFST T! CTi O1' S
The program is imiited to mraate-iials having a Poissons ratio of
0.3. Other isttrictiorls are nIoted in El310.
CU2STOGG 121$rUCr tO,
.7 .. *.. ; '- .." :.O.o.i.I 7. u. .. W.,.
. ** -ated in p:,1rF . for eaz?. stas,.
*:' ".. ' :.:, :;tatior;:l i'7 idcnca te nrter of
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TASK 3 14029 CHECK CASE 6-17-66
f.:; , r. F Mj OLV5
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11, '; 09(, r- 0 0
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- -0. Io 173210 15
DETERM = 0.14642200 14
OFTEiRM4 = -0.5421.5720 12
DET.LRE = --.Oo3;94!OD 10
DETFRM = 0.26,774001) 06
DETCM 100OOoo00oo0 02
DETERM = -0.3 0l00000 o0
DETERM = -0.?00000000 01
DETCr4 = 0*O
OMEGA = 0.44 1?13f,20 03
V
O. * 2 7J O.Y C,
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..f ..... Y ,4dJ ,;UO LIST El3i.01
09 RUN FYEE,423999,2,200 LIST E13101j -
i CTL UIN=E13101
OR ASG X=AN4149
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--L--- ---------- L-L-C- -·--.-II _·- IIYI-UII-I I1I-
c0 ELT CONVER.l1?710407p 52141
COQG01 ...3UBROUTINiE CONVER(NSTAP0C2?DClDKNPDL2prDLl'DWNDIXDEI2,DEIltODG2 0000oon2040
j03J002 IDGI1DIJ,*) ooon00002050
000003 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z) .---- 0000oon2060
0.0004 DIMENSION DC2(50),DC1(50),0KN(50),DL2(50),t)L1(50)tWN(50)DIX(50),oooon02070
G00005 · DEI2(50),DEI1(50)¢DG2(50),DGl(50),DIJ(50) 00002080
000006 PI - 3.141592653589793 ..------- 00002090
0300007 DO 50 N=IPNSTA n00002100
000008 READ (5,10) DELTALRO'RIfRHOuEPEFFIJpAIKND)LTAWLAKPHI 00002110
C000009 10 FORMAT (8E9.4PE8o4)--- .. - 00002120
0oJcio R8=!:0fi2+RIs*2 00002130
000011 R2-R802-RI**2 00002140
000012 Df-I !/R2 -- 00002150
0u0013 A=RI/RO 00002160
003)Ol4 AA=IR2 o000on2170
000015 .. B = 0:888888888888889*.({._i00+(_1,0DO+A)*A/.(1l.ODO+A**2))**2_ 00002180
-i0,006 IFF(A.GT.0.3D0)GOTO20 0000n2100
WuO317 B = B+ 0.7333333333333333*(0.3D0-A) 000022n00











u000029 50 D&G(N)=DG2(N) 00002320
p;0030 RETURN 14 - -- -
;0031 END 00002340
__IY__I_ __I_ __1
--__------·-11-I i-I-LIL·II_·-LC-I --- --i  _-·II---UWI-·-L-






























































22 FORMAT (6(6H E15.8))
101 FORMAT (1H ,8X,11lA6,A4q4X20HNUMBER OF STATIONS I2 )
102 FORMAT (lHO,92X26HKK M N R S SKIP )
103 FORMAT (1H ,4X16HNUMBER OF MODES I2,5X13HTR"AL OMEGA
1 5Xi3HDELTA OMEGA E15.8,3X513,8XI2 )
4098 FORMAT (iH1)




DIX = I(X) - I(J)
C pROGRAM STARTS HERE . INPUT HEADER AND NUMBER OF STATIONS
C
P12 = 6.283185307179586
30 REAO (5,1,END=1000) TITLENSTAINFLAGDIJFL(;
C






































C JOB 14009 VIBRATION ANALYSIS 00000000
C 00000010






COMMION DL1PDL2,DEIiDEI2'PDGIPDG2'DCPDC2,I JPDIXDWNDKN#ElMTRX, 00000090
1 E2MTRXAMATRXPBMATRX.CMATRX.FMATRXDLMTRXSHMTRXSUMG,OMGSQ 00000100
1 FORMAT (11A6,A4,212,L1) coon0010
2 FORMAT (I2p2D12.7,5I3,29xpi2) 00000120
3 RORMAT (74H1 JOB E13101 00000130
1 VIBRATION ANALYSIS///) 00000140
4 FORMAT (6E12.7) onoo0000010o
5 FORMAT (36H 100 ITERATIONS AND NO ROOTS FOJND ) 00000160
6 FORMAT (1H) .-- 00000170
7 FORMAT (14HO END OF CASE ) 00000180
8 FORMAT (60H0 OMEl000001qO
IGA = E15.8///) 00000200
9 FORMAT (35H0 OMEGA: E15.8,12H DETERM =00000210
1 E158) o000on0?20
10 FORMAT (15H E15.8,14H E15,8,14H 00000230
1 E15.8,14H E15.8) 00000240
LOGICAL DIJFLG


























































CALL STAOUT(DL!PDL2pDEIlDEI2tDGIDG2,1,1.36HL(l) LL(2) EIi) ETI
12) G(li) 6(2) vNSTALINELSKIP)
CALL STAOUT(DCl1DC2,DIJPDIXDWNPDKN_.1. 3,IHC(l)_ C(2)- K(PHI)J




C INITIALIZE E1, E2, AND F MATRICES






































































V.RiTE (6,3) -... 0000oono0
ltINE=LINE+3 ooon00000560
00000570
PRINT HEADER AND NUMBER OF STATIONS -- 0000(580
00000590
WRITE (6,101) TITLENSTA 00000600
- _____ C I T --- 00000610 _ _
PRINT SU8SCRIPTS CARD 00000620
00000630
- WRITE (6,102) 0.00-.. OOon640
WRITE (6,103) NOMODETROMGADPOELOMGKKKMd:N,KRKSLSKIP 000006r0
LINE=LINE+4 00000660
IF (INFLAG.EQo1) CALL CONVER(NSTADC2,OC1,DKN.DL2,DL1,ODWN.DIX,. 00000670
1 DEI2vDEIlDG2eDG1,DIJpS100) 00000680
00000680oooo 6mO
INPUT REMAINING DATA 00000700 .
00000710
DO 50 N=1,NSTA 00000720
- CALL REPEAT(ODLI(N-1),DLI(N).L2(N-1)tOL2(N),DEI1(N-1),DETI(N),DEI200000730
1(N-!v)DEI2(N)DG1(N-l) DGi(N)0DG2(N-l).DG:6(N) NREP(l)) 00000740
50 CALL REPEAT(DCI(N-1),OCl(N).DC2(N-i),OC2(?I)nDIJ(N-I),DIJ(N),DIX(N-00000750
11) PDIX(N) oDWI N-1) DWN([)~ DKkJ(Nr-1)_ DKN(N) NREP(2)) - - oon0000760..
00000770
PRINT STATION DATA 000007O80
................................ 00000790s
_ --- 9~ - - - -
'7




























































CALL MATMPY (ElMTRXCMATRXAMATRX,4, 4,44p4)





IF(LINE-(80-LSKIP.) )558 556,556- -- ...-
S56 WRITE (6,4098)
LINE=1
00DO 557 II=iLSKIP -- --------
WRITE (6,4097)
557 LINE=LINE+1
558 WRITE (6;9) OMGPRTrDETNOW
LII-IE=LINE+2
CALL ROOTB(OMGWRKtDELOMGDETHIOWFEEKKK)
IF (.FALSE,) GO TO 1050 --.. ----
IF(KKK)822p82F822
822 WRITE (6p5)
GO TO 30 -
82 DLMTRX(ll)=:O.ODO
DLi'4TRX (2,1)-0=ODO
0DLMTRX(3 1)=0.ODO 0 - -
DLMTRX(41 )=0,000
IF(KK-1)666,666'667




OLMTRX ( KS, ) =-CMATRX(KM -KR)/CMATRX(KMKS)
OMGPR T=OMGWRK /P I 2
668 WRITE (6,8) OMGPRT .-.
WRITE (6,11)
WRITE (6,6)






CALL MATMPY(E2MI'RXPFMATRXPAMATRX,44P4P4r,4) - .
CALL MATMPY (AMATRXPElMTRXBMATRXr4,44,4,-4)
CALL MATMPY(BMATRX.DLVTRXSiMTRXt4,4,4, 41)
WRIT- (6,10) ( SHMTRX(I,1),II=l,4 )
DL:'TRX(1p1) =SHMTRX(1 1)





































































L'00177 END - 0.--- - 0. 00001.730 --
- - -- -------- - -
-
__1
" --- --I' - '---- --- ---- -
------
-- --- ----- -- -- --- ____
qi ELT MATELM,1p710407t 52145
000001 SUBROUTINE MATELM(NDIJFLG) 00001740
000002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 00001750
000003 LOGICAL DIJFLG 00001760
000304 DIMiENSION DLl(50),*DL2(50)pDEI1(50)PDEI2(50)POGl(50)pDG2(50)pDCl(5000001770
000005 1) DC2(50)DIJ(50),DIX(50)DWN(50),DKN!(50)oE1MTRX(4,4) ,E2MTRX(4p4),00001780
00C006 2AMATRX4p4)#BNiATRX(4p4)PCMATRX(4,4)PFMATRX(4p4),DLMTPX(4,1),SHMTRX00001790
C000007 3(4D1) 000018no
cOuOOOS CONMMON DLI DL2,pDEIIDEI2,DG1,DG2,DC1P,,DC2,DIJ,DIXDWN,DKN,E1MTRX, 00001810
000009 1 E2MTRXP AMATRXBMATRXP CMATRX,FMATRXDLMTRXSHMTRX,SUMGOMGSQ 00001820
C000010 61 ElMTRX(2,1)=DL1(N) 00001830
00ol0011 E2MTRX(2,1)=DL2(N) n00001840
000012 62 E1MTRX(42)=0.5D00*DL1 (N)*OL1 (N)/DEI1 (N) 00001850
000013 E2MTRX (f42)=0o5DO*DL2(N)*DL2t(N)/DEI2(N) 00001860
m00014 63 EMTX (3 1 )-E lMTRX(4q2) 00001870
C000015 E2MTRX(3l 1)=-E2M.TRX(4 2) .. 00001880




000020 E2MTRX(4p!)=(DL2(N)*( (DL2(N)*DL2(N))/(6.DO*DEI2(N))-DC2(N)/DG2(N) )00001930
0V0021 1) 00001940
000C22 ElMNTRX(4 3)=-DL(N) 00001950
"0u023 E2MTRX(4,3)=-DL2(N) 00001960
00002q, 66 F,'ATRX(141)=DWN(N)*SUMG-DKN(N) 00001- - -- -00.970
000025 FMATRX (23)=DIX (N) OMGSO-DIJ(N) 00001980
0052'.i IF(.NOTDIJFLG)RETURN ooonl000019o
000027 FMATRX(2,3)=DIX(N);'OM.GSO - - -.. .... 00002000
000C 13 FMATRX (3,2)=1.0DO/DIJ(N) 0000201.0
000029 RETURN oo00n02020
000030 END --- --- -- - - - - 00002030
ELT MATiPY,j,710407, 52146
000O001 SUBROUTINE MATMPY(APB;CtKiMlPKiMkN) - -. .
000002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)
00000 DIMENSION A(20),B(20)tC(20)
Coooo DO 10 I=lK
000005 DO 10 J:1PN
000006 II=(J-1)*Kl+I --
000007 C(II)=OoODO




















n ELT REPEAT,1t710407. 52147
000001 SUBROUJTINE REPEAT(AvAABPBBCPCCDDDEE:EuFFF~NR) 00002350
000002 !MPLiCIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z) 00002360
000003 C** **************************8**********************************002370
00004 C REPEAT READS IN A STATION CARD OR SIMULAIES A REPEATED CARD BY 00002380
O0005 C MOVING DATA. 00002390
000006 C ApBpCpDpEoF OLD AABBCCpDD,EEpFF NEW 00002400
000007 C NR = NUMBER OF REPEATS FOR A PARTICULAR CARD 00002410
000003
000009 IF(NR-1)400,100,100 000on230
000010 400 READ (5,3002) AARBpCCDDEEFFNR 00002440
000011 3002 FORMAT ( 6D12o6,I3) 00002450
000012 GO TO 700 0000?460







000020 700 RETURN 00002540
000021 END 00002590
I !- ··__ _ · -------· _L·LIC-L·IUUIIY-·L
13 ELT ROOl'1,7101107, 52149
· CALL RC














JMBER OF SEARCH ITERATIONS
BR11,SVBll · SAVE
AOrOBll - _ - GET
AOPCALSEQ , PUT






























_ _____ _II__ ___ II___II___XCIYIUI_ -U· I_---·- ·- YII-·-?-I·CII--
/3 -



























































IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HtO-Z)









E = ERROR LIMIT
K = TERMINATION STATUS FLAG





















IF (FLGB NEo O) GO TO 1000
C



















IF (FLGA *NE.0) GO TO 1000
GO TO 300
__U ___ __ · _II __· __ _U
]





___ XLAST X __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
000061 x ^I
000062 110 = 1
000063 __ _ _ _ _ C 
_ _ _ _
DD006L4 C SE I1 F N-E-W -XIS -I-N THE PROPER INTERVAL 
_ _- -__
J 1n0 V0 I5 C
000066 ___ 1100 *CONTINUE__ _
0 0 006 7 IF((X-XtAINUS)*(XPLUS-X)) 1200' 9000, 1300
000068 1200 CONTINUE
0~~0069 ~GO TO (20009 9000)p 110 ____ 
--- __
Q000070
(00071 C TEST TO SEE IF CLOSE ENOUGH
OO0fM72 _ C
000 07 3 1,300- CONTINUE
000074 IF (ABS(X-XLAST)-E .LE. 0) GO To 9000
0 j0075 - CALL RETAGN 
___ __
- .?0)6C
(20~0077 C INTE:RPOLATE USING THE INTERVAL BOUNDARIES
0 30 078 _ C 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0000679 2000 CONTINUE
tjU00c60 X( = (XMIN4US*FPLUS-XPLUS*FMINLJS)/(FPLUS-FMTIIUS)
UOU08l I10 = 2
C-00032 GO TO 1100




0~0066 9000 K = 0



























































.....SUBROUJTINE STAOUT(AA BB,CC0DOEE-FFPKODEL-[L.BCDNSTALINE'LSKIP) 00002560
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H#O-Z) 00002570




C STAOUT WILL PRINT 1 TO 6 HEADINGS. IT ALSO PRINTS NSTA VALUES 00002610
C BELOW THE HEADING, LINE = LAST LINE uSED 0000?620
C**************'***** *************** ***** *****************************n*** **....
N=l 00002640
IF(LINE-(73-LSKIP))31,30,30 00002650
30 WRITE (6P4098) -. -- - -- - --. 00002660
LINE=1 00002670
DO 55 II= 1iLSKIP oon000026P0
WRITE (6.4097) ..--. 00002690
55 L.INE=LINE+1 00002700
31 WRITE (6o20) (BCD(II)pII=l,6) 00002710
20 FORMAT (lH0O10XvA6#5(15XAA6) //) *NEW
LINE=LINE+3 00002730**-!
LCTR=0 00002740
56 GO TO (1e2F3p4#5)pKODE 00002750
- 00002760
1 WRITE (6,21) AA(NL)PB(N.L).CC(NL),DD(N#L),EE(N.L),FF(NvL) 00002770
21 FORMAT (lH .5X, 6(E15#8p6X) ) 00002780
GO TO 575 00002790
C 00002800
2 WRITE (6,22) AA(NFL)SBB(NL),CC(NL),DP(N.L) 00002810
22 FORMAT (IH 5X, 4(E15.8p6X) ) 00002820
GO TO 575 00002830
C 00002840
3 WRITE (6,23) CC(NvL),DD(NvL),FF(N,L) 00002850
23 FORMAT (1HT47XP 2(E15.8o6X)?21XpEl5.8) 00o002860
GO TO 575 00002870
C 00002880
4 WRITE (6.24) AA(NpL).BB(NqL)vCC(N#L) 00002890
24 FORMAT (1H E5Xi 3(E15.8p6X) 00002900
GO TO 575 00002910
C 00002920
5 WRITE (6o25) AA(NPL) n00002930











4097 FORMAT (1H ) 00003050
4098 FORMAT (iH1) 00003060
C 00003070
C 73 LEAVES MIN 5 STA. AT BOTTOM. THE FIELDERS TAKE 3 LINES. 00003080
C ASSUME 80 PRINT LINES AVAILABLE. LINE=LAST LINE USED. Oon00003090
END 00003100
" TRI X 14:46:12
END CUR
/1
(*taA**144i8*a*4~s244* ¢*3o: ^*4**tw**s*tt*6t*t~ *7***Att**t**8*t3**4****Q*t**^*A***0****A***4 1 ****^****2* f*4tA**3* -
@4 444'4-:'t'* '44 '; '**4 *4 a *4********4t*44-6*ISD-27,16 INFORMATION-SYSTEMS-DESTGN 15-ApR-1s72***t~*s*t**t****t******t***t****)t****4*z44**t
Cltan ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ)-+<=>&$*(%:?!,\01234567899 ;/.\ 13C]1A ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ)-+<=>t$*(%:?!w\01234567R9'I/.\ QEtl.A
25 APR 72 P 14:46:13 IDENT=FYEE ACCOUNT=428999 CARDS IN= 9, OUT= 0
PAGES- 169 LINES= 475. TIME=00:00:04 (HMS)
ALL SOFTWARE ISD PROVIDES OR MAKES AVAILABLE FOR USE, IN ANY FORM WHATSOEVER, IS PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION OF ISD AND IS NOT TO BE COPIED OR REPRODUCED WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION BY ISD,
4t 4 at4i * 4 t * 4 t 4 * * 4 4 * * * * * * * * * * * St * t *t *t * " * * * * * * * * * * t *t * * *t * * * * w* * * * * * *t * * * * * * *
m4: USER NOTICES - APRIL 20' 1972 *41*
(1) ISD 1108 TERMINAL SERVICE IS SCHEDULED AS FOLLOWS - . . . . . . . . . -. ,.
MON : 07:00 - 24:00
TUE - FRI : 00:00 - 0:00 ; 07:00 - 24:00 -'------
SAT : 00:00 - 22:00
SUN : 04:00 - 22:00
.. . (2) LARGE-CORE (LCR) PRODUCTION JOBS ARE NOW BEING RUN ON AN OVERNIGHT BASIS STARTING AT 04:00 EACH DAY.
(3) ISO NOW HAS AVAILASLE REMOTE-BATCH JOB ENTRY VIA LOW-SPEFD TELETYPE COMPATIBLE TERMINALS USING OIAL-UP COMMIINICATION LINES.
THIS SERVICE HAS BEEN IN USE FOR OVER TWO MONTHS AND IS CALLED RON/I.
THE DIAL-UP TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND TRANSMISSION RATES ARE LISTED BELOW.
... 10 C;-AR/SEC' 415-562-4035q 415-562-4036t 415-562-51q6
30 CHAR/SEC 415-562-4716 ** EFFECTIVE 4/24/72 THIS NUMBER WILL BE CHANGED TO 415-562-4294 *
(4)- ISDIS SECOND PUBLIC TERMINAL IN SAN FRANCISCO IS LOCATEDC AT il CALIFORNIA ST., ROOM 2555.
(5) BEGINNING 4/24/72 AND AFFECTIVE MONDAY - FRIDAY TURNAROUND TIME SHOULD BE REDUCFD BETWEEN THE HniURS OF 10:30 - 1:30 AND
14:00 - 16:00 FOR USERS SUBMITTING NON-TAPE JOBS WITH RUN TIMES ESTIMATED AT LESS THAN 6 MINlUTES.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON (2) & (3) IS NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL INTERESTED USERS BY CONTACTING YOUR SALESMAN AT 415-562-4204.
. * 4 . * a * . * . * * * * * . * * * * 4 * * * * * 4 * . * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * S* * * * * * * * * * * * *
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25 APR 72 P 14:46:13 IDENT:FYEE ACCOUNT.428999 CARDS IN= 9. OUT= 0 . . ..
PAGES= 16, LINES= 475. TIME:00:00:04 (HMS)
APPENDIX C
PROGRAM E13102 LATERAL (FREE) VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF TWO ELASTI-
CALLY COUPLED, UNDAMPED, LUMPED PARAMETER BEAMS, USERS' MANUAL
AND SAMPLE OF INPUT/OUTPUT
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Progran E13102
(Formerly Program 14034)
Converted to 0S/360 by
J. A. Budzenski
25 April 1968
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INTRODUCTION
This program, originally 14034s a FORTRAN IV programs has been con-
verted to 360 FORTRAN Level H without changes in logic.
This program provides the capacity to analyze the free undamped lateral
vibrations of two elastically coupled, lumped parameter beams. Natural fre-
quencies, mode shances, and associated shear and moment distributions can be
computed° Shear deflections, rotary inertia, and gyroscopic effects (for
rotating shaft analyses) are included in the progran capability° Each beam
has four state variables (ioeo, shears . . .t.. s a nd de..ect.i on) of which
twio at each end for each beam must equal zero°
This program is essentially an extension of IBM Job 14009 which is a free
lateral vibration analysis of a single, undamp3d lumped parameter beam. For a
more extensive discussion of the capabilities of lumped parameter beam models,
consult the user's manual for that job. The principle application of these
programs has been to analyze rotor-stator mraodels to determine critical speeds of
turbomachinery.
For any additional information concerning the analysis of this program,
contact Laverne K. Severud, Dept. 3252, Bldg. 2019.
RESTRICTIONS
1. The maximnum number of bays is 50.
2. The two specified boundary conditions at each and for each beam must
equal zero.
3. To analyze a single beam, input a fictitious cantilever for the other beam,
with zero lengths and weights,
Laotcrl. Vibration p n1o.ysis of
Tlo El. stic?].ly CoupI.ecd, Unda-mped.
Lumpeod Par:.metr 3e ans
Progranm E13102
Page 2 of 9
4h Always input finite values of G and I .
5o To input data in ecponential foin- put E+c or E=zc flush right in the
field of 12, where xx is the twoi digit e:ponent and a plus sign irill be
understood.
6. When either fixed point variables N or NSTA are only one digit, it must
be right-adjusted in the field of two.
NOTMENCLATLURE
L -Length of elasticity element (in)
E - Modulus of Elasticity (psi)
I - Area Moment of Inertia of Cross Section (in4)
C Shape Constant for Shear Deflection (in2)
G Modulus of Rigidity (psi)
W - Weight of Lumped Mass (#)
Ij Polar Mass Moment of Inertia (# in sec2)
Ix - Diametral Mass Moment of Inertia (- rin sec2)
K - Spring Constant (r/in])
co - Natural Frequency (cps)
A~ - Increment in Frequency (cps)
c - Damping Coefficient (i' sec/in)
DX - Offset between corresponding stations in two beams (in)
- Forcing Shear Coefficient of w2 ( see2 )
- Forcing Shear Constant (-,-)
p - Forcing Moment Coefficient of w2 (7 in sec2 )
V - Shear (h)
M - Moment (in t#)
0 - Slope (rad)
Y - Deflection (in)
Lalter:, Vibration ;ncol.ysis, of
'ITwo Iaastica.lly Coup.plcd, IJndapmpod,
Lumpod Pariactcr Bccmns
Program F13102
Page 3 of '
A, B, C, Da 14, N, O, P (See p. 9)
Note: All unprmned quantities refer to top beanm and springs between the beams.
All primed quantities refer to the bottom beam and springs between it
and ground.
·:.-·:i-- .--:· . -- - : " . .4 II . :.. ...1 .1.. - -- ....... I.... .-- ..
Lateral Vibration Analysis of
Two }elastically Coupled, Undamped,
Lumped Parameter Bearnms
Programn E13102
Page IL of 9
I, LU4PED PARPIIETZER MODEL























ED 1; I 6
ski 68)
, :, " . . . ., . . , 1 , .._ ... ·. - . .... .,..
Lateral Vibration ALnalysis of
Two FlasticaJly Coupled, Undamped,
Lumped Parameter 3Becars
IIIo TRAiNSFOrU.ATION ACRES IDEALIZED I.ASS
Program E1.3102
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x+1 x
WX 2





, IA - -I
+KwII
X XI X
1) DX is positive when direction of offset from rotor to stator-
is in direction of increasing station numbers.
2) Since DX is infinitely stiff, KX must be the equivalent stiffness
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Iateral Vibration AU-,Llysis of
Two haastically Coupled, Undamped,
Ilunped Parameter Beazms
W= X 2
MXL _ XR _ (IjTX) 2 5 X
VXL = VXR YXL 1 YXR
X + Kx(YxYdX-x)






0 0 'X 2
-C) x 0 10 dXKX KX
20 1 -(Ij[Ix)co 0 I 0
0 [ 0 0 0
I
0 0 I0 ' 0:' 0 000 0 1 00 0 0
-- - _______ ---- ---- ___
O O O KX 1 o -dXKX -g w -KX-K'o o Kx  l .o
o O O dXKX O 1 Ik d;9(X -dXKX
0 0 0 0 O 0 1 0
. l I
L0 0 0 o ! o 0 0 1
Stator may not have any If; if it needs to be inc]luded,
let
IX = I' - IW
- K1Y X
Lateral Vibration Analysis of
Two Elastically Coupled, Undamped,
Lumped Parameter Beams
Program E13102









YXL L VX 3
vx V ; x = MXL + VXL 'XL
Similarly for VZL
~XL
·.. {A}x = [E]XL{AXL
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Iateral Vibration Anlx.ysis of
Two Eq.astically CoupIeC-l Undunped,
Lumped Paramieter Beams
Program iE13102
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Vo SOLUTION PD0CEDlRE
Thus,
{A} X n [E]yJj, {A}xi = [EjXL ;[FI X {A}XR
= [ E]XL [F]X [(E]XR {A}X Z
{ }X = [C]x {}x-1
Continuing from span to span
{A} X = [C]X [C]x-_ {A}x_ 2 etc.
and
N
t{'}N n [cJ]i {}o
i=l
{A} N =[DI {A}0
For generalized zero
At N 6a b


































determinant must equal zero.
of co until roots are found.
Jate.r, '. VJi.1)'da[,5. on .511;,q.y ';J.q of.
'I-o !;1.;,:'istc:,'l_-y Co.il edo , Und. amed
Lumpcd BPar ;:m;r 3..-s -
Program }.i].3102
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VIo NOMAILZATION OF IMODE S1tIPE
WJheil o is determined, set 6i  1 (i = ri,n,o or p)
Substibuto into first 3 equations and solve for thle remaininlg 3 6's
at point Oo
.°o {A} is knowm
Calculate remaining {A}x from relation
Xx
{A}xc= n1 [C]±{A}i=l i
One chock of comiputational sonsitivity is to see if the zero variables
at end N do in fact calculate to zero.
VII. SPECIA~L IhPUT PALT'ErJ',S
a, bo co d > 6 aS °b9 6c9 6 d
m, n, o3 p=> 3re 5n' 56o 6p
i=> 6i (i either mn,op -
(Zero at end N)
(Non-zero at end o)
nonnalizing parameter)
I I I I ;i I I
.;i 2 i I I J , Ti2 1 1
I I K
I I I I I i I I I I I I I I -I I I I I
-FT-1-T-iF I I
1 i I I I I ,
IF T I T i I I
- --jI 1 1 1 ; :I
1: , IC. 11
-j-I --7 TO "8 'I
1_-1-1-T ? 0W ' y
I-II I I I I 11
I I I ! i I i I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I - 1 1 I I I
I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I




I [ I I I I I I I I I I II  I I t I
I I I i i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II  I I I I I! i I I l" I
! I I I I -F - - - I I I I I II ; I I I I I[ I I I I I II I I I I I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ,I I I II I I I I I I I I I: I I I I , I I I I I I





,1 61 14 7$ [6 17I,1D] 1 2:s :1H6  t 9 1201 21 1221 ,3 124:125 126 11 ? ~I-, C129130 1s31 213313,: 3 I':65 1 A 3 3se 39'4014 1 t42 1,u ,43,144 51A6[ 4fi, :4 , I $49 0 1 51 15 1 53 1s54 1s5 5s6 IS71$8 1591 60 [61162i16s
I I I I i I I I I I I I ! Ii : , I I I I I I I I I i I 1 i I i I t 't - I- I --' If I i II I  I I1
] -- -_ ] F ] - -I-I -I I : : i~ I- - - - - - - IIi I I I I i I I Ii I I I I I- - - -- I I t I I I I I I I i-I
OH ; I
I I IFFTi I I I ! I
. . . . .
I I t I i I I I I ! I I I I I I ; I 7 F T- - i i'
F:i ) _~T(2) 1' ( T~3)1
--- --- I -L
' ' '





) ?.'IL IC: iI I
I i-)pTI&.'I I
. . . . . .
. . . . .
- ------ I- --- ~------ '- -;---- I;--
Ci· · niI II
I I I ` I 
r iI
· __ 11




I i I I
L 4 J ~ I I J ~ I I I I I II I I I & I r I 
. . . . . . . I . I I . I I . . . I . . . . . . . . . I
PLEASE PRINT CL:ARLY ·USE ,BLACK PENICIL
i
I . ENTER DATA LEGIBLY Wl1ttIN SPACES P;O'VIDED
:. ,:;:TIN;OI5,1BET-EEN I J , ll - 0, 2- , U -4. V, 7 -s
3.AI rirht-adjusted intoE, u in col, 73-75 ~;ill repeat, a card of stat'ion
data, a;d os-,ore tho dat& i locations corresponding to consecutive
stasions,.
KEYPUNCHl IN$TRUCTIONS
; l [ ~'[L L l~J
' 
-&f ]11[ Pos_-r~ l` [lOT. FIF NfCSSAP PP V! .4K CARDS
ALL. SPACES MAY~ B[ IG'NORED XSP_1TA
AL ~LzSPACE' MAY RI lIttOPE? EXCEPT {So~~Sl.....
Oi ' 0 iT PUN1CH P RSP R I NT E SI 0NS SHO ~N A F TER L AST HA N D.RIT T F' "'LE ElI TRPY
' SE 360 SYMBOLS
E13102
Lar a V iraio Analysis cf Two Elas-
ically Coualed Undaz,---dLo~L=:pd Farmect
314i 6.i-t 66516 7 6 1t T 6 9?F6T i 701I 71 1 7 i 73 174 1 75 761 771 181 ?9:El
I I I CII





I I i I I I i ; .
4F'~) -iF
; I I I I I i I I I I










I I I II i I I
I I
I : IL I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 I I't1 i I1 I
-I _ _ TI 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I i i I I i17`??T('::
I I
-"
I I I I
: I I I
I I I I
I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I-
II I I [ I





I I I i I I I I I II ! I I I'll) I I !1I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I l I I I ! I I I I I I I I I7 -, I _ _ I I
-I I T - - I - I I I I I
l i l li l l I I I I I I I i I I I I !
IlIq1 I I I I IJ,) I I I I I I I I
IY"
I ! I I I I KI1 I I I i
T'; i IT1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 7 Ii-iT-I I _1 i- T - _1 7 I I i I I I I I I' I I
8080 LISTING
GEMINI GEARBOX FORCED VIBRATION















































































































































































































































































































































































































JOB E13102 VIBRATION ANALYSIS
0EMINI GEARBOX FORCED VIBRATION RUN I NUMBER OF STATIONS 21
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-n. I 195762 89
-0. 106030280
-0. '3 6 4.'"4994.
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SYLP42099V F 2 p U Li A- 1I-- -I
09 RUN FYEEP428999,2200 L IST E131O2 -
.- , - - - --
DATE 25 APk
25 APR
7? A G r 1
72 -- 14:46:14.697
[d CTL JN=E13102 25 APR 72 14 :46:1 4.697
25 APR 72 14:46:14.770OR ASG X=AN4150
AN4150 ASSIGNED UNIT I
.GN HDOG 25 APR 72 14:46:14.778
- - - - -
------- --
X~T CUR ---------- 25 APR 72 14:46:14.780 -
PEF x 14:46:15
2. IN x 14:46:15




000002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
00003 DIMENSION BLO (250)
00004 COMMON/ARRAY/BLO/ARRAYZ/BHI
000005 BHI = 0,0
000C06 RETURN
000007 C**-.** ****,***s ***.*********
000008 C EXPAND SHOULD PRECEDE 1ST SIMST USE.
000009 C EXPAND SHOULD ONLY BE CALLED FOR THE 7094. .
000O10o C TO DIMENSION BLOPESTIMATE NEEDED STORAGE,
000011 C PUT DIM OLO(i) AND NAMED COMMON IN EVERY SIMST-USING ROUTINE.
000012 C EXPAND ONLY NEED BE CHANGED IF AVAILABLE STORAGE CHANGES.
000013 C************ ********4*** ************ 4********* **************
000014 END
Q ELT E13iO2,1!7104235 57304
OOC01 TURBOPUMP ROTOR 12-29-70 LIGH.TURoRBEAR CASE 6 F.CoW. FIXED MIRONENKO 40
000002 99 10o 10o 1 2 5 6 3 5 6 0 7
000003 .51 .34 ,0 .0
000004 2o0E6 4.0E6 1.0E9 10OE:9
000005 6.1E6 6olE6 11.7E6 11.7F]6
000906 - - _ 47 3.3 - 1-1 --. -....-..










































































































36 .0 .0 - - -.. .....
10.OE6 1.OE9 1. OF9
6.1E6 11o7E6 11.7E6
1.2 - -1 1.
*81E-8 0
.0
.- ...32 -- ------- -- -
26.OE6 17.4E9 17.4F9
6.1E6 11.7E6 11.7E6










1900OE6 32.OE9 3 2, OE9
6o1E6 11.7E6 11.7£6
o27 .05 - .05 -
7.0E-8 .89
16,78
.33 .55 - .5
260. OE6 33.2OE9 --- 33.0F9
6o1E6 11.7E6 11,7E6





6.1E6 1.76 11. 7 E
- 21 .01 .01 -
38.0E-8 2.2
45973
-07 .64 - 65 -
55.0E6 --- 40.IE9 40,1E9 --
8o6E6 11.7E6 11.7E5












00*0064U C. 0   LI
1W O-1 ,9 6 5
0000co6

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































.1 - - .1 ...
-.OE-8 3.7











.,45 - -. 588 --
2o9E9 2.9E9
11.7E6 11.7E6
.8 --0 8 .0 ---
-2,1E-8 2.23
32oE-8 , 33





.28 - .. .24
u6.5F9 46.5Eq
li.7E6 1lt.7E6
.03 .- - .03
24.2E-8 1.13
. - -- - .-.. . 0 . ----
1.0F9 I.OE9
11.7E6 11.7E6




























































































































































































































































0 .. -.. -. . - -- - .. -
1.0E9 1.0E9
11.7E6 11.7E6
1- o. . .1 -
-.OE-8 .0
C00237 . . 42 .60 .0 o0 ..
t)002233 123.0.o E6 1230.OE6 1oOE6 1oOF6
.0 .02L9 6.oE6 6.oE6 11o7E6 11*7E6
__ .O20 .16 .16 .0 .0
002~i +,104 -24.E-8 .0
000242 7.0 o 0
111_
I I
- LLT '!rl)tl710427 53665
LATERAL VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF TWO ELASTICALLY COUPLED,UNDAMPED



























0 00 C 27
C I0029












































DO 999 II=i7 - - --- - -- 13102147
999 NREP(II)=0 13102148
LI NE=6 13102149
30 READ (5p3000qEND5O000) T!TLE,NSTA 13102150
READ (5v3001) NROOTPTOMGAPDOMGAeK<,KAKBRKCKDKM,KNKO, 13102151
1 KP 13102152















wRITE (6v4001) TITLEPNSTA 13102168




38 WRITE (6t4022) 13102173
LINE=NSTA 13102174
39 WRITE (6P4002) 13102175
DO 40 N=1tNSTA 13102176
40 WRITE (6,4 0 08) DL1(N),DL2(N),DL3(N),DL4(N) 13102177
LINE=LXNE+NSTA+4 13102178
IF(LINE-55)44t44p43 13102179
43 WRITE (6r4022) 13102180
LINE=NSTA 131021P1
44 WRITE (6.4003) 13102182
/6
)O 45 N=j NSTA
45 WRITE (6o4008)
1310n21a3













































r~C? ;;) I . 8













.,, .' I i6
LINE=LINE+NSTA+4
IF(LINE-55)49,49 48 - -
48 WRITE (6,4022)
LINE=NSTA
-49 WRITE (6F4004) --
DO 50 N=!PNSTA
50 WRITE (6,4008) DG1(N)PDG2(N),G3S(N),DG4(N)






55 WRITE (6P4008) DC0l(N)PDC2(N)PD2C'S(NJtDC4(N) ---.
LINE=L I NE+NSTA+4
IF(LINE-55)59,59,58
58 WRITE (624022) ----
LIN!'EzNSTA
59 WRITE (604006)
DO 60 N=liNSTA -.- - -





DO 65 N=1PNSTA -- .. -) WN --- ----- (N -0N (N)....-
65 WIITE (6p4008) DWN1 N) DWN2(N),ONl(N)PDKN2(N)
L.INE-NSTA
WRITE (6,4022) - - -
PI2 = 6o283185307179586
TvD - TOVGA * PI2
- -D DO~i;GA * P12-
C
C INITILIZE EiE2,AND F MATRICES
C


















































































































































136 WRITE (6,4009) OPRTPDETNOW
L I NE=L I NE+1
GO To 138
137 WRITE (604009) OPRTPDETNOW
L.INE=1
,'-RITE (6,4u022)




GO- 60 TO 30















C () =-CMATRX (K8 r KM)
CALL SIMST(CPiD)4pbLOPBHI)












14.2 DLNT7RX (KN 1)=l. ODO- .- . .
C

















































































0 0l 0 1 -) '95
ooo! .qs0001i900 O5
,-d ,..c,20
,Ji'u 4 . .'0







00( 2C600.2 0300'.; .29
0 l 4 3OC L..9
00('21 1
00 U? 9 76! 0 -~l 19
00G2l,21O00022;3
0CC522























143 DLMTRX(KOp1)l..OD0O ---- --- --- - -.
C







C 1 =CM,'jTRX (KS t:'?.fl - -- --- --- ..-...
C (2)=CMATRX(KBKN)
C(3)=CMATRX(KBPKP)
C(4)-CMATRX(KBPKO) .. . - -- -- - --
CALL SIMST(CPIDO4,BLOPSHI)
C(1)=CMATRX(KDKM)
C(2)=CMATRX(KDKN) -.. --- . -- -.
C(3)=CMATRX(KDPKP)
C(4)=-CMATRX(KODKO)




144 ..DLMTRX(KPq-l)=1 0 D.O .... .. - -- -
C




C (3)=CMATRX(KApF!O) - -- -






















































































, fC2, 3 v000'2+00002 !1
000242
000243













0 C, 2 0 9
000250
JC'f02f
) fl,? ; 2 2
JU 20
a l ^ 2 C, 6
000257
0 002 7 9
000271



























OLMT- RX (KP, 1) X (KKSUB)
GO TO 146
1142 KSUE=KID(1)







DLMTRX (K!4 1) =X (KSUB)
KSULB=KID (2)










146 WRITE (6P4012) OPRT
DO 147 IP1-8
147 OUMM Y( I )=DLMTRX(I 1)
DO 149 N-iPNSTA
CALL SETUP ( OM"GW N)









1i49 WRITE `6,4008) (STORE(N,I),N=1,4)
WRITE (6P4014) (DUMMY(K)PK=5q8)
DO 1150 I=1;NSTA
1150 WRITE (6pL:008) (STORE(NPI).N=5,t8)
WRITE (6,4022)








310 WRITE (6pO023) KERR
hRITE (6p4024)
CALL PRINTM (CMATRXpit,88,.12H CMATRX . .. --
GO TO 30
3000 FORMAT (11A6,4XPI2)
3001 FORMAT (I2o2E12o699I3) .
3002 FORMAT (4E12o6)
4000 FORMAT (1Hlo50X30HJOR :'3102 VIRRATION ANAYSIS///)





















































































1)0 I.,; 9 ,
00C0320
000321
4004 FORMAT (1H013X4HiG(1)229X4HG(2),?9XL4HG(3),2'9)'411H(4)//) -- . 13102420
4005 FORMAT (1HO13X4HC(1),29X4HC(2),29X4HC(3),2)X4HC(4)//) 13102421
40¢6 FORMAT (1HO12X8HI SUB J!225X8H DX P25X3HI SUB X1,25X8HI SUB X2131n2422
1//) 13102423
4007 FORMAT (1H012XrlW SUBa Ni25XeHW SUB N-2e25X3HK SUB N1.25X8HK SUB N213102424
1//) 13102425
4008 FORMAT (9XE15o8,3(18XE15o8)) 131 n226 -
4009 FORMAT (IHt ,26X8HOMEGA = El5.8'5x9HDETERM ::E15.8) 13102427
4011 FORMAT (14H0 END OF CASE ) 13102428
4012 FORMAT (1H053X8HOMEGA = E15o8///] 13102429
4013 FORMAT (IFI:15X1HV232X1HMe31X3HPHISI3XlHY/.'/9XE15.8,3(18XE15.8)) 13102430
4014 FORMAT (lH0,11X7HV PRIME,26X7HM PRIMF,25XqHPHI PRIME,25X7HY PRIME/13102431
3//9XE15oR3( l18XE15o8)) ... 131n2432
4020 FORMAT (36HC 100 INTERATIONS AND NO ROOTS FOUND) 13102433
402'. FORMAT (19H NUMBER OF ROOTS I395X,13H TR':AL OMEGA F8.3, 13102434
1 5XP13H DELTA OMEGA -8.35X,8I4///.)-- - - 13102435
4022 FORMAT (lH1) 13102436
4023 FORMAT (1H0,41X2L'HFAILPURE IN SIMIST--KFRR - T2,3X,18HGOING TO NEXT1310;4-7?
1 CASE ) 13102438
4024 FORMAT (1H08,X100HTHE COEFFICIENTS OF THE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 13102439
1tiliC' ;,iERE NOT SOLVED FOR THE INITIAL STATt: VECTOR / 5X 13102440






. ELI MATMPY.1P710422, 35976
000001 SUBROUTINE MATMPY(A.,3tCK iM1,KpM,N)
000002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
000003 DIMENSION A(20),B(20)PC(20i
0'(JU004 DO 10 I=1,K
O';b005 00 10 J=iN
(;;iO{!O6 II:(.d-l3:'"' ' .v
1.'0007 CIII:=0o05DO
000'08 DO 10 L=IPM
C00009 JJ=(L-1)*K1+I


















; 00 )  2 1
i':O()",/




2 IMPLICIT REAL*'8 (A-HO-Z)
3 C ...... .. .
t+ C FORTRAN IV PRINTM
5 C SUBROUTINE TO PRINT ANY MATRIX WITH 2-WORO TT1LE




OIATA B /I COL,/ -...........-.
L RIIE (6p22)TITLE
2 . ..22 FCRMAT (13OUP52X,2A6) . ... --
3 C
CO 50 I=1 -NC98
5 I--liC-I +1 --.--.-. -- .-- ................
6 'F(II-8)20I20,10
7 10 11T:6
3 20 D3O 30 JdlvIIa 0lO3 =fI................-------................. 
-----
S 30 NHED(J)=I-+J-1
0 WRITE (6F120) (BpNHED(J)pJ=IpII)
DO 5C jz1uNR -
2 Kl.::d+ I -I) ~AXR
3 Kl-.L+(II-1):MAXR
*4 50 WRITE (69130) . (J A(K),K=KLKHPM.XR-)-.
5 RETURN
6 120 FORMAT (1HO,9X,1O(A6,Itl+4X))






























·__ C·_ _I· _1 L __·_·__·_ · _I
/-7
~ ELT REPEAT,1,710422, 35979
SUBROUTINE REPEAT(-AFAApBp8BBCeCCCTDtDDPEF-EEFFFFNR) .. 1310281
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z)
~~F82
C REPEAT READS IN A STATION CARD OR SIMULATES A REPEATED CARD BY 13102 83
C MOVING DATA. 13102 84
C APBPCPO#EtF OLO AAiBRACCPDDEFFF NEW _ 13102 R5
C NR = NUMBER OF REPEATS FOR A PARTICULAR CARD 13102 86
* *********8**************13102 87
1 IF(NR-i)400100,I 100 .. . - 13102 88
400 READ (5,3002) AABBtCCDDPEEPFFPNR 13102 89
3002 FORM4AT ( 6E12.6,I3) 13102 90
GO TO 700 - - ---- - -- 13102 91
100 AA=A 13102 92
BB=B 13102 Q3













































S BlleSVB11 · SAVE n'1 FOR RETURN
DL - AO0,Bll _ · GET THr CALLING SEOUEMCE -..
DS AOCAILSEQ PUT AWY
LMJ Bi.1lROOTF o GO TNI"IALIZE ROOTB
CALSEO RES 2 ·- -- eCALLINT SEQUENCE -
RETAGN, o ITERATCON RETURN ENTRY
L B1I.tSVB1l
................... d _ 2eBll --.--.
o
U ~~2PB11 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SVL£11 + 0
END










OOJOGC NN = SEARCH ITERATION LIMIT .................
000OU07 C
OOOC08 IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-HPO-Z) *NEW
000009 N = NN --- - -- ------- - --- -
000010 FLGA = 0
000011 FLGS = 0






0 001 8 C X= X VALUE.
300519< C DX = SEARCH INCREMENT
0)0320 C F F(X)
003021 C E = ERROR LIMIT
0G00022 C K TERMINATION STATUS FLAG
003J3 r




cO3 S 100 CONTINUE
0nn0c2-; XMINUS = X
C00030 FMINUS = F -
000;3. FLG6 = F
T) 3032 IF (FLGA oNEoO) GO TO 1000
j0000G 3 GO TO 300--
U0031 C
iC9Us .5 C F>O
)03 e. .: C
033037 200 CONTINUE
0j0338 XPLUS = X
0030a9 FPLUS = F
dUcOC'o FLGA = F
to030lt1 IF (FLGB oNE. O) GO TO 1000
006042 C
000043 C TRY A NEW X VAKUE TO BRACKET THE ROOT
000044 C
030045 300 CONTINUE
000046 XLAST = X
030047 FLAST = F
0C0248 X = X+DX
CO3UOtS N = N-1
0G0050 IF (N GE. O) CALL RETAGN
C000051 K = N
000052 RETURN
000053 C
000054 C DO LINEAR INTERPOLATION TO APPROXIMATE THE FOOT
U000055 C
000056 1000 CONTINUE
· _I _L_ _  II-·L-mlLIIYIIYII·LLI*-
£00057 IF (F-FLAST oEO. 0) GO TO 2000
6,,Jo58 XI = (F-XLAST-X*FLAST)/(F-FLAST)
0 2o0;9 FLAST = F
,)J0'60 XI.AST = X
000061 X = XI
00C00&2 110 1
C'uIur6i C
OuU0E4 C SEE IF NEW X IS IN THE PROPER INTERVAL
C GOO;65 C
00006,'- 1100 CONTINUE
000C&7 IF((X-XMINUS)*(XPLUS-X)) 1200, 9000, .130.
000068 1200 CONTINUE
OOOC69 GO TO (2000, 9000) I0 ....
0C6670 C
OC60Lc. C TES' TO SEE IF CLOSE ENOUGH
000072 C
000073 1300 CONTINUE
000074 IF (ABS(X-XLAST)-E oLE. 0) GO To 9000
00g075' CALL. RETAGN
0;:,0076 C
000077 C INTERPOLATE USING THE INTERVAL BOUNDARIES
C 0 70 . C
0000.79 2000 CONTINUE .. . . . . .. . . . ..........
000030 X = (XMINUS*FPLUS-XPLUS*FMINUS)/(FPLUS-FM[NUS)
II000 . .-. ............. IlO = 2 .. . .
0CC002 GO TO 1100
C NOR-A!L RETUJRN
00.0035 C





c0U002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)
000003 DIMENSION DL1(50)PDL2(50)tDL3(50)pDLl4(50),tDEI1(50),DET2(50)p 13102 1
000004 I DEI3(50)hDEI4(50),DG1(50),DG2(50).DG3(50),DG4(50), 13102 3
CO05 2 DC1(50),DC2(50),DC3(50) DC44(50),~)IJ1(50),DIJ2(~O), 13102 4
0~0006 3 DIX1(50)PfJIX2(50)9DWN1( 50')DWN2(50),DKNI(50)eDKN2(50) 13102 5
030007 DIMENSION EIMTRX( 8 8)E2MTRX(8,8)9AM, ATRX(a..8)*BMATRX(8,8)) 13102 6
0G0000 1 CMATRX{898) FMATRX(898)9DLMTRX(.q.'),SN1ATRX(g~1), 13102 7
000CO 2 DUMbAY(8),DETERM(L4p4)PC(4),ID([) ,:u(3)PKID (3)pDXXX(4),. 13102 8
006010 3 STORE(8950) 13102 9
000011 DIMENSION TITLE(l1),NREP(7) 13102 10
0CU012 COMMON [L1PDL2 DL3 DL 4DEI[) EI2pPEI3PDEI4:.DG1DG2pIG3,DG34 13102 11
000013 i DC1 DC29DC3DDC4vDIJ1,DIJ2,pDX1,DIX2,DWN11,DWN2pDKNlDDKN2p 13102 12
0,30014 2 EIMTRX'E2MTRXPAM AT0XRMATRX9CMATRXpFMATRXPDL(MTRXPSMATRX, 13102 13
o',0015 3 DUMMYpKM:KN<N"O"KPKAgKBvfKCXDDETERpi3 13102 14
000010 N = NN
002017 OMG = OMGG
O0u018 E1MTRX(2p'I)=DL1(N) 131n2 15
G 0000 1 9 E2.t.IRX(4t2):DL1(N)*'*2*o5DO/DEII(N) 13102 16
000020 E1MTRXt3ql)--E.MTRXR'{(42) 13102 17
000021 E!MTRX(3p2)=-DL1 (N)/DE1 (N) 13102 18
000022 E!MThX (4, !)=DL! (N)*'.3/6.DO/DEI' (N)-DCI(N)*DL1(N)/DG1(N) 13102 19
002025 ETRX(.4 3)=-E1lATRX(21) 13102 20
0C,0024 ElMTRX(5s5)-'DL3(N) . . 13102 21
0Co025 EiM'fRX (86):DL3(N)4*2, 5DO/DEI3).. 13102 22
000326 E.MTRX(7F5)z=-ElMTRX(8,6) 13102 23
003027 E'IMTRX(7,6)=:DL3(N)/DEI3(N) 13102 24
0025 EiMTRX (8P5) =DL3,(N) *3/6 O/DEI 3 (N)-DC3 (N)L3 (N)/D3(N) 13102 25
00 d :2 .~ Ei;',TRX (8P7) =-EV4T0RX( (3,5) 13102 2'6
; 0 00 EM'FRX(21):DL2(N) 13102 27
oj003! E2'qTRX(q42)}-DL2(N)'2'*o5DO/DEI2(N) 13102 28
002032 F2MYRX(3p1):-E2MTRX(4v2) 13102 29
0 0)033 E2MlRX(3,2):-DL2 (N)/DEI2(N) 13102 30
ObOOSR. E2MTRX(¾1,):DL2(N)**3/6.DO/DEI2(N)'-DC2(N)*rDL2(N)/DG2(N) 13102 31
0353S5 E2.TR)((4p3) =E2!4TRX(2p1) 13102 32
f, U6 E2MTRX (6,5) =DLL;(N) 13102 33
0U0037 E2MTRX '7,5)=-D)L4 (N)**2*.5O0/DEI4(N) 13102 34
0 3 . E2M4TRX (796) =-DL4(N)/DE~I4(N) 13102 35
0b;0,39 E£¢'F£TRX ( 8;5) -DL4.(NJ) ~'%3/6. DO/DF. .(N\) -DC4 (N)*IffL4. ¢N)/DG4 (N) 13_0_30 .~39 ~131.02 36
00C0'0 E2MTRX(896)=DL4(N) ,:,:2*.5DO/DEX4(N) 13102 37
C i:00',1 E2MTRXC8p7)=-E2MTRX(6p5) 13102 38
C;3 O'<.2~ F'.',T'IRX ( i p 4L =DWN 1 (N ) :,hO.,'.VG/3P6. 04D0 O*MG-DK N 1( I ) 13102 39
00014I3 FMATRX (29 3) =-(DIJI (N))*OMG*.2 13102 40
000344 IF (DiXl(N).NEoOoODO) GO TO I
0L0045 FMATRX(7v6) = OoODO
Odgq5 6CO TO 2
00C';:'7 1 FMiATRX(7p6)::-i.DO/D!Xl(N) 13102 41
002,::83 . 2 FVATRX(1,7):OIJ2(N)*DKNl(N) . 13102 42
OcOOL!.9 FMATRX(1.8):DKNi(N) 13102 43
'030050 FMATRX(5pL):DKN1(N) 13102 44
00A0051 F:!A7RX(5,7)=-FMATRX'(1,7) 13102 45
C0COU.2 F.A'iRX5,8) '-WN2(N)*OMG/386,04D0*OMGLKN1((j)-DKN2(N) 13102 46
,03 F!ATRX(6{")=FNATRX( 1 7 ) 13102 47
UOOO54 F>AT RX(697)'DIX2(N)'0.G**2-D~,2(N)**2*DKNI N) 13102 48
002(55 F.ATRX (6v8)Z=F.MATRX(5v7) 13102 49
000[,"5' RETURN 13102 50
II__ _ _·
-- 102 51





L ELT SETUP,1'1710422, 35983
(00001 SUBROUTINE SETUP1(DET) 13102 52
000002 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)
00000.b DIMENSION DL1(50) DL2(50),DL3(50)PDL4(50)oDEIJ(5fl),DEI2(50)p 253
I6' 1 DEI3(50)PDEI4(50),DGl(50),OG2(EO) DG3(50)pDG4(50)t 13102 54
G00005 2 DC1(50)tDC2(50) DC3(50),DC4(50)tDIJ1(50),DIJ2(50)p 13102 55
000006 3 DIX1(50),DIX2(50) DWN1(50),DWN2(50),DKN1(50)PDKH22(50) 1310256
0U00000 DIMENSION E1MTRX(RP8)PE2TrRX(3D8)9AMATRX(8P3),BMATRX(8,8)t 13102 57
0OO000O i X(8t8)'FMATRX(8s8)pDLMTRX(Rtt)tSMATRX(891), 13102 58
0o000O ig 
13102 58
0009 2 DUrMMY(8) eDETERM(4,4) pC(4) ID(4) Z(3) KID(3) DXXX(4)p 13102 59
3 STORE(8t50) 13102 60
.;00C11 DIE'!SIO0Ni TITLE(11) 13102 61
¢.00012 COM;ON DLi ~DL2'DL3ODL4tDEI1DEI2,DEI3'DEIT'DG1PDG2,DG3,DG4 13102 62
000013 i DC1IPDC2 pDC3pDC4,DIJiPDIJ2ODIX1 phIK2pOWN1,DWN2,DKN1fDKN2e 13102 63
00V0:4 2 ElMTRXE2MTRXANIATRX¢RMATRX X FMATRXPOLMTRXPSMATRXP 13102 64O0002~ 2 ~13102 64
0000.5 3 DL)MMYpKM KNPKO KPKA cK3tKCKD,DET-MPR 13102 65
006 0 6 DU1AMY( 1 )=X (KA.'KM) (X (K9 KN)*X(KC.KO)*X(K)KP)+X(I<BsKO)*X(KCKP)*Y( 13102 66
0G0l 7 V ) ' (K K) X (K C KN) NX(KD ,KP\1) X (X KCpKO) X 
(KKP)-X(KC o 131 02 67
0t 2K) (KBK)X(KOpKP)XKKN).KCKP)*XDK)) 
13102 68
0C019 D0UMIlY(2)=X(KAPKN)l(X(K i (M)*X(KC)KO)*X.K~KP)+X(KBPKO)*X(KCPKP)*X(13102 69






00023 iKDKM) XB KP)X DKN)*XKC )-X(KnK)%KCKN)XBoKP)-X(KC13102 
73
0C00c4k 2KM)iX(KBPKN)X(KDFK-)-X(KRfi;M)'X(KC9KP)*X(KDKN)) 13102 74
00C 002 DUMY(4) X (KA KP) * (x (KB ) X(KCo KN)*X (K 9KO) K)+X(KBKN)*X (KCKO)*X( 13102 
75
00002 1KDDKM)+X (KXKBKO) *X (KDlKN) X(KC  KM)-X (Kf-Kst) *X (KC;CKN)*X (KB#KO)-X(KC 
13102 76
0 271 3  7
G 30 027 2KM) :4X(KB ~KN)*X(KD 
PKO)-X(KB PKM )*X (KC #K O)*X(KD ,KN)) 
13102 77






- . ½ _ _ _ _ _ _
























































SUBROUTINE SIMEQ(ApB,NNMM'NA ITEM9DO-N0,NDlKERR) '
SOLVES MATRIX EQUATIONS - AX -B -.. .
GAUSS ELIMINATION WITH COMPLETE PIVOTIrlNG ON ABSOLUTE LARGEST
ELEMENT TO FORM TRIANGULAR MATRIXWITH BACK SUBSTITUTION FOR
SOLUTION VECTORS.o------ --- ---
CALL SIMEO (APBPNNFMMNNA ,ITEMsDnvNND,KEFR 1 - ----
A = A(11) OF INPUT MATRIX
B INPUT VFCTORS
NN - NUMBER OF SIMULTANEOUS EtlATIONS...- --.-.
-.~M : NUMRBER OF a-VECTORS.
NA DIM'ZNSION OF MATRIX ATHAT IS; A(NA.--)
ITEM = TEMPORARY STORAGE (FOR PERMUTATION VECTOR) . -
WITH DIMENSION - ITEM(NA)
DD = DETERiv.INANT
NND POW'ER O' TEN TO MULTIPLY- DETERMINANT .
KERR : ERROR CODE -'K, S':NGULAR RANK 9 =-1 SOLVED EOUATIONS










= POWERS OF TENS FACTOR_ FOR DETERMINANT.
= 0
C
C SET-UP THE PERMUTATION VECTOR.
DO 1 I=iN








DO 9 J=KN -
XTEM A(I;J)




9 CONTINUE . .. ..........
10 CONTINUE




IF(DoNEoO.DO) - GO TO 11 --- --
C IF MATRIX IS SINGULARiSET THE RANK OF MArRIX A IN KERR AND
KErR K-i
GO TO 100 . ..........
11 XTEM = DABS(D)



















































































COO 00 7200 7
000074000074.OOOG75
000076












0C, 0 C 78










C) 0 10 I 024

























B(ISPJ) = B(K dJ)
B(K tJ) = XTEM
21 CONTINUE
D = -D
30 IF(KEOIT) GO TO 40
IF THE PIVOT IS NOT IN THE RIGHT







COL.PEXCHANGE COLS AND RECORI
I=1 N
= A(I IT)





ITEM(IT) = ITEM(K )
























ROW BY -A(IK)/PIVOT AND AOD TO THE I-TH ROl

































































































-= A(IdJ)*B(JIT) + XTEM .
- (B3(IIT) - XTEM)/PIVOT
22
02- 6.
u . G -I 2 X






0 \ o 13 1.vO~i43C0 2
j0O' 130 0iS4
0 ;0 1.i5001340.'0t:55
009 3 . 7
0001i7








DO 80 J=1M I.
XTEM = B(KJ)










100 RE.TURN - -
END
GO TO 81





































. -- C . .-- -
C
C


















































GO TO (i020v30P50)PIR ....
10 A(ll) = C(1)
A(1,2} = C(2)
A(1,3) = C(3) . -
XX(1) C(4)
GO TO 40





30 A(321) = C;)




50 KER = 4
CO TO 40


























t~ '42~4 ~ 3 L * ' A *5*6 A** 61**', *~***7 A**,8*
[ ]j.i) AbCDEFGHIJKLRNOP GPSTUVWXYZ)-+<=>&$*(,%:?!: \0123456789]0_;It, _AABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ)-+_<>&_*.%:?!!\01234567P9'I;/o\. In .A._
2_5 APR 72 P Iz4:465:20 _IDENT-FYEE ACCOUNT"'428999 CARDS TN- 9t OUT: 0
PAGES= 27p LINES= 1055. TIM1E=0O00:06 (tMS)
ALL. SOFTWARE ISD PROVIDES OR MAKES AVAILABLE FOR USE, IN ANY FORM WHATSOEVERP IS PROPRIETARY
INFORMATION OF ISD AND IS NOT TO.BE COPIEDOR REPRODUCEELWITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN-AUTHORIZATION BY ISD....
*... : USER NOTICES .. APRIL[ 2--1972 ***
..__ (1) ISD 1108 TERMINAL SERVICE IS SCHEDULED AS FOLLOWS_ .....
MO. : 07:00 - 24:00
TU FRI 00:00 - 04:00 ) 07:00 - 2L, 0 ..... ....
SAT 00:00 - 22:00
SUN 04,00 - 22:00
(2) LANG.-CORE (LCR)-PRODUCTIONO JOBS ARE NOW-BEI-NGRUN"ON -N'OVERNIGHT BASIS-STARTING AT 04:00 EACH-DAY........
(3) ISD NO': HAS AVAILABLE REMOTE-BATCH JOB ENTRY VIA LOV-_qF-EED TELETYPE COMPATIBLE TERMINALS USING DIAL-U1P COMMUNICATION LINES.,
THIS SERVICE HAS BEEN IN USE FOR OVER TW0,O MONTHS AND I$ CALLED RON/Il
THS DIAL-UP TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND TRANSMISSION RATES ARE LISTED BELOW.
.20 CHAR/SEC 415-.562L4065P 415-562-403oCY 4-5-5i2-51....
30 CHAR/SEC 415-562-4716 *-: EFFECTIVE 4/24/72 THIS: NUMBER WILL BE CHANGED TO 415-562-4294 *,
(4) ISOPS SECOND PUBLIC TERMINAL IN SAN-FRANCIS-CO- IS-LOCATED AT P 1 CALIFORNIA ST., ROOM 2555.
(5) BEGINNING 4/24/72 AND AFFECTZVE MONDAY - FRIDAY TURNAROUND TIME SHOULD BE REDUCED BETWEEN THE H(URS OF 10:30 - 11:30 AND
14:00 - 16:00 FOR USERS SUBMITTING NON-TAPE JOBS WITH RUN TIMES ESTIMATED AT LESS THAN 6 MINUTES.
ADDiTIONAL IM'-"'^ORMATION ON (2) 3 (3) IS NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL I\ITERESTED USERS BY CONTACTING YOUR SALESMAN AT 415-562-4-04.
ECta Al3CDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ)-+<=>&$*(%:?!.\012345679 ;I/.\ , []4A ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR5TUVWXYZ)-+<=>&$*(%:?!e\01234q679' ;/.\ SC 1ia
25 APR 72 P 14:46:20
PAGES= 27p LINES=
IDENT=FYEE ACCOUNT=428999 CARDS IN: 9' OUT= 0
1055o TIME=00:00:06 (HMS)
\\EOF\
_ _L I--- ------ __ _II
APPENDIX E
PROGRAM El3104 FORCED UNDAMPED LATERAL VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF
TWO ELASTICALLY COUPLED BEAMS - VARIABLE MASS AND ELASTICITY
USERS' MANUAL AND SAMPLE OF INPUT/OUTPUT
?
FORCED UNDAMPED LATERAL VIBRATION
ANALYSIS OF TWO FJIASTICATLY COUPLED
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ABSTRACT
A Fortran Program for the analysis of shaft whirl critical speeds and
bearing loads considering bearing nonlinearities and housing coupling in the
shaft dynamics is presented. Included are descriptions of the structural
idealization, method of analysis, and the program input and output.
For any additional information concerning the analysis of this program
contact Laverne K. Severud, Dept. 3252, Bldg. 2019A.
NOTATION
V - Shear (lb)
M - Moment (in.-lb)
- Slope (rad)
Y - Deflection (in.)
[El] - Elasticity Transfer Matrix
[F] - Mass Transfer Matrix
(A] - State Vector
L - Length of Elasticity Element (in.)
E - Modulus of Elasticity (psi)
I - Area Moment of Inertia of Cross Section (in.4)
C - Shape Constant for Shear Deflection (in.-2)
G - Modulus of Rigidity (psi)
W - Weight of Lumped Mass (lb)
Ij - Polar Mass Moment of Inertia (lb-in.-sec )
J 2
IX - Diametral Mass Moment of Inertia (lb-in.-soc2 )
K - Spring Constant (lb/in.)
- Shaft Whirl Frequency (cps)
b - Incromont in frequency (cps)
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d - Offset between corresponding stations in two beams (in.)
y - Forcng function coefficient of c 2 (lb-sec2 ) for static imbalance
- Forcing function coefficient of 2 (in-lb-sec2) for dynamic imbalance
- Constant applied lateral load (lbs)
P - Bearing load (lbs)
NOTE: All unprimed quantities refer to top beam and springs between the beams.
All primed quantities refer to the bottom beam and springs between it and
ground.
I. INTRODUCTION
The classical techniques of calculating shaft critical speeds and bearing
loads have beon shown by experience to many times yield very crude estimates.
The need for high-performance, lightweight turbomachinery has greatly increased
in the aircraft and aerospace industries, and, as a result, accurate prediction
tools are required for turbomachinery dynamics. In accordance with this need, the
computer program presented herein was developed.
This program presents a c-p+terized method of analysis for predicting
bearing loads, shaft deflections, and critical speeds for shafts coupled by
rolling contact bearings to the machine housing. The bearing nonlinearities,
casing as well as rotor dynamics, and rotor-imbalance forcing functions are all
included in the system dynamics analysis.
Basically, it has the capability for analyzing the forced-undamped, lateral
vibrations of two elastically coupled lumped parameter beams. The program com-
putes the amplitudes of the shears, moments, slopes, and deflection attributable
to harmonic forcing functions. Shear deflections, rotary inertia, and gyro-
scopic effects for rotating shaft analyses are also included.
The analysis is facilitated by a lumped-parameter model using a modified
Mkylestad-Thompson transfer-matrix technique.
The bearing is characterized as a spring which may be input as either
constant values or load dependent functions defined by
K = A . pB
where A adc B are constants and P is applied load, or by a table of P vs. K
points.
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As the bearings have nonlinear load-displacement characteristics, the
solution is achieved by iteration. Rotor imbalances allowed by such factors
as pilot tolerances and runouts and bearing clearances (allowing conical or
cylindrical whirl) determine the forcing-function magnitudes. The computer
program initially obtains a solution in which the bearings are treated as
linear springs of given spring rates. Then, on the basis of computed bearing
reactions, new spring rates are predicted, and another solution of the modified
system is made. The iteration is performed a specified number of times and
then solution for the next speed level is undertaken. It has been found that about
five to eight iterations result in changes in bearing spring rates and bearing
reactions that are negligibly small.
In order to facilitate the analysis the machine is characterized as a
lumped mass parameter model. Figures 1 and 2 are typical models. Further
breakdown of the model into bays is accomplished. A typical bay is shown in
Figure 3, The bays consist of massless beam elasticity elements that connect
to lumped mass points. More discussion on this type of idealization for dynamic
analysis can be found in References 1 through 4.
II. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Analyses of complex multi-degree-of-freedom systems, of which the rotor-
stator system is ones are commonly undertaken using matrix transfer techniques
and the methods used herein are based upon this technique. The system is
first reduced to an idealized mass-elastic model such as shown in Figure 2 and,
then subdivided into bays of the type shown in Figure 3.
bInd -Start
L , 1st Interior Point
2nd interior Point
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Then a column matrix containing all the types of load and deflection variables
which can occur in the system is made. This coliumn matrix is called the
"state vector.'t At the start, the state vector consists of the boundary
conditions, both known and unknown. Next, a matrix equation is written which
transforms the variables of the state vector from their values at the start to
their values at the first interior point in the system. Further relating the
conditions at the second interior point to the first interior point intern
relates the second point to the start. Thus far, two matrix transformation
equations are required: the first is for a transformation of variables across
the idealized mass (Figures 4 and 5) and the second is for transformation of
variables across the idealized elasticity (Figures 6 and 7). The procedure
is continued until the last interior point and also the start is related to
the end point. Then, by utilizing the boundary conditions at the end, the unknown
conditions at the start and at the end can be evaluated. Once all the boundary
conditions at the start are known, all interior conditions can be evaluated by
re-walking through the system to the end.
At the start of the first bay N O, thus
Assuming the model starts with elastic elements we have going across the
first elements in bay 1.
G = [e] -[ ,I-
And across the first lumped masses in bay 1
-[iq- = IF 1 ] -[A},)- = [F1] [(] -to -}
Next, across the second elasticity
2 2E[] { -I  [F1] (E] =QO [l] H}AF
In like manner, transformations can be made across each bay, expressing
each state vector in terms of the previous state vector, and thus in terms of
the initial state vector.
N-=NSTA














l5 dl 6 d17 1, 8 19
. . . d 29
§ * * d3 8  d3 9
*% d h48 49
* ' d58 d59
* .* d6 8  d6 9
* . * * cd7 8  d79
* * * da8  d8950859o - - . . -
0 0 0 0 0 1
The resulting above simultaneous equation are reduced to four simul-
taneous equations by virtue of the four known boundary conditions at each
of stations N = 0 and N = NSTA. Then, solving simultaneously the remaining
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The following system of equations are solved:


























After the entire conditions of state at N = O are lkown, all other state
vectors are evaluated by repeating the chain multiplication.
All [F ] have elements containing co. Thus to obtain the dynamic response
over the entire shaft speed range of interest, the aforementioned procedure
is accomplished first for an initial given shaft whirl frequency w. Then the
procedure is repeated for the additional number of frequencies, separated by
the increment to), required to define the response of the system in the range of
interest.
III. THEORY AND DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
A. STATE VECTOR
The state vector [A]N is defined as the column matrix of the
moment, slope, and deflection of the beam or beams at the end of bay N.
ninth element of the state vector is the constant one which permits the
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B. MASS TPRINSFE? MTPRIX
Figure 4 illustrates a free body diagram of the lumped masses at
bay N and the forces and moments which act upon the same. The corresponding
equations of equilibrium and compatibility are presented in the same figure.
Some of the terms may require more explanation than is given in
2
the nomenclature. The term ¥Nw represents the ,,forcing function" caused by
imbalance or conical whirling mode of motion and its associated centrifugal
forces. The stator has an element labeled dN; this element has infinite stiff-
ness and permits the lumped masses of the rotor and stator at bay N to be
located at positions other than immediately above or below the other. The
term (IJN - IN) bN 2 accounts for what is often called the "gyroscopic effect."
This term is largest in the bays that contain inducer or turbine wheels.[1]
The transfer matrix across the rotor and stator mass at bay N is
given in Figure 5.
C. EIASTICITY TRANSFER MATRIX
A free body diagram of the elastic elements that connect the adjacent
lumped masses is shown in Figure 6. The resulting equations of equilibrium
and deformation are also included in 'igure 6.
The terms in the equation are straightforward with the possible
exception of the term
CNLN
= VNRN
This component expresses the deflection resulting from shear which
may be of importance in short stubby shafts.
The transfer matrix across the rotor and stator elastic element
is illustrated in Figur . 7.
D. ?ROCIE.I)ITRE FO' NON-LINDAJR I,OAD-DI'LE1TION [3FAING SUPPORTS
Tn applring this program to the lateral vibrations of turbo-
machinery, the rotor is reprosented a:. one beam andti the housing as a second
beam. The bearirngs connecting them arc represented as springs. However, the
[1; Den ilar og, J. P., echanical V\iratlons, New Yori, Mcaraw-Hill 1956,
hth ed., pp. 252 p5 and 2pp.TT
~'orced narroDed lateral ?roLr-fIi i1;0
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load deflection relationships of typical turbomachinery bearings are not
linear. One relation given by Palmgren [2] for roller bearings is of the form.
52 = C(p6 9P8)
For a given effective length, e,
K C2P° .16 2?
which is a non-linear function of P. The force on the bearing, P, is a
fulnction of the unbalance in the systems, and is magnified greatly in the
neighborhood of resonance. As bearing loads increase, the value of K, or
stiffness, increases. The effect upon a plot of bearing load versus shaft speed
is to cause a leaning-over of the curve [31]
The computer program treats this effect by calculating a spring rate
K APB
where A and B are constants. A value of P is assumed (Po), K is calculated
from the above equation and then a forced-vibration analysis is performed.
From the resulting deflections, the load in the bearing is calculated ? = KY
or, P =.KY-KYt if working with a flexible housing. This value of P will, in
general, not agree with the value Po upon which K was based. Thus, a new K
is calculated and the cycle repeated until the resulting P agrees with the
assumed Po. All of this iteration and convergence is based upon a single fre-
aquency w. Once convergence on K is achieved for a given cA, the frequency is
changed until the range of interest is investigated. The projected Po for sub-
sequent speeds is given by (starting with the 4th m)
Pi = 3.o(pi-1 - pi-2) + pl-3
0
This prediction equation was found to be needed to obtain convergence in a
sufficiently mall number of iterations as the c approaches resonant c.
2] Palmren, A. Ball and Roller bearing i-hgineering, SF industries, Inc.
3rd Edition, 1959o
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':?: follotc cards are reeua for- the input to the progam:
1. * i tlr Cu,-., - Coiuzms i t.hrough 70
Columns 71 - 72: 'x-.bor of Stations or Bays
2. Control Card











Numbcr of Shaft Speeds at Which Resprnse
iS to b)0 ev'atluated.
Inrit. i].l 1,:ft spe.l, l,tIlovs pOr ::erc:nd.
ic;lercon%- in shaft spco e;, wiA,
Value of a 1
SubscriDts of
Value of b zero cuant>ities 2
of State Vector- 6
Value of 6
Vraluo o dm } 6
Subscripts of
aluo of r norn-zero quuantitics 7










5f6: Sprin;, representation flag I 1 = K n APn
S$r L -1 = Table of P vs K
59 - 60:
P,'y Dxv : % Cadi NICo. I
,,-1 '- ---
:3 - 3!.:
3 7 ,5. :
: o~
T- .. e.r of Iterations Desired
ivF
: 'ai; of (I(l)
V.a.reo of LT(2)
"axr. ok f ' (2)
;'¢:-;u of L: (2)
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6. Bay Data Card No. h
Colum-ns 1 - 12:
13 - 24:
25 - 36:
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. ........ vs K Table S ,o I
Co .n-..ns 1 - 2: i:bea-.- of Tables
6 - 7: Bay for first- P vs K Table data
9 - 10: f:ay for second P vs K Table daa
1? - _:1 BDnv for tl;i.rrd P vs K Talle dat.a
:: - \: ': ior fo'0 rthl 1 v 1 :td]C! ( i:i l.
0. i _.. ...' I_;.t. Tit_. C1ard1 ( 0,) :r j fTble j tio bt i nuit)
Couirmns 1 - 70: T.itlo
71 - 72: I'tumber of P vs K Points
11. Taible P vs i Data Cards (one card per P vs K Point)
Columns 1 - 12: Value of P (lbs)
13 - 24: Valueo of K (lbs/inch)
T}H!, OCR-')_R OF Tri, CAiii;,3:; 11i TT INUT AJIR Ei:
Cards 1 andl 2;
'Ca-ds 3 throuhil 8 for frfirst .bay datra;
Reeat Cards 3 through 8 for each additional bay;
If Tables of P vs K input are iTven, add card 9 and cards of type 10 and 11
as requlred.
.aximTTml numberl of ba-rs: 50
. i. l.mI: RL-:?. o . 1 TS J.A.10:
: -c- : 7:.c; zz22 :a ad
.za C-0 -iLA'lC
Page 19 of' 19
e outp)ut consists of the foit.-:-'z-
1. Pri.n oucl of: Title Card, number of roots or shaft speckds
at which response is evaluated, initial value of shaft speed
co, A\, and boundary condition control numbers.
2. Print out of all bay input data
L(l) = L(1)
L(2) = L(2)
L(3) = L t (l)
L(1) I(2)
IETC.
3. For each shaft spccd;
Print out of KI, PoX' PX at bearing stations for each iteration,
print our value of and characteristic determinant, print out
values of V. MI, p, Y, V MI', P , , Y starting at the top of
the print out rith values for the "start" of the first bay, then
the end of the first bay, then the end of the second bay, etc.
JOD E13104 VtIaPATION ANALYSIS
1375.Fr/SFC. M.B. SPEED CASE 2 POTOR SK=705-52 1.85 1.85 1.8 F.1=5 NUMRER OF STATIONS 20




DELTA OMEGA" 15.000 1 2 5 6 3
L (3)





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'TA X K SUR X
8 0.28011203D R08
13 0.14598539D 08
STA X K SUB X
8 0.280112030 08
13 0.145985400 08















STA X K SUR X
a8 ' 0.28011203- 08 '
13 0.14598540D\08




























































































































... 3135583660 04 --
0.1481616QD 04
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STA X K SUR X P SUP OX
8 0.280112030 08 0.135451360 0413 0.145985400 08 0.147780850 04
TA4 X K SUf X P SUB OX
8 0.280112040 08 0.145115070 0413 0.145985400 OR 0.17776240D 04
STA X K cUe X P SUB OX
8 0.280112040 08 0.149946930 0413 0.145985400 08 0.192753170 04
ETA X K SU8 X P SUR OX
8 0.280112040 08 , 0.157362860 0413 0.14595S400 04 0.200248560 04
ST4 X K SUn X P SUB OX
8 0.280112040 08 0.15357082D 0413 0.145905400 08 0.203996250 04
ETA X K Sue X P SUBe O
8.. 0.280112040 08 - 0.154174810 04
13 0,145985400 08 0.205970100 04 .





















































0. 154778790 04 U
n.207743950 04




. SUB. ... ,',













13 0.145085400 08 ' 0.206807020 04
OMEGA = 0.330000000 03
N













































































































































































STA X K SUB X
8 0.280112040 08
13 0.145985400 08










































7 TA X K SUB X P SUt OX P SUR X
8 0.280112040 08 0.176')58980 04 0.176984190
'- .13-- o 145985400 0n .0 - O44'96943D 04 ' 0.28106816D
~, '.'. ' .... .~~~~~~~~-..:, .i:, :.......-. .. :6:9.4.,,'0.'.'
04 *., ""
04 , :"-. o..::.:,- · !.: : -. .  5. . . . :,,




















































































































STA X K SUB X
8 0.28011204D 08
13 0.145985400 0O
ETA X K SUB X
8 0.280112040 08
13 0.145985400 OR









































.- .... - -0.266428710-05
< --0.256644309-05
-0.2.32516060-09




























































































8- 0.280112040 08. .-. 0.203052290 04
13 0.145985400 08 0.37p852O10 04
.7A:..x .' SUB X ... -:, *..'. P SUB Ox :. -,
0.203070050 04 4-;' .-. -.*- ---- --. .:.: .... ,
0.37297354D 04








13 9.145985400 0o 0.372912780 04
0.20307005D 04
0.372973540 04
OMEGA = 0.360000000 03
M







































































































































































P SUIl OX P SUB X
0.232)90950 04 0.2343459
0.48297451D 04 0.4908749
P SUP Ox P SUR X
0.233618460 04 0.2343459
0.486924710 04 0.4908749
P sue OX P SUB X
0.233982210 04 0.2343459
0.488899810 04 0.4908749
P stoe OX P SUtR X
0.234164080 04 0.2343459
9.481987350 04 0.490q749
P SUB OX P SUB X
0.234255020 04 0.2343459
0.49038113n 04 0.4908749
P SUR OX P SUB X
0.234300490 04 0.2343459
0.490628020 04 0.4908749









































































13 0.145985400 08 O.490751460 04
ve-,JV45YLb 04
0.49087D900 04
























































































57A X K SUR X
8 0.280112040 08
13 0.145985400 09
ETA X K SUR X
8 0.280112040 08
13 0.145985400 08
STA X K SU8 X
8 0.280112040 08
13 0.145985400 08
STA X K .SU x
R 0.280112040 06
13 0.1459R5400 0O
STA X K SUR X
8 0.280112040 08
13 9.14598540D 08
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.. 1.... .. ·; .
8 0.280112C
13 0.1459854













































































































X K SUR X
0.280112040 08
0.145985400 08
X K SUs X
0.280112040 08
0.145985400 08
X K SUB X
0.280112040D 08
0.145985400 08
X K SUe X
0.280112040 08
0.14598540D 08


















































































0.3P2142910 04.. 0.322254280 040 .860606960 04 0.861257040 04





































-0. 108691 81 0-0
-0. 7053891 0--03
















. - . .F.- 
-
13 0. 145985400 08




OMEGA = 0.405000000 03
M
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If tables of P vs K input are given, add card 9 and cards of P^S INCLUDING SPACES
type 10 and 11 as required. E310L
ALL SPACES MVY BE IGNORED EXCEPT ON T CARD
ALL SPA*ES MAY BE IGDORED EXCEPT IS;.Af y .ol. I
ALL SIGNS AND NP LINES HUST BE PUNCHED
-IO NOT PUNCH PRE.PRINTED SIGNS HOWN AFTER LAST HANDORITTEN VALUE ENTRY




_;*/ rCS 0140.9- REV 10/66)
CUSTOMER INSTRUCTIONS K YPUNCH INSTRUCTION5
'1 E%- ' . AT LEGIBLY WITHIN SPACES PROVIDED P:NCH I CARD PLR HAND POSTED LANE ITEM
.:. a, ' 2.:.. 2- 3t.EEt I , 1. -.· O , ~ 1 U .. V. ., S -' PUNCH ALL * LGNES AHETnER POSTED OR NOT. IF NECESSARY PROVIDE BLANK CARDS
3. -?est cards 3 through 8 for each bay or station. PL.CH ALL LIN5 THAT ARE HAND POSTED.
i tables of P vs X input are given, add card 9 and cards of PS INCLDI_ 
_ 
SPACES
t,.e 10 and 11 as required, - SP Y BE IGNORED 13104
*LL SPACES StY RE IGNORED EXCEPT ON T CARD -
A LL SPACES BE IGNO iEDR EXCEPT (Spr-yls. , -;T..
ALL SIGNS AND P LINES MUST BE PUNCHED
DO NOT PUNCH PRE.PRINTED SIGNS SHOWN AFTER LAST HANODWRITTEN VALUE ENTRY
XI USE 360 SYMIBOLS .. - .... 1
1T III'il'jl l I :1111f i5IIII 7 I I I I I I I I I I I i - i I I Ii
1. TITr. IhFO.GATION ' ' N;
- I - i i- I I I I I I i)- i-- - T- I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
-j- I I ' ! I I I I I -I I- ! I r .
.- ',--ri---- , -n- ri
i . . · : _ * *l- - I i I I 1-!- ' I' I I I I I I I I I I II
I TIFI I IIII
II T I
l I i , I I I I I I ;-- i . . * I
. _ i - I - IIFI. IEI,- I i'I1 I " , ,i1 , , , , , ,- 1 ,
/.~,
I I I I I f I I I I I7I.I i i1 rI II I IIII I III iF I-
C _._ I _-
-T I iI l I I I -- I I I I I I I I I I I -I I I I
[ II11I - -t ,F I i I . I I 1TTi1FTIIIIII ' I , I I - I--- I- I : I--
I I I I -I I II, I  I I I I I I I I I ' " i' I I I I I I
101 __ t_._______,. _--.
S I -ev /) - - PL E PRINTICLELY USE ILAC I PENHCIL -I I ---F T -
WI "
I I I t I I I I I I II I T
II I I I' II-t I I I I I I I I I I T I I I I Ti7fi F i I I I
--
0140 J 151b6) TTPLVASE PRINT-CS..EARLV..USE BLACK PENCIL ..























































































CASE 2 ROTOR SK8705-52 1.85 1.85 1.9E El=5 20
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'I ) '? :'" "- ':': 2 :~' ; ,Z' i L 1:)T I~31U4 ~
CTL UN:E13104 25 APR 72 14:42:2..849
R ASG X=AN,451
.. AN!t151 AS=;IGkl,.D UNIT__4 ___..............
N HDG
25 APR 72 14:42:25.926






EN D19 OF F
25 APR 72 14:42,25e 97
EF X 14:42:26
JX .144 2: 26
=ILE -- UNIT X
3o LIST 1 14:42:28




, Li XA I3,l 71423, 59936.
E13104 BILL
El-3 0 4 BILL
C PLACE ON PRODUCTION 19 FFBRUARY 1970 BY F. YEE
C
SU3RO0UrINE EXPAND 13104 i
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HO-Z)
DIMENSION BLO(250) 13104 2













,... ,. ., -', L I, r t I j I n4 r)ATE 25 APR 72 PAGE 4
, of..L ;,? . 'r ',?t'O LIST E13104 -.. _ ... BO __ 25 APR 72 .. 14:422:5.8
: CIL u':=E3104
a ;.r SG XzAN4!51
. 44151 _ASSI.GNED UNIT 4
'rl tHD iG
25 APR 72 14:42:25.8a4
25 APR 72 14:42:29.926





X. T CUR - - --__ - _-__ ___ _ _ 25-·7---R 21 :t - 2-- 93
I. PEF X 14:42:26
2. IN X 14:42:26
END OF FILE -- UNIT X







-- . . - -
. ELT EXi\rNO,1t710420, 59936
00000-
000002 E13104 BILL
-oo0 003 - - E13104 . . .-. - -- BILL
0u00000 C
000005 C PLACE ON PRODUCTION 19 FEBRUARY 19'70 BY Fo YEE
0000 - C
000007 SUBROUTINE EXPAND 13104 1
000008 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z)
00009 - .- -. - -. DIMENSION BLO(250) _- 
__ 13104 2
00C0I0 COMM:ON /ARRAY/BLO/ARRAYZ/JH!I 13104 3
300011 BHI=OoO0 13104 4
000:12 -. I RETURN- .. -- - .-.--- -.--- . . - 13104 5
0;000i3 C ****g*y a****** **** *******t*******314 6
000014 C EXPAND SHOULD PRECEDE 1ST SIMST USE. 13104 7
___ 001005 C -. EXPAND SHOULD ONLY _BE CALLED FOR THE 7094. 13104 8- ____
0C0021. C TO DIMENSION BLOESTIMATE NEEDED STORAGE. 13104 9
000017 C PUT DIM BLO(1) AND NAM:ED COMMON rN EVERY SIMST-USING ROUTINE. 13104 10
oo00001o C - EXPAND ONLY NEED BEC HNGEDIF-_vA-ILALE-STORAGE-CHANGES.---. 131 04-11 -
000019 C****** ** ********* ***** * *** ********13104 12
000020 END 13104 13
. - . --- 
-- 
............
J ELT E13104,1P710428, 32300
000001 i375,FT/SEC. MoB. SPEED CASE 2 ROTOR SK8705-52 1.85 1,85 1.8 EI-5 20 **-8
030002 8 300. 15. 1 2 5 6 3 4 7 8 1 7
.0 000003 .0 _ - o .0 3, 5 .5 __
O00004 7.7 E97.7 E9




000009 -. .0 .. ,0 3 3,-
000010 7.7 E97.7 E9
000011 1105 E611,5 E6300012 - -o3 - o3
tCJ0013 +1.37
000014 80,
000015 1.06 1.06 3. 30
0000!- 65.7 E665o7 E65c2 E95.2 E9
G30017 6,2 E66.2 E611o5 E611,5 E6
001OiS .-- -85 - .85 - 3 . 3 -
COC09 +.0472 +°78
0C0320 4.36 80,
0J0021 1.05 1,05 3.5 35
..00022 O.10 E6186. E62.1 E5921 E9
000023 6,2 E66.2 E611.6 E611.6 E6
000024 .57 .24 .3 .3
--C0025 +,0913 +.27
000026 8.69 50.0
00C027 1,04 1.04 .65 65
C00328 761o E62400. E6.005 E9183. E9
000029 6.2 E66,2 E611.6 E611.6 E6
000030 .08 .08 .02 .02
000031 +,3202 -82o4 E-6+6,39
300032 15.18 50.
000033 .6 .6 .4 .4
.. 0034 1.7 E4931oI E947 9475 E
000035 6,2 E66o2 E611c5 E611.5 E6
000036 o01 o01 .08 .0 8
000i07 +2o1317 -38.8 E-6+1.04
000038 40.4 350.
009039 .93 .93 1.5 1.25
000040 603. E63590 E6425. E9162. E9
000041 6.2 E66S2 E61106 E611o6 E6
_000042 .1 .15 .01 .02
C000043 +o0377 +21.75
C 30 C4: 7,3 1370
000C0.5 .0 .0 .0 .0
C3000465 600, E6600 E6195 E9195. E
000047 6,2 E66.2 E6i1,6 E611.6 E6
000048 41 o1 .02 02 1000, *0357 E-6
000049 +.. +..
d0O050 .0 .1193 E63.11
000351 - 2066 1,66 1,55 .55
000052 266. E6240, E6142, E9276.
0C0053 6.2 E66,2 E611,6 E611.6 E6
00054 -. 19 .2 .02 .02






























0_ . 0 0 02000103
700 I S5
0i 10700 11
·';C t l b
.92 .92 .0 .0
181. E6288. E644. E944. E9
i
6. 5
.... . _ .-. 7.5 __ 2.15-
E96,5 E962, E916.
6,2 E66,2 E611o6 E611.6 E6
.22 .22 ol ol
+.0266 .0
6,53 .0
.96 .96 .0 .0
232, E6232. E652. E991, E
6,2 E66.2 E611.6 E611.6 E6
.23 __ 28 -08 .LG0 5 ---
+°0253
6,17
1,21 1,21 o0 .0
258. E6258. E617o E915. E9
9. E69. E611.6 E611.6 E6
.25 25 .26 .27
+,039
10.43
.. -.. .. _ o0 ..0 __
253 E258. E617. E9150 E9
9. E69. E611h, E611,6 E6
.e25 _ .25___ -26_ _____-.50
.0 -8.4 +.0
.0 .119:
*27 __.27 _ 1.4 .1o_ 4_-
3760 E6376c E616,5 E916.5 E9
11.5 E611o5 E611.6 E61i,6 E6
175 .__ __- 175 .0- 2 -.. 025 -
+o0129 +9.3
2.73 67,9
.3 .61 _ 1 o.4 -4
24$4 E6825. E616.5 E916,5 E9
11.5 E611.5 E611.5 E611.5 E6
.23 .1 ..... .0238 .028 -0-8
+o0242 +4.98
4,85 58.5
o4 .55 o14 1.4
15.75 E915.75 E916o5 E910.5 E9
11,5 E611.5 E611.5 E611,5 E6
.02 .02 .025 -032 --
+2.215 98. E-6+2.95
51e2 145.5
11.5 E611,5 E611.5 E611,5 EG
.G09 .9C G9_ .. 17._ .. - e2- -__ -_ -
+:2 33.4
8,1 175,
.5 .5 1.5 - 1.5 - -
6°5 E96.5 E912. E986, E9
11i5 E611o5 E611.5 E611,5 E6
.. c. - .09 .29 . O_ *04 _
+2.16 113. E-6+3,0
46. 65,
.5 -. .. --. . .5 .- -- 5 -
6.5 E96.5 E910.3 E910.3 E9
1o.5 E6115 E611.5 E611.5 E6






o .- , 0685 5 E66._
}3 E63.11
- - - -
- -
. -
. . ;: 7 3 . 5 - -3.7 Z - - -
i 65 E96.5 E960. E960. E9
11.5 E611.5 E611.5 E611.5 E6
,.'3~2G .G9 .--- .09 ._ 07 . _
dOCi21 +2.16 138. E-6+5.7
000122 45. 100
---JO ------- L---I











































h-o r lO 0352
SUBROUTINE INT4(XrYPXIPYO) 61205002
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z) 61205003
.EAL..8 XPYPXi.YO -- - - - _ 61205004
DI!;iENsION X(9)'Y(9)' XC(4) YC(4) 61205005
EQUIVALENCE (XC(1)¢X1;)(XC(2),X2)P(XC(3),X3),(XC(4),X4),(YC(I)rYl)61205006
__ ,(YC( 2) PY2).(YC(3),Y3)9(~.Yj_) __ 61205007_
20 ASSIGN 30 TO NA 61205008
J=2 61205009
. B-XI _ __ 61205010
21 IF(X(J))26022026 61205011
26 GO TO NAP(30P40) 61205012
22- lF(Y(J))25623,26 6120:5013
23 IF(J-2)24,24 25 61205014
24 YE=0 0  61205015
-0..50.... .-.... - O TO_50 -_ __ 61205016____
25 ASSIGN 32 TO NB 61205017
J:J-i 61205018






--O C0 YO NBp(32pi;2) 61205025
30 Ir(X .J)-B)29p37p37 61205026
37 IF(J-2)31p,3128 61205027
A-. 28 SSIGN 40 TO NA 61205028
29 J.-J+l 61205029
GO TO 21 61205030







GO TO 50 61205038
40 ASSIGN 42 TO NB 61205039
___ GO TO 27 _ _____ __ 61205040
42 X4=X(J-3) 6120504,
Y4=Y(J-3) 61205042





XM3a4=(Y4-Y3) / ( X4-X3) 61205048
.-- _--_ E=YZA 1 tA24X2/24 O/DS*2* (X-M2-XM239 2Al1-*,2.0/D**2* Q (XM 34-XM23)-A261 205049
1Y2/D+Al*Y3/iD 61205050
50 YO:YE 61205051























COMMON DL1 p OL2 D0L3 *' DL4 F DEI1 , DEI2 * 13104 32
1 DEI3 p DEI4 _ 0G1 , DG2 F DG3 _ DG4 13104 33
2 DC1 , DC2 . DC3 c DC4 v DIJ1 p DX 13104 34
3 DGAMX , DIX2 t GWN1 , DWN2 p DKN1 D GKN2 13104 35
4 E1MTRX p F2MTRX , AMATRX , BMATRX A_ CMATRX _ FMATRX * 13104 36
5 KC t KD p KM , KN , KO e KP 13104 37
6 DETA , DaETA , DFLEX , DPN1 s PO DAN , 13104 38
7 DRN1 , IFLAG _ NTRIAL e B * DLMTRX , SMATRX , 13104 39
8 CDUMMY KK KA KB 13104 40
CALL EXPAND 13104 41
DO 999 II=110 13104 42
999 N-EP(II)0= 13104 43
LItNE-6 13104 44
30 READ (5,3000PEND=6000) TITLE_ NSTAF (TDP(tI), II=1i4) 13104 45
READ ( 5p3001)NROOTtOMEG-ADOMGApKKKApKBIKCKDpKMKNpKO, KPe,IFLAG131O4 46
1 PNTRiAL 13104 47
DO 35 N=1 eNSTA 13104 48
CALL RPE-'EAT(DL1(N-1iP DL1NhDL2 (N-1 ). .2 Lil) DL3(N-l),DL3(N)eDL4(N-13104 49
11) *DL4(N) ,X(L) ,X(1) X(1) X(1) ,NREP(l) ) 13104 50
CALL REPEAT(DEI1(Nl1) DEI1(N) DEI?(N-.1)_pI_2 (N),DEI3(N-1) ,EI3(N)P 13104_ 51
1DEI4(N1)tDEI4(N)pX(1)PX(l) X(#X(), X(1),IREP(2)) 13104 52
CALL REPEAT(DGl(N-I),DG1(N)DOG2(N-i!)O G2(i) DG3(N-l1)DG3(N)pDG4(N-13104 53
11) DG (N) X(1) X(1) X(i) (1) NREP(3)) -.-.-.-.-. 13104 54
CALL REPEAT(DCi(N-!)PDCI(N)DiC2(N-1)pDC2('.I),DC3t(N--1)PDC3(N),DC4(N-13104 55
I) pDC4(N) ,DPN(N-i) DPN1(N) DFLEX(N-1) ,rFi.EX(N) ,NREP(4)) 13104 56
CALL REPEAT(DIJ1(N-1).DIJi(N),DX(N-l)eDX(il),DGAMX(N-1)eDGAMX(N)PDI13104 57
lX2(N-1)pDIX2(] )DETA(N-)E -I) DETA(N) DBETA(N.1-li ,DBETA(N) NREP(5)) 13104 58
CALL REPEAT(DWNl(N-1) DWNl(N),DWN2(N-1)rDl/N2(N),DKN1(N-1),DKN1(N),3l104 59
IDKN2(N-.l)PDKN2(N)PDAN1(N-l). DANI(N')oD?.N1( !i-1) DBN1(N)PNRSP(6)) 13104 60
35 CONTINUE 13104 61
WRITE (1 64000) 13104 62
WRITE S 6P4001)TITLEPNSTA .. . 13104 63
WRITE ( 6 4021)NROOTOMEGAPDOMGAPKAPKBPKC:KD.KMPKNeKOP KP,IFLAGe131.04 64
iNTRIAL 13104 65
LINE=LINE+NSTA+4 13104 66
IF(LI.NE--55)- 3939, 131n4 67
38 WRITE ( 6,4C22) 13104 68
CMAIN
C 13104 15
C LATERAL VIBfRATION ANALYSIS OF TWO ELASTIC!LLY COUPLEDUNDAMPED 13104 16
C LUMPED PARAMETER BEAMS JOB 14043 J. F. BUSSIO 13104 17
-C ..- ..... ---- . 13104 18.
DIMENSION BLO(1) 13104 19
COMMON /ARRAY/BLO/ARRAYZ/BHII 13104 20
DI.M!ENSION TABP (2610 ),TABKI(26 pi O)PNPIT.(_l0)ISTA(10) _ 13104 21
DIMENSION TITLE(12),IDP(4) 13104 22
DIMENSION DL1(50),DL2(50),DL3(50)PDL3(5)PDL4(50),,DEI(0), 13104 23
1 DEI3(50),DEI4(50) OGI(50) DG2(50) DG3(50)¢DG4(50)c 13104 24
2 DC1(50),DrC2(SO)PDC3(50),OC4(50),)IJi(50)DX(50)e 13104 25
3 DGAMX550)PDIX2(50),DWN1(50),DWN2(50),DKN!(50)iDKN2(50) 13104 26
DIMENSIONDETA(50),DBETA(50)DFLE.X(50) -. . 13104 27
DIMENSION E1MTRX(9,9),E2MTRX(9g9)PAMATRX('39)iBMATRX(9t9), 13104 28
I CMATRX(999).FMATRX(999),DLMTRX(?91).SMATRX(9pl), 13104 29
D2 DUMMY( 9)plC(0)ID(5)AX(l4)KID(4),QOO0FL(9,50) pIIREP(10) 13104 30



























;G 5C', J 54
'J'.iOfS5
:";ttr,,f

























7 LI . __ 13104 69
9 a:. ' 0C?2) 13104 70
9O 40 N=1 ,NSTA 13104 71
40 WRITE ( 6s4008)0L1 !) O,DL2(N),DL3(N)PDLt4(N) 13104-72
L!!NE=LINE+NSTA+4 4 13104 73
IF(LINE-55)44,44,43 13104 74
543 3WRITE ( 6,4022) ____13104 75
LINEi1 13104 76
44 WRITE ( 6,4003) 13104 77
DO 45 Nl!NSTA 1- - 3104 78
45 WRITE ( 6,4008)DEIi(N) DEI2(N)DEI3(N),DEI4:N) -13104 79
LINE=LINE+NSTA+4 13104 80
i --- -- IF(LIE-5)4949.4 ___13104 81
48 WRITE ( 6v4022) 13104 82
LIINIE=1 13104 83
_ 49 WRITE ( 64004) _ _13104 84
DO 50 N=;1NSTA 13104 85
50 WRITE ( 6,4008)DGl(N)DG2N(N),DG3(N)DOG4(N) 13104 86
.__._ LINE=LINE+NSTA4 - -__ 13104 87.
IF(IFLAG)70v51v70 13104 A8
70 IF(LINE-55)72?72771 13104 89
. . - .-- .71 _WRIT 6 _( _  O_ 22)_ _1 3104 90
LIENEn 13104 91
72 viRITE ( 64015) 13104 92
DO 73 N= .1NST ... __... . !13104 Q3
73 WRITE ( 6,40iO)DC1(N),DC2(N),DC3(i,),DC4(N)9)PN1(N) DFLEX(N) 13104 94








51- IF(LINE-55) 54 P54p5 - 13104 96
53 WR'TE ( 6P4022) 13104 97
LINE=1 13104 98
54 W!RITE. ( 696005) __ __13104 99
DO 55 N=1INSTA 13104100
55 t.'RITE ( 6P4008)DCl(N)~DC2(N)1DC3(N})DC4(N) 13104101
56 L!NE=LINE+NSTA.4+4 13104102
IF(LINE-55) 59,59p58 13104103
58 WRITE ( 6,4022) 13104104
000093- LI'Ei1 13 _04105
Oo0000o 59 VRITE t 6,4006) 13104106
0000C5 DO 60 N=iNSTA 13104107
60(;OO6 __ -  WRITE ( 6r4010)DIJl(MN)DX(N)PDGAm4X(N)pDIX2('8) DETA(N) p DB131n4108
000097 1ETA(N) 131n4109
000098 LINiE=LINE+NSTA+4 13104110
__ 000099 I...E(IFLA G)80_61p... -_. - 3104111
000100 80 IF(LINE-55)82,82,81 13104112
00 01i 81 WRITE ( 6;4022) 13104113
0.. OCO ---- 82_\R1TE ._ 6y4 17)} -__ - 13104114_
000v03 DO 83 N= INSTA 13104115
OC0104 83 WR:TE ( 6*4010)DWN1(N)DOWN2(N)D(N)DKN(N) 2(N) DAN1(N),13104116
G001C05 1GDBN1(CN) __ __ __ _ - 13104117
000103 GO TO 66 13104118
003107 61 IF{LINE-55)64,64,63 131n4I19
.... -8 . ............. 63 ' RIIE .(_ 64022) - -__ --1304120
Cr;109 64 WRITE ( 6*4007) 13104121
000110 DO 65 N=INSTA 13104122
C0 01' ..... .65 W__ RITE t(._ 64008)DWN1C(N_)2DOLN2(N DKi l4L)D2K[NtNP) __ _13i041?3
000112 66 LINE=I 13104124
000113 WRITE ( 6o4022) 13104125
00;:4 L IFIFLAG)90,99,99 13104126



















































C TAA;P½TA0K(S3p,).. SELECTS THE 3RD POI NT
C TAbLES ARE SEGUENTIAL FOR INT4
Ct****~*$>*a*** *Y* *t**** ;*S ***e**Br*>0**
90 READ (5P2004) NTARP(ISTA(TII)._II=19NTA
2004 FORMAT (I212X1013)
WRITE (6,1007)NTAB,(ISTA(TI)II1iNTA
1007 FORMAT (1H1p8X18HNUMRER O-_TABLES -_I
1G STATIONS p2X10I3 )
DO 213 M= !iNTAB




1 12H(MAX IS 15.) )
WRITE (6,3005)















































































* * ** **** ************ **** ***** *************77
IF (IFL.AG)43014300 4301 13 04178
4t301 IF(MMM-4) 430204302,434 13104179
4302 GO TO (430~431i432 433)MMM - 131041R0
430 D0 340 N= lsNSTA 131n4182
340 P0()11=DPNi(N) 131041P3
GO TO 4300 13104184
431 00 341 N= 1PNSTA 13104iR6
341 Pl (N)z.5DO(PO(N)+DPN1(N)) 13104187
GO TO 43n00 1310t4lr%8
--- 
CC C177 ---- ** C,******* *a*^** * ******* *** ********** ** 310418
03S178 432 DO 34.2 IN= lNSTA 13104190
C003179 342 P2(N)-.5DO*(PO(N)+DPN1(N)) 131041q1
G00010 . GO TO' 4300 - -- 13104192
0001c1 C0**410**3*lt*-*8
000182 433 DO 343 N= 1,NSTA 13104194
0001P'3 P3(N)=o5DO*(PO(N)+DPN1(N)) 13104195
C0014 PO (N) =3.D00* (P3(N)-P2(N)) i+P1(N) 13104196
0013l;5 343 DPN1(N)PO(N) 13104107
C0.. D _GTO_..6. TO 4300 .. --- - - 13104 198
000!:7 0*** * ***** * *** * ******************* ******13104199
0001r8 434 DO 344 N= 1,NSTA 13104200
000189 __ _ pl(N) =P2 (N) -3!04- - - - - 1 201
000190 P2(N)=P3S(I) 13104202
C00191 P3(N))=o5D0*(PO(N)+DPN1(N)) 13104203
.0'3192 '__ 3.(N) =3. D 0 (P3(N) -P2 (N) +Pt (N) 110420n4
000193 344 DPNi1(N):PO(N) 13104205
000194 C LOOP FOR BETTER K(X) S DURING EACH STATE VECTOR LOOP. 1ST PASS OK 13104206
- - 301X95













C C U' 26
000227
000229











DO 130 I=1,9 13104211
DO 130 J:=19 13104212
. -. 1F.(.t-J)125,1.p6p12~. _ --- _--13104213
125 CMAT;RX(Ipo)=O:ODO 13104214
GO 10 130 13104215
126__C ATRX(I.J .-- _{_ __ _____-.-- - 131. 4216
130 CONTINUE 13104217
M=1 13104218
DO 135 N:=,NSTA 13104219
IF(IFLAG5)$' 12 13104220
2 XF(DA!ll(N))4i,4 131iOL2;1
6 IF(DPiJ1(N) )i!P5 13104222
5 PO(N)=5D 0 ( PO(N)+DPN1(N'! ) - 13i04223
CALL. NTT4(TAEP(1,M)PTABK(1pM)PPO(N),DKN1(r')) 13104224
=I+1 - - -13104225
OKNi(N)=DKNI(N)/(DFLEX(N)+100DO) 13104226
GO iO 1 13104227
4 PO(N):=5DO:(PC(N)-DPN1(N)) 13104228
DKN1(N)=1 00DO/(DFLEX(tN)+l. DO/(DAN1 (N)*PO(N)**DBN1(N))) 13104229
1 CALL SETUP(O.G-WJN) 13104230
..... CALL MATN4PY(E1MTRX(1,1) CMATRX( )!. ATQj. .AMA> ( 1R1)_t9999,9 .9) 19_ _13104231























,:.AT .X . . ) 7=C___ _AT.RX___ _____(KAK ) 131 04248
J23 C(3)=CWATRX(KAK O) 13104249
000239 C(4):CMATRX(KAKP) 13104250
000240 C(5)?-CrATRX(KAq9) 13104251
000241 CALL SIMST(C,ID#5,BLOpBHI) 13104252
060242 C(1)=CMATRX(K9PKM) 13104253
00024-3 C(2)=CMATRX(KBPKN) 13104254
900Z;4 C(3)=CMATRX (KBKO) 131l4255
C0002q5 C(4)=CMAl1RX(KB[KP) 13104256
0... 00246 C(5)=-C,~4ATRX(KBP9) 13104257
000247 CALL SIMST(CPIDp5,BLOpBHI) 13104258
000246 C ()=CMATRX(KCvKM) 13104259
000249 ........... C(2)=CMATi'RX(KC KN) ______ __ _ _ 13104260 ____ _
000250 C(3)=CMATRF<X(KCPKO) 13104261
C'251 C(4--C,<ATRX(KCKP) 13104262
C00252 C (5) =-CMATRX (KC 9) 13104263
000253 CA-- LL SIMST(C' Dq 5, BpLOBHI) 13104264
000224 C (1)-CATRX(KD,KM) 13104265
C00255 C(2)=CMATRX(KDtKN) 13104266 __
.00256 C(3)=C.ATRX(KDPKO) 13104267
000257 C(4) :C1ATRX (KD KP) 13104268
C002.5 Ci (.5) =-CN!ATRX(KDP9) 13104269
000259 CALL S!MST(CYID: 5,BLOBHI) 13104270
0026 CALL SiMSD'XvKID#DXXrKERR,ITEQN) 13104271
000251 IF(KERR)3104-5p310 . 13104272
0CI,2s2 . 15-- KSU.=K ID(1) 13104273
n n ; 3 CL.,ATRX (KM 1) X (KSUB) 13104274
O0 KSUB:KID (2 13104275
0025 DLMTRX(KNi)=X(KSUB) 13104276
UO0 .6 KSUB=KID(3) 13104277
0C0257 DLMTRX(Kt 1):X (KSUB) 13104278
23C,8 . KSU!=KID(4) 13104279
0U0269 DiT P X (KP ) X (KSU'B) 13101280
000270 DO 147 I=1,9 13104291
U0271 .'7-- - ' ) -DEI'LwX ('I, 1) 13104282
000272 iF(:FLAG)598¢ 599p598 13104283
00273 598 ,RTTE ( 6,4018) 13104204
U00274 599 DO 149 N=1-NSTA 13104285
0O;C275 CALL SETjUP(OMGW,N) 131042¢6
, u,,:776 CALL MA_'_FPY(E2__TRXX(1) FMATRX( )AMAT(I)9999) 13104287
. C0L277 ACALL ATPY(AATPRX(191) E1MTRX(1P1) PRMATRM(1P1) 9p9v9,9p9) 131042F8
00U278 CALL MATMiPY(B8MATRX( 11),DLMTRX(1i.) SSMATRP(1,1)?9,9,9,99t1) 13104289300279 .. DO 149 I=1.9 .. ... 13104290
000280 OOOOFL(I N)z=SMATRX(I 1) 2 3104201
O02a31 D2LTRX ( I P )SMATRX(I 1 13104292
000232 149 CON TiNUE : 131 04293
uO0233 IF(IFLAG)6'05;46,605 13104294
000224 605 WRITE ( 6,4025) 13104295
00025 D CO 590 N= INSTA 13104296
...002 F(0 PNI( N)- 60 1, 5 90- 61 13104297
0'? b 7 601 DPN (N)=DKN1(.') DASS(OOOFL(4 N)-QOOOFL(SrN)) 131n4298
Cu02.5 2S i RITE ( 6P4019)Np DKNI(N)o PO(N) , DPN1(N; 13100299
-0089 590 CONTlNUE 131 04300
000290 600 CONTINUE 13204301
000291 146 WRITE ( G64009)OPRTPDXX 13104302
000292 WRITE C 6,4013)(DUMMY(K)PK=1,4) 13104303
003293 DO 1149 I-i,NSTA 13104304
uo..020 4 1149 WRITE ( 6,4008)CQ0,00L.(NPI).N=l_4) ... 13104305
529 LIN;E=NSTA+5 13104306
.v:.RITE ( b,D0Oi14) (DUINMY(K),K:5P', 8) 151334307
lb
...2GO27 DO 1150 I=1,'.STA 
_ 13104308
uU329S WRITE ( 6r4008) (00 0LFL(NI) N=5-8) 13104309
0C 299 Li>JE=L I;;E+1 13104310
000300 __ . ...... IF(L. INE-55) 1150w 1511151 13104311
30, J 1 '  151 WRITE ( 654023) 131i4N3 2
000302 LINE=! 13104313
00330 3 . ......... 1150 CONTINUE _13104314
000304 LINE=i 13104315
C30 05 150 CONTINUE 13104316030306_ C 13104317
000307 C END OF CASE 13104318
000508 C 13104319
00030 _____ WRITE ( 6,4O1I_ 131014320
003.10 GO TO 30 13104321
00xIli C 13104322
000312 C KERR FROM SIMSET _13104323
004513 C 13104324
00u314 310 WRITE ( 6.5000)KERRpDXX 13104325
GC00315 NR=9 .. . .... 13104326
G 09.31 NC=9 13104327
0 5:,17 CALL PRINTM(CNMATRX(vl) pNR*NC, NR i2H C..ATRX ) 13104327
Cr3213 . 3.GO TO 150 . .. 31 L037_
000319 3000 'ORMAT (11A6,A4P5I2) 13104330
000320 3001 FORMAT (12p2E12.6v103pI4) 13104331
O..2 .__ 3002 FORMAT_ (6E12.6) 13104332
0.0.22 4000 FORMAT (1HIp50X30HJO9 E13104 VIBRATION ;:.NALYSIS///) 13104333
033323 4031 FORMAT (1H 1iA6pA4p19H-NUMRER OF STATIONS I2//) 13104334
09032 ____ O 002 FORMA:T _ 1HOI.XtHL_( i . 29XrHL ( ?)P29X4 HL( )29X4HL (4)//) -- ___ 1104335__
000325 40C3 FORMAT (1HO02XS'-IEI(1)t28X5iEI(2)p28X5HEIi3),28X5HEI(4)//) 13104336
000325 4004 FORM'AT (1HO13X4HG(1),29X4HG(2).2qX4HG(3)F29X4HG(4)//) 13104337
000327 ___ 005 FORMAT (1H 013XHC ( 1 ) 29X4HC( 2),29X4C(3) 29X4HC (4)//) 13104338
000323 4006 FORMAT (1H0O7X7HI SUBJ ,16X2HOX,16XSHGAMMA(X)P14XXHI SUB dJ2 13104339
000329 1'4X3HETAp16X4HSETA ) 13104340
0003310 4007 FORMIAT_(1HO12B 2XHHW SUB N1_2SX8HWV SUB N92.2SXSHK SUB N1.25XSHK SUB N213104341
000'31 1//) 13104342
503332 4008 FORMAT (9XE15o8v3(18XE15~8)) 13104343
000353 . ... L009 FOR./AT_ (1Hl'26AX)HOqEGA = E158,5X9HDETERf.' = E15.8) _ 13104344
0U0.:513 4010 FORMAT (6(6H E15.8)) 13104345
0 "335 4011 FORMAT (114H110 END OF CASE ) 13104346
00. . .___ 4012 FORMAT ( IH 1,53 X RHOME G = _E 15 .P///) 1_ 31I  l1347
OC03537 4013 FORM:4AT (1HO15X1HV32XiHMo31X3HPHTp31XIH' ///9XE15o,83(18XE15.S)) 13104348
003338 4014 FORMAT (1HtO1X7HV PRIMEP2SX7HM PRIMEF25XC]HPHI PRIMEP25X7HY PRIME//13104349
C ~ 1_SXEo 8r 3 .( 1RXE15,.98f) ...... __ ._ ___ .___ . .13104350_
003Y0 4015 FOR:iAY (IHCv7X7H C(!) q15X4HC(2)v15X6H C(3) .14X8H C(4) , 13104351
000341 I 12X7HP SUD X15X4HFLEX // ) 13104352
30034 
_______________________________________ 
_____ ____?p )~~~_ _~_~ __~~_ _ _~ ~~_~_ _~~___ _ 31 43 3_41 0 0343 - _6 FORMAT C 5(6H EI.__8f. -. 13 04353
..00034~3 4017 FORMAT (1H0p7X8lIWN SUB NI,13X8HW SUB N2,1'iX8HK SUB N1,14X8HK SUB N213104354
003-:4 I i 12X7MA SUB X.13X7HB SUB X / ) 13104355
.00034 5 . 4....03.8 FORMAT (IHO32XSHSTA X,6X7HK SU.BXY,2X8HF' _SUB OX1 2X7P SUB_ . _) 231n4396
Oo03S45 4019 FORMAT (1H ,33XI 2P3(55XEiS.58 ) 13104357
05340.21 FORMAT (!9H NUMBER OF ROOTS I3,SX913H OMEGA F8.3s 13104398
0303: . ...........1 L5X13H DE TA OM E G A _ _8 , 3 5< _ 10I4/1 4 _,:_.._ _7__L 13104359
000309 4022 FORMAT (1Hi) 13104360
000350 4023 FORMAT (IH1H60X17H'** CONTINUED :**/12X7'iV PRIMEP26X7HM PRIME. 13104361
0 00351 1 25X9HPH. I_ PR I ;:E .25X7H.F PRI E _/9_XE15 ,_8_ 31.8XE15.8 ) __ 13104362
000352 4025 FOR,:AT (I1H ) 3104363
000355 5000 FORMAT (i-H o32X66HFI*4 THE EOUATIONS HAVE NOT BEEN SOLVED--AM GOING13104364
0 . 0 . ............. 1 T(. NEXT R007 O"soT /_/_54X7H,(l" ERR = _I13X(._ HDXX = F8.3 ) __ 13104365
000355 6000 STOP 13104424
000156 END 13104366
/7
2 ELT MATMPY,1l710420p 59943
G0OG01 SUEROUTINE MATMPY(AvBPCPK1MlvKYMeN) 13104472
OJ30C,2 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z) 13104
00 003 _ _ DI MEN S ION A(20) B( 20 C (20)' 13104473
Oi:00 DO 10 I1=lK 13104474
tC;C05 DO 10 J=l!N 13104475
.. 00 _- _-" II -(J-1) *K1+I -- -- _--_ 13104476
000j07 C(II) = o ODO 13104477
OOOCE CO 10 L=iM 13104478
.r0. 00 9 - JJ. =(L-1)*.K1+I ---- - -- - -- - -+ 3104479_
0U00,'1 KK =(J-1)*Ml+L 131044O0
0OGO01 10 C(II) =C(II) +A(JJ)*R(KK) 13104481
00O12 -- RETURN 131044P,2
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. LT PR!;T-i,rI710420, 59944
I SUiROUTINE PRINTM(A ,F'NR *,NC - MAXRpTI TLE)
2 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z)
3 C
C
5 C SUBROUTINE TO PRINT ANY MATRIX WITH 2-WORD TI"LE
5 .. .C - ... ALL PRINTMi (CMATRX,88p8,12H- ...C'MATRX ..L EXAMPLE CALL UP --
7 C
DIMENSION A(1),NHED(8),TITLE(2)
9 . - --- C- - ... ........- - -.--- MTRIXT.T.TLE ..
C 'IWRITE (6,22)TITLE
i 22 FORMAT (iH0,S2Xo2A6)
C





8 20 DO 30 J=vl --
3 30 NHSO(J)=I4J-1
0 WRITE (69120) (BPNHED(J),J=:PII)
1 DO 50 J=1tNR
2 KL=J:-(I-l)::MAXR
3 KtlizK-L+(IT-i)*MMAXR
4 50 WRITE ((6,16U) -- __-_-, ( k_ J. !. =KL-KHAnXXR ) - -
5 RETUJRN
5 120 FORMAT (lH0O9X10(A6pI4,4X))






























ia ELT REPEAr,1,7104201 59945
SU3ROUTINE REPEAT(A AAtB9BBPC,CC DPDDQEPEEPFFFRNR) 13104425
,IMiPLCIT REAL*8 (A-HPO-Z)
C REPEAT READS IN A STATION CARD OR SIMUILATES A REPEATED CARD BY 13104427
C MOVIN5 DATA, 13104428
.C ------- A.-... C -D -EABCDEF ... OLD -AB..........ABPCC.DD P EEFF NEW .-- 131n4429
C NR = NUMBER OF REPEATS FOR A PART1CULAR CARD 13!n4430
IF(NR-1)400, 100a100 _- -.- -. .- - - 13104432
400 READ (5,3002) AABBRCCrDDPEEPFFPNR 13104433
3002 FORMAT ( 6E12o6PI3) 13104434




















O 03,9  c
IL _1___Iirri--n-------··---u*--·--
- - ----- __ -- - - . - __ - - - __ __ . - -
Q ELT SETUtJP1,710420P 59947
SU6BROUtTINE SETUP(OMG,i)
IMPLICIT REALt8 (A-HO-Z)
DIMIENSION DLI(50)pDL2(50) ,DL3(50), DL4(50) DFI1(50),DEI2(50)
1 DEI3(50),DEI4(50)DG1(50)"DG2(50 ,PDG3(50) DG4(50)'
2 DC1(50),DC2(50),nC3(50)nC4(0o)p!')IJ1(50),DX(50),
3 - DGAMX(50)PDIX2(50),pWN1(50)tOr)N2501)DKN1(5)0 DKN
DIMENSION DETA(5G)DDOFTA(50),DFLEX(50)
DIMENSION EiMTRX(9,9),E2MTRX(9i9),AMATRX(qI,9),BMATRX(9,9),
1 CMATRX(9p9)9 FMATRX(9p9) 2 DLMTRX("pl ) SMATRX(9p 1)
2 DUrAMY(9),C (5),ID(5)pX(4),KIO(4) STORE(9,50)
DIMENSION DPN1( 50)PP0(50)Dr)ON1(50)tDBN1.(5f!1) P1(50) 9 P2(5013
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SETUP NOtN-ZEROPNON-UNIT ELEMENTS OF MATrICES EIPE2PAND F
-...- 1, ._ l...MTRX(2,1) = DLI(N) -.-.-.---
IF (DEI1(N).NE..oD0) GO TO 2
EIMTRX(492) = O.D
E1MTRX(3,2)_= -= O_-DP . ... - --
GO TO 3
2 EIMTRX(4,2) = DLl(N!)*'2*.5DO/DEIl(N)
Et"TRX(3,2) =-DL1(N)/DEII(N) - - - - --
3 E1MTRX(3,i) : -E1MTRX(4v2)
iF ((DEI1(N).NE. 0.DOORoDC1(N).NE0.ODOARJOD.DL1(N).NE..00))
X oAND.DG1(N).NE.OoDO) GO TO 4
El'4TRX(41i) = O.[0
GO TO 5
4 EiMTRX(4,1) = DLI1(N)*'3/6.DO/DEI1 (N)-OC1((!J)*DL1(N)/DGI(N) --
5 E1MTRX(4p3) =-E1MTRX(2?1)
E1MTRX(6f5) = DL3(N)
IF (DEI3(N),NE,O DO)0 GO1T _ 6 ------
E1MTRX(7?5) = O.DO
EIMTRX(796) = O.DO
- -- E1MT8RX(8.6)-___ 0,0 _ -.- . ---
GO TO 7
6 EliMTRX (75) =-DL3(N)**2/20D0/DEI3(N)
E1MTRX(76) =-DL.3( N)/OEI3(N) ___ _ _
ElMTRX(86) = D1L3(N) t2/2DO//DEI3(N)
7 IF ((DEI3(N) .NE.O°DO.ORoDC3(N).NE.O.DOA 4D.DL3(N) oNEO.n0O)
.X. ,ANO.DG3(N) NF.O0DO) -- G0 __O_-TO-8 _ - -- --- -
EIMTRX({85) = O.DO
GO TO 9
8 E1MTRX(895) = DL3(N)3*3/6.DO/DEI3.-N)--DC3_tl)*DL3(N)/DG3(N)
9 EI:4TRX(8,7) =-E1MTRX(6,5)
E2MTRX(2,1) = DL2(N)





























































-- - - -.-. 3
C
- .- - .CC
C

































 ") 9 1
LI U. 9
GO TO 11
10 E2MTRX(4Lp2) = DL2(N)**2*.50O/DEI2(N)
E2MiTRX(3,2) =-DL 2(N)/DEI2 (N)
- .11 E2MTRX,(3 1) =-E2,MITRX (4 2) -
IF ((DEI2(N).oNEO,0,00DORDC2(N)oNE.O.oOO.AN).DL2(N).*NEEO'.O)
X .AiND.DG2(N).NE.OoDO) GO TO 12
.. -E2MTRX(4.1) = 0.DO
GO TO 13
12 E2MTRX(U4I) = DL?(N)**3/6SDO/DEI2(N)-qC2(N)*DL2(N)/DG2(N)
13 _ E2,,TRX(4P3) =-E2'ITRX(2&I) .
E2MTRX(6#5) = DL4(N)
IF (DEl4(N).NEO, DO) GO TO 14




14 E2MTRX(7,5) --DL4(N)*`-2/2 0DC/DEI4(N)
E2MTR'(7,6) =-DL4(N)/DEIt(N)
E2,TRX (8.) = DL4(N)*;P/20DO/0EI4(N)
15 F ((DEIq(N) oNFo.GDOoOR,,DC2(N) I",EoOoOALo3DL4(N).NEO.O)O).
X ,AND.DG4('I).N{.O0DO) GO TO 16
E2"iTRX(8,5) O.DO
GO TO 17
16 E2MTRX(8,5) = DL4(N)*t3/6.DO/DEI4(N)-DC4(tl)*DL4(N)/DG4(N)
17 E2;4TRX(8,7) =-E2MTRX(6t5)






Ff),ATRX (5 ,) -)=FMATRX( 1,8)
F',ATRX(5q7)=-FMATR;((t7)
FMA'RX (5 8)N:DWN2 (iN)::OG/5386, 04DO*OMG-DKN1 (N)-DKN2(N)
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C0 C 11 7 0.
C 'J X, .; "t
Jl6[i,050
:Ij),%r! ,
SlUBROUTINE SiMEQ (A p B,NN MM-,NA ,'ITEMpDn, NN.CP;,KERR)
SOLVES MATRIX EQUATIONS - AX = B - . -
GAUSS ELIMINATION WITH COYPLETE PIVOTING ON ABSOLUTE
ELEMENT TO FORM TRIANGULAR MATRIX,WITH BACK SUBSTITL


























POWERS OF TENS FACTOR FOR DETERNINANIT.
= 0
C SET-UP THE PERMUTATION VECTOPR
D- o 1 I=, DPN.
1 ITEM(I) = I
N1 = N-1
-DO 60 K=1,NK=c ........
C
I ---
SEARCH AND SET THE ABSOLUTE LARGEST ELEMENT AS THE F
PIVOT = 0DO
DO 10 IK ,N
DO 9 J=KN -- - -
XTEM = A(IJ)
IF(DABS(XTEM) .LE. DABS(PIVOT)) GO TO 9









I-(DoNE.n.Do) GO To 11
C IF MATRIX 15 SINGULARSET THE RANK OF MATRIX A IN KI
KIERR = K-i
GO TO 100
11 X-fEM = ARS(D)
IF(XTFM.LE.l.D0) GO TO 13
CA LL_ SIMEQ .(ApB3NNpMMN,NA ITEMp.DDpNND.PKERR-_
A - A(1;1) OF INPUT MATRIX
B = INPUT VECTORS
NN = NUlMr.ER OF SIMULTANEOUS EOUIJTIONS. ,--
:M = NUM?,ER OF B-VECTCRSo
NA = DIVENSION OF MATRIX A.THAT IS# A(NAP--)
ITEM . TEMPORARY STORAGE (FOR PERMITPATIONVECTOF
WITH DIMENSION - ITEI(NA)
DD - DETERMINANT
NND , = POWER OF. TEN TO MULTIPILY DETERMINANT
KERR : ERROR CODE, =Kv SINGULAR RANK P =-1 SCL\
DOUBLE PRECISION A(NApNA)pB(,A,p1 )pPIVOTXTEMD,DD
_DIMENSION ITEM(2)
¢*


























































































IF THE PIVOT IS NOT IN THE RKGHT COL,-EXCiiANGE COLS
THIS IN THE PERMUTATION VECTORo
00D 31 I=I-N
XTEM = A(IIT)
A(IIT) = A(IK )





ITEM(IT) = ITEM(K )




.IF(K!lGTe;N) - ' GO TO 60
C
C _ MULTIPLY-THE K-TH ROW BY -A(IK)i/PIVOT AN: ADD To
DO 50 I=K1,N
no 50 J=K1, N
A(IJ) A(IPJ) - A(KPJ)/PIVOT_* A(I-K) . ..
50 CONTINUE
DO 51 I=K1,N
DO 51 J=l ,M









D = D/lO DO
ND = ND+1
GO To 11
13 IF(XTEM,GE_.O1DO) GO TO 14
o = D*1ODO
ND =ND-1
GO TO 11 -
14 CONTINUE
iF(K.EQ.IS) GO TO 30
C
C IF THE PIVOT IS NOT IN THE RtGHT ROWINTEF:CHANGE ROW
C
...- 00D 20 J-=1pN
XTEM = A(ISeJ)
A(ISPJ) = A(KPJ)




R(ISpJ) -= BK -d)
r(:( J) = XTEM
21 CONTINUE .
D = -D
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('o l 3.a41 C4** .~j2~* ***t*~ '3t.*·q~it*~ ******5~X*Q***QL****f,***+ n ***~*7****A**·h·*4G8*~_*_4**+****: **0*******p**2****3A g4. **7**.***A*****SD-2,3.63
-.;*6.' I N I MA*T***4 * *4* A47**O* A S-DS I GN: 1O5-A4* 9
. ]J.. ASCDEFGHIJKL.',N0PoRSTUVWXYZ)-+<=>&*_(%:?!,, 0123456789 ;/.\ E1ll., ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ)-+<:>8S*(%:?!'\O123456789 ;/.\ Eftl]A
25 APR '2 P 14:42:31 IDENT=FYEE ACCOUNT=428999 CARDS IN= 9, OUT= 0
PAGES- 22. LINES= 919. TIME=00:00:06 (HMS)
ALL SOFTWARE ISD PROVIDES OR MAKES AVAILABLE FOR USE. IN ANY FORM WHATSOEVER, IS PROPRIETARY
.... INFOR-M4DTION OF ISDAND . IS__NOT_OTQ BECOPIED ORREPRODUCED_ WTO_.LORRTENAUtHORIZATION_._ID,- _
USER NOTICES APRIL 20, 1972 *
(1)__ ISD 1108 TERMINA-L SERVICE IS SCHEDULED AS FOLLOWS ____
MON : 07:00 2L;00
.TUE - .F : _:__ 0 ; O 2 _ ___ 0 O- __O_:Q_Q_____2_-_: 0_
SAT : 00:00 - 22:00
SUN : 04:00 - 22:00
2) LARGE-CORE (LCR) PRODUCTIO(N JOBS ARE NOW BEING PUN ON AN OVERNIGHT BASIS STARTING AT 04:00 EACH DAY.
(3) ISD NOW', HAS AVAILABLE REMOTE-BATCH JOB ENTRY__VIA_ LOW-SPEED TELETYPE COMPATIBLE TEmINALS USING DIAL-UP COMMUNICATION LINES.
THIS SERVICE HAS BEEN IN USE FOR OVER TWO MONTHS AND IS CALLED RON/I.
THE DIAL-UP TELEPHONE NUMBERS AND TRANSMISSION RATES ARE LISTED BELOW.
10 CHAR/SEC 415-562-4035- 415-562-40369 415-562-51P6
30 CHAR/SEC 415-562-4716 ,* EFFECTIVE 4/24/72 THIS NUMBER WILL BE CHANGED TO 415-562-4294 4*
(4) ISO'S SECOND PUBLIC TERMINAL IN SAN FRANCISCO IS LOCATED AT W 1 CALIFORNIA ST., ROOM 2555.
(5) BEGINNING_ 4/24/72 AND AFFECTIVE MONDAY - FRIDAY TURNARnUND TIME SHOULD 9_E REDUCEDBETWEENTHE HOURS OF 10:30 - 1:30O AND
14:00 - 16:00 FOR USERS SUBMITTING NON-TAPE JOBS WITH RUN TIMES ESTIMATED AT LESS THAN 6 MINUTES.
,AD3ITIONAL I!FORMATIONN ON (2) _ (3) IS NOW AVAILABLE TO ALL INTERESTED USERS BY CONTACTING YOUR SALESMAN AT 415-562-4204.
. . . . .. . . . * . * 4 4 ..* * .. * * 4 * *i * * *r * * * * * * * * * * *I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * *
__I____ · __L_ __ I · _ I__LI L
-- -- -- -- --- -------
-- ----- -- ------------ ------- - --


















70 CONTN!UE - - 6121 01.8
= N 61210119
DO 73 K=2,N 61210120
I1 - = I 61210121
I = I-1 61210122
PIVOT = A(II) 61210123
DO 72 IT=zPM 61210124
XTEM = O.DO 61210125
DG 71 J=I1,N 61210126
-71i -XTEM .---.:A( IJ)I B(J.P_ T )_ _XTEN -_ -_61210127
72 B(IrIT) : (B(I,IT) - XTEM)/PIVOT 61210128
73 CONTINUE 61210129
C .- - - - - -- - - 61210130
C IISE PERMUTATION VECTOR TO EXCHANGE ROWS OF B-MATRIX. 61210131
C 61210132
--0 8 1 . 1- !T=1iN 61210133
79 IF(ITEM(I).EO.I) GO TO 81 61210134
KX ITEM(I) 61210135
.- ... DO 80 . . .J__ _r _- 61210136
XTEM = B(KPJ) 61210137
B(KPJ) : B(IpJ) 61210138
-. (- -- B.(IJ) - .--XTEM -61210139 _
80 CONTINUE 61210140
ITEM(I) = ITEM(K) 61210141
-..... I TEM!(K) K 61210142









































- -DIMENSION C(5)(5)KS)X(5)pITEM'(1O)pKI(4 A(lt-l)?XX(10)
DATA IR/O/
IR = IR+l
-- CDO 10 I-l-O ----- 
_ - -- _.
10 A(IRI) :O.DO
DO 20 I=1,M




1i XX(IR) = C(I)
20 CONTINUE
50 RETURN_
51 KER = Z;
GO TO 50









CALL SiMEQ (ApXXNplO10pITEM,#DND,KER )
DO 54 .I=l -- ,






65 KER = O
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ABSTRACT
This computer program determines the steady state
response of an undamped, lumped parameter beam system
to harmonic forces and/or moments. The beaml may be
supported by non-linear lateral springs of the form
P = A yB . It is compatible with and supplements Job
1009 which determines thle natural frequencies and mode
shapes of such a beam on linear springs. It is four times
faster than the double beam program 101O3. This program
has been extended to incorporate the exact load-deflection
equations of angular contact ball bearings, permitting
them to be represented exactly, ircluding axial equilibriumw
and the effects of thrust on a rotating shaft. After
convergence the program outputs at each station shears,
moments, slopes, and deflections. For ball bearings, when
present, a complete description of the equilibrium position
of the bearing is determined, including axial, lateral, and
rotational deformations, as well as load distribution and
final contact angles of each ball.
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INTROIU)CTION
This computer program computes the amplitudes of the shears, moments,
slopes, and deflections produced in a lumped parametcr beam system by
harmonic forces and/or nlomcnts. It constitutes an extension of Job 1.4009
develored by L.k. :.'everud, which compOuted the natural frequencies and
associated m;odal information for a lumi;ed parameter bea., srsterm .uiorted
by linear lateral. s')ri.ngs. Job 14036 differs in the following respects;
1) It is a forceO rather than a free vibration aa]lysis. 2. It ieralits
linear n..moent as well. a L].:itran. s.rins; 3) It :cr:its ;:on-J..i.i:r;r lateral
s,riri-s of t'e form - A y ; :.'ad 4) It incluiles the ex.act lo-d :]eflection
eiu';,ticns for angul.:tr contact ball bearings for specialized use in rot.ting
;:,ach-inery ca.lcllntions. Input fornrat is :,ighly colmpati.ble bet.een the t':-o
r;rograms, facilitating detor.:ination of free and forced vibration informrtt'on.
As in Job 14009, the beam system hbas a state vector of four variables
(shear, mom-nt, slope, and deflection), of Nwhich two at each end must equal
zero. Crd .nary beams, shear beams, beams on elastic foundations where the
foundation modulus varies (thus, also axisymmetrical lateral vibrations of
cylinders), and shafts of rotating machinery can be investigated with this
-roglram. In this last a!n!l!ication, the lateral stiffness of roll.er bearinl-s
canr he well representc, by) a o:.er form ofr 1.o-a'! 'efl ection curvf?, an(d ha.:!
¶,..rinrr-; can be a;ccoir'.r1'l for exnctly.
This progr;tur runs in about one f'ourt'h the time of Job) l.l0:3 which
analyzes txwo ela tically coupled beams, and is to te preferred where
housing effects can be neglected.
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(The following thrce .pages are taken from the U.ers' -'anual for Job 1l4009
by I.!. :;cverud)
To describe the model]., first consider the following beam on a
discontinuous foundation:
k (force/unit len;th)
:e miht re:-resent this structure for the vibration anal.ysis as:
i K -N th Bay
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The rcight of the bay, : , ij.. lum?.cd at Toint .'. --e beam lcnwths,
',,'ich need not be equal, are desi.na.ted L(I) an! L(2). The asseci-:ted
.)ending riidities are ZI(1) and RI(2). PTn renresent the elastic foundOtinn
acting on the bay, a sp,ring constant K is utilized. .Note that in this
example K ',ou3.d 2.qual [.(l) + ,(2 k.
One can see that the physical beam rigidities are *uite wrell represented
in the analysis whereas the mass distribution and elastic fo.lndcationn
renresentation derends on the number of IuDpnin' stations used.
.s a second example to describe the lumped parameter model, consifer
the follor.-ino two bearing shoft with over!1unl- rotors:
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-enlar-in(g the s!ketch of-.'ay N:
= (. I)u 2  = -j x
L(-) L(1)
.-
The value A Mi accounts ror the rotary inertia an. gyr3oscopic effects
of the mass (of rrirme impnortarce for rotors). 'it is sho..:n ns a '.:lembrt
moment. Gfood discussions of these effects and *'eriv:.tion of the above
formula ca;n be found in '.eferences (2), (3), ,nd (4). The ,ara;:etar I
is the mnss- mor-nt of inertia of the nass abnut a dial1motral line .:nd I.
i-; its r'a-.s ,)ol;,r inaieint nf inerti a. rInderstdnmdinn of the liu.m-ed -ara:.etcr
rnloel is best ob-tained throuhll a !;-no-,le.dte of the computational formulas
used in the rro.rprar. Th.refore, the following section sets forth the theory
anal derivation of enuations used in this vi.hr;Ati.n analysis.
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The state vector AN is defined as the colunn array of the shear,
moment, slope, and deflection in the beam at the end of bay N. The
fifth element of the state 'vector is the constant one whrlich per.mitz
t,'oe iriclrusion of thec .oad conat.::',ts 'in Lhc transrer rr.at.ricf.c.
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5. SOLUTION PROCE'DURE FOR A SET OF LINEAR SPRINTGS
At the start, N O, thus, {AO
Going across the first elasticity,
{ Aj - [ E,' J f 6}
And across the first mass,
{8,j ; [F,? tA} - [F,00 ,[A,]
Next across the second elasticity.
tA } j AW j E} L, 0Fj iEC,] {o 6 IC, I
In like manner, transformations can be made across each
bay, expressing each state vector in terms of the previous
state vector, and thus in terms of the starting vector.
tJ STA
{LN STI } [ C 7 f { .o3 DN LTj
Expanding we get,
cV e, d,]4 d (
J dI, d2z d23  d24  ICd2 M
d3  d3Z d33  _ 03f
d 4 l d 42 453 d4 4 4 -
O O O O II
r~r
- ------ --
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The fourth order nature of the governing beam equation requires
the specification of two boundary conditions at each end. The
program requires that two of the four variables of the s!;ate
vector be zero at the beginning- and at the end. Other homogeneol;s
boundary conditions such as elastic restraints can be obtained
by inputting a zero length so as to put the mass point at the
boundary and then setting V and M equal to zero writh ap,-ropriate
lateral and/or moment springs. Likewise, concentrated end
forces and moments can be inputted as V and with the bo unday
condition that V = M = 0.
Iet -
Further, let
M = subscript of 1st zero variable at end of last bay
N = subscript of 2nd zero variable at end of last bay
R subscr-lpt of 1st non-zero variable at start of 1st biay
S = subscript of' 2nd non-zero variable t start of 1st bay
Consider:in g the tao equations associated with the zero variables
at the end, and dropping those terms multiplied by the zero
variables at the start:
d1| i dR dM 5 A T l
td d5R dN5 lq
'},e:;<: sack lie ; Q::tdily s,)]v,* r-r ", ' L:X! S' le twoun0 know ns at. t1-Uc
:tart o' Lhie hhr:l,,. ju . ivil i, t.bc i',i.:. s e Vt.r, a]].
',cc',e,,dih'g state vectors c;; b found Tl y'
'
wal;.. I, t.. rou.,i; the srstem.
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6. SOLUT!ION PROClEDURE FOR A SET OF l;ON-LT.NEJ SFRI'GS
The previous section described the explicit procedure for
determining the response of an elastically supported bean to
a harmonic force or mo:ent i.nput, of frequency W. If the beam
support (for example, bearings) has a non-linear load-deflection
relation, the secant line intersecting the curve is not a
constant, but is instead a function of the deformation of the
P' a)
abem
The elastic analysis described in the previous section
yields an elastic sp-ring force which is simply the product of
the spring constcmt timnes the deformation. If this elastic
force equals the non-linear force for the sane Jufor:nati on
(as detern:ined from the non-linear force-deformation relation
as typified above), then the linear spring used was the correct
secant. Adjusting the choice of secants until this agreement is
achieved for all the non-ihnear springs supporting the beam
leads to the soluti.orn of the problenm. After a given unsucessful u
i.tr-ra!tion. the inltilal ar;d [i..lal secant v'alues are averaged to
ohtn.in the tr'.-Ll nprrin:: for t; ,,: .oxt i.ter:i!..jr.
-- -------   ---------
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The first tri'al spring for the f.rst frequency inrestigated
must be input to the program. When the response to a harm.onic
load of successive frequencies is desired, the con-erged secant
value for the first frequency is used as the first trial spring
for the second frequency. Likewise, the converged secant value
for the second frequency is used as the first trial spring for
the third frequency. After this, a parabola is fitted through
the three previous converged freqoency springs, and the first
trial sprin- for the next frequency is extrapolated along this
curve .
K =3(K - K ) + K b,
7. DETEIR"INJATION OF THE ':ON-LID1]ELR FORCE
As described in the previous section, the forced vibration
analysis for a set of linear springs yields deformations and
associated elastic forces in the springs. In order to test for
convergence, the ncn-linear force associated wit.h that deforimation
must be determined. At present, the program permits two types of
non-linear springs. The appropriate flag must be set in the input.
a) FLAG(?;) = 1. Angular Contact Ball Bearing: Tihe
pertinent bearing data is input after all tl-e
station data, and the exact load-defl£ect'ion equatiolns
for ball bearings are utilied, including the inter-
action of thrust with tile lateral resronse.
b) 2LA{(;) = . P = A y3 where A and B are constants
input to the rlnoigr7n,.
At pre:;ernt, roller iel-rij;. ]o:tdc-lefl.: ctiol curve;s aire fi tted' r; :a
fora t,,). ' [..,-'r,: , i .. i:.; , :L;;] i-'ji. t' i.i' :'"',e : th i.ti
f].ai alternatbe anrd in ,J',L'ra tL, Llie e!xact l.o.d-Jel cti. r, e(qlio::;
for rol2ler e:e'ings.
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8. ANGULAR CONThACT BALL BEARINGS
The explicit analytical load-deflection relations for
angular contact ball bearings have been derived and are
extensively treated by A.B. Jones of Niew Departure in
Reference (5).
The outer race of the bearing is asstuned fixed in space.
The inner race has th-ree degrees of freedom with respect to the
fixed outer race. It may move axially, laterally, and may
rotate. It is also capable of transmitting three force
resultants between shaft and bearing supFort (i.e., lateral
force, axial force, and moment). Each of these force
resultants can be expressed explicit~y in terms of the three
deformations. These functions are explicit, but non-linear.
Their inverse cannot be explicitly stated, that is, the
deformiations cannot be expressed in terms of the three force
resultants, nor can mixed functions cf forces and deformations
be expressed.
H C, ( A , R ) e)
'V
The significant parts of the derivation have been reproduced
on the following pag es. The value of "K" referred to on p 2a
by Jones, and DKK i.n the program, is not corinuted internally
by t}:e pror raim, though i.t could be, but is computed by BDM Job
7 73A. Sijnce this nurmhber is a cons tant, it neerd hc co:,i;lterd
only orce. ob, 773A sszcr:ti.ally progra)ms ornes equ!,i'.ons in
an ter:alive -chere t.'o yiel.d def:uwlabion: as a l tieion of
inpu , t loads.
"I. DCRlvTZo, OF 7r/E 4QuiT/IOrS (P/R JjoES)
I. Basic Goom3tric Relations,
The operating characteristics of a ball bearing depend to a great
extent upon the internal fitup. Internal fitup is generally moa-
sured by the dianetral clearance of the bearing.
Fig. 1 shows a cross section through
a radial, single row bearing. Dia-
metral clearance is denoted by P,
From Fig. 1:
. |= Do -D.-z Eq. 1
Although diametral clearance is gener-
ally used in connection with single
rowo, radial bearings, Fq. 1 is appli-
cable to angular contact bearings as
well since there is a definite relation
between diametral clearance, race curva-
tures and free contact angle (See Eq. a
p.$ ).
The value of FM, from Eq. 1 may be posi-
tivo or negative. Loose bearings have
positive diametral clearance. Tight bear-
ings have negative values of PD
Diametral clearance in loose, single
row, radial bearings is sometimes called
radial clearance, radial play, radial
shake, diametral play or diametral slack-
ness.
For loose, single row, radial bearings
diametral clearance may be defined as
the maximum distance one race may move
diametrally with respect to the other
Fig. 1 * without the application of measureable
force when both races lie in the same
plane.
- - ---------------- - - - -------------------------------------- - - - -
Race curvature is a measure of the
conformity of the race to the ball in
a plane passing through the bearing
axis and transverse to the raceway.
It is expressed as a percentage or a
decimal. Throughout this text decimal
notation will be used.
Fig. 2
17 /
The curvature of a race is defined ast (See Fig. 2)
Eq. 2
Thus, if the ourvature and ball diameter are known, the radius of curva-
ture is:
rM'a' Eq, 3
-- - - - - - - - - - - - -
OU7LER lRACE
l/AEll? RPACE
The distance between the centers of
curvatures of two races in line and
line contact with a ball is of great
importmance. This distance is indica-
ted by D in Fig. 3 and is a fixed
quantity depending on race radii and
ball diameter. Denoting quantities
referred to the outer race by the sub-
script,0 , and quantities referred to
the inner race by the subscript,. ,
we have from Fig. 3:
,o /7- ~ -c(
Since both ro and p may be expressed
in terms of outer and inner race curva-






The quantity B in Eq. 7 is known as the total curvature and is a mea-
sure of the conformity of both outer and inner races to the ball. Upon




-- - -------------------- ea -e - - -e
Free contact angle is the angle made by a line passing through the points
of contact of the ball and both raceways with a plane perpendicular to
the axis of the bearing when both races are centered with respect to each
other and one race is axially displaced with respect to the other without
the application of measureable force.
The centers of curvature of both outer
and inner races lie on the line defin-
ing the free contact angle. Free con-
tact angle is denoted by/ay and is
illustrated in Fig. 4.
O/T72 R? RPICE
Free contact angle is determined by dia-
metral clearance, p/ , and total curva-
o ture,5, as:
(Cos5/ = Iz - Eq. 8
or2d/-C:OS ) Eq. 9
In the case of radially tight bearings
the value of /D, is negative and the
value of cos/ °o from Eq. 8 becomes
/A/A/VM RACE greater than 1. Mathematically, this
Fig. 4 is an imaginary condition. However,
the value of cos ,' for radially tight
bearings obtained from Eq. 8 is of im-
portance in certain deflection computa-
tions and has a definite physical sig-
nificance.
Therefore, radially tight bearings may be considered as having an imaginary
contact angle whose sine is zero and whose cosine is greater than 1 as de-
fined by Eq. 8.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - -- -
The effect of interference momnting fits on free contact angle is important.
Due to the interference fit there is a change in diameter of the press fit-
ted raceway and a corresponding reduction in diametral clearance. Hence
the free contact angle is reduced by press fitting.
If /P/Dis the total reduction in diametral clearance due to press fitting
one or both race members, the initial mounted contact angle,/ 3', isi
Cos /3° - _d- a _P Eq. 10
° Zeg
ors
Cos/5•3 Cost/3  - 4_ Eq. 11
For thoe effect of interference fits on ring dimensions see Chapter ix/ZT
p. 161.
- -f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -f - - - - - - - -----
f endply is the maximum possible relative axial movement of inner
race with respect to the outer, when both races are coaxially centered,
without the application of measureable force. It is denoted by Pg
In practice, endplay is measured under a definite gauging load and is
known as gauged endplay. Gauged endplay is always greater than free
endplay bec.aus of the deflectJon of the bearing under the gauging load.
See Chapter- S , po15 2 for the relation between gauged endplay and dia-
metral clearance.
OUT-rR RACe
Free endplay depends on total curvature
and contact angle as shown in Fig. 5.
r ): Sin/3 Eq. 12
or:
,5/13 = ' Eq. 13
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
/NWANe RDic
Fig. 5 . he relation between free endplay and
diametral clearance is obtained by
eliminating/3 between Eqs. 8 and 13.
Ar a'- ( , Z- 2  Eq. 24
-q- ---- -- -/,/ -Eq.-5
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(U
/O·
II. Solid Elastic Bodies In Contactx_
When two, solid, elastic, curved bodies are pressed together under
load a certain amount of flattening occurs in the neighborhood of
the contact point. Due to the flattening there is produced an el-
liptical pressure area over which the total load is distributed.
The relations governing the shape and size of the pressure area and
the distribution of stress over the pressure area were mathematically
investigated by Heinrich Hertz in 1881. These relations show good
agreement with test results except where the dimensions of the pro-
Jected pressure area are large in comparison to the principal radii
of curvature of the contacting bodies. Good agreement is shown for
conformities generally used in ball bearings.
Although Hertz's work was limited to an analysis of the distribution
of stress at the pressure surface, more recent investigators have
determined the nature and distribution of the stresses occurring
beyond the pressure surface and have substantiated their results
by photo-elastic tests,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -f - - - - -----------
I80o aycz ;2
Let the bodies be denoted by the sub-
/ono Z I scripts "a" and "b", respectively, as
- shown in Fig. 16. Also, let the princi-
90 / pal radii of curvature at the contact
point be .a, and Ao z for body "a" and
/ ur ard e 4 for body "b". The radii of
curvature are measured in two planes, 1
/ ~ and 2, at right angles to one another as
/ shown in Fig. 16, the subscripts 1 and 2
referring to the respective planes.
Fig. 16 When body "a" and body "b" are pressed
together by the normal load, /~, thie re-
sulting pressure area whose semi-axes
are a and b is shown in Fig. 17.
~Z \ Hertz gives the dimensions of the Dres-
sure area in terms of the transcendental
-- functions , and-y-, asz
.hre - * .tf-C Eo 53
EC;.
o6d--6, =. -_  ,
where: E * c.







If both bodies are of steel with modulus of elasticity 29 x 106 #/sq. in.
and with Poisson's ratio 1/4, the value of g from Eq. 55 is:
-,9.oo45044 '., i/ , ,-Eq. 58
2, RO Rb, Rh
The values of the principal radii of curvature,R /a , 1' , R ! and RI62
are taken in accordance with Fig. 16.
The princqial radii of curvature may be either positive or negative, depend-
ing on whether the centers of curvature lie within or without the body as
shown in Fig. 18.
In addition, planes 1 and 2 should be
so chosen that:
> 
_, R6 Eq. 59
Plane 1 then determines the direction
R of the semi-minor axis of the pressure
area and plane 2 the direction of semi-
major axis of the pressure area.
The values of the functions -( and--
for use in Eqs. 53 and 54 depend on
the conformity of the contacting bodies
in the vicinity of the pressure area as
Fig. 18 determined by the auxiliary angle,
__2 /-_6 . z Eq./GCos ZC / / /
oRa Roz Fb R  ,Zb
L V~
Note that the denominator in the expression for cos = is the same as that
occurring under the radical in Eq0 55 and 58.
and -- are related by another auxiliary angle, 6 , which depends
on the shape of the pressure ellipse.
co=, c-/- (6-Ce]Co/' Eq. 6
cEeC, Eq. 62
-W = Z~E ('-) Co Eq. 62
27'
where: Cos - Eq. 63
/f'() and _f(e) are the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second
order, having the modulus sin
/17frrf gEq. 64
iT /-Si''& ./n~5 a' ~Eq. 65
Since accurate tables of /(e) and E(6) are not always available, values of
/f(C and E(6) correct to ten decimal places are given on Charts 5 and 6.
Four place tables may also be found in Jahnke and Emde's "Funktionentafeln"
1943 edition.
By assuming a series of values of the modulus, sin 6 , corresponding values
of cos -,A and -v- may be calculated by Eqs. 61, 62 and 63.
Values of-ec computed in this manner are plotted against corresponding
values of cos c in Charts 7 through 21. Values of --are plotted against
corresponding values of cos r in Charts 22 through 31.
It must be emphasized that the semi-axes of the pressure ellipse, a and b,
are the projected semi-axes and are not measured along the curvature of the
pressure surface.
- - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
23/
~~ ' a .' r '-. .i z';lvwi Andrn Dc.2Tlhe e .,cr, in 3i. *7:: .- :ri - .f~:Cr -:. '1-..-
A b-cll boaring derives its load card r.,g Lb-:.;y froi thr ,orces
produced at he contact points of' balls n.' raceas. These loads,
called normal ball loads an;d designated by , , result from the
elastic deformations of the contacting bodi-e.
Fig, 27 sho.s a ball 3at'roen two
cur-ed racos,. ',%lon the 'ball is in
/porzt (no load) contact with bo-h
. racIc, •.h o 0c s o curl-vattzr3 -- a
Fip r / a oy st distance Sc/(soe ?.2)
wJThich deopnds on curvaatues and ball
diameter.
I. 'Tne racs ,-e disldaced w-L.th re-
spect to each o-tar so that thn ball
is compi'3ed oto': een th^, i ex-
ternal force causing th comp-ression
is resisted ' -. aLn elastic force (no-,zal
F:ig. 28 k 0 ball load,, P,, :haich acts alorg ;he
lino passg t'.hrough the displaced
centers o-' -u;vat'-e of the two race s
as shomn in Fig, 28.
The olastic deformations at the points of co:ntact ar- C ° and cf. and
tho sum of th3se two equals the nor-al approach cf' the t'Wo races. Since
the courvature centors are fixed with respact to the.r racss and move
rith thim, the original distance between race curvalture conters, ~3/,
is increaseod by the normal approach of the two rcJ33. Cain_,ng the normal
approzach of the two raceso , the distance bet--..n the displaced cur.a-
tue .entors ist
or: J D =. 147
Tho relation between normal ball load and normcl Asproach is: .
P, :. l4.n
Ct
.r;o-ro t-io value of A/ is, from Ec. 143:
= .,/ .
_ 8 _/0_ 7 _ __ __ __ _ i 4
C -d C. are obtained from Chart 56.
r--y be more conveniently expressed in ter.s of' he a :ial deflection con-
stantj<, by the relation:
Eq. 1JQ
Valuess of/ may be obtained from Chart 57. Sae P. 49
n a complete ball bearing wrhich involves a numbrcarf balls syrmmetrically
;.s:osed around a pitch circle, the norzal load o:: any ball and :.ho contract
anzl at which it acts may be completely deper;.ined and evaluazed in terms
of the following relative displacements of .n:r ;:-.-: outer races.
1) A ralative axial displacernent, h
...of inner ::.a oute-.- races.
2) A relative radial displacement, A ,
of inrner -nd outer races.
3) A rolative anguiar ;misaipgnaennt,f,
of irncor and outer races.
Fig. 29 shows '-hese displacements. They
are measured :;ith ref.ance 'o the rela-
tive position of inner and cuter r-n.s
i , I when all c fars o' the bearing are in
syrmetric, geo.etric contact under zero
thrust load.
I Some of tna d&.:r.nsions used in thea ol-
lowing discussion are:
The radius of the locus of the
Fig. 29 center of curvature of inrner race:
R. = --=F A .~oJ-/~ -;. :5,'O1I=~i~IC1~ '5
e = pitch circle dia.o-..-
The radius of the locus of t-h center of
curvature of the outer race:
R? = EA -6 Gooy q. 252
and are also connected by the relations:
A.-!? =EdCos· V 3* 153
and:; ?- - ed- _ q. i54
£ 0 2
where: = Diametral Clea-ance
in order to express' the normal ball loads and -ai'~n conrtact anrles
developed within the bearing in terms of the relative displacements of
the inner race with respect to the outer, the 'llowing syste is used.
Th" out*er race is assumed to be fixed. in snace ;-.ile :-.e inner race is
allowed to move with respect to the outer as snown in Fig. 29. The normal
ball load and operating contact angle for a ball at any angle, ¢/, measured
around the pitch circle from the heaviest loaded ball, re obtained 'cbr
evaluating the change in distance between irnner and cuter race curvature
centers in terms of the displacements shown in Fig. 29.
Fi,. 30 shows the relative position of inrer a.d outer race curvature
center loci before displacement. The locus of vhe outer race c'u-vavure
centers is a circle in space and is referred to a fixed, three di..me..s -al
coordinate system,X )Y Z. The locus of the i--.er race &.r-ature centers
is also a circle in space and is referred to th' movable, three dimensional
coordinate system,X;/' Z
:';oW., -ssume that the origin of the movable cooraci.ate system is dis;lacee
th:, amounts 1h and /( and misalignod thne -ao'ou- c as shoe,, -n Fii-,. 3
These displacements are those previously sheo.n in Fig. 29.
In F-E. 31, the heaviest loaded ball lies in t:-.:X, Z plane. We are in-
terested in the normal ball load, a/ , nd o7[-.;-ing contact anle,/? ,
of a ball lying in the 5P plane. This is dter:'.izned by the relative


























Note; , plarne is defined byr




T:-:o s,: ..ce. o7  ?i-. 31, bet-':een '.e ce;:tc:':; o:' ¢urvatu-e c' -.u. ir .er
andr outer races after displacomcnt a. t dleasured .. ; the )lanr.e Is:





A, R andce the three dispacem.cnts of irnnr- --ace with respect to
the outer, Fig. 29. ct is measured .- ranciia.r. /0 is the free contac t
angl. of the mounted bearing before load appi'catC-n.
The normal anroach of the races, , is, from -. J47
_7C0 s hdL5//P #A- ' ccos  2gq. 259
The normal ball load, /J, is, from Eq. i4;:
P= ;r f o c . Co ) ZA iCa f7 6r Z,,. 1''
whero e $ is the normal deflection constant from 'g. 149.
Th'e nor- bal li Load .may be more conveniently exp-.ussed in terms of vnC
,axial ecflection constant, /, as:
· J
IL ft .,Go .,~ '(· ,7 ~ -
,-~:c/ ._j
,aLD:,.: of , may be obtained from Chart 57.
29/
The o. citi-ai contact a-"" / - ... -
con' -,Ct. ,-
Cos G ..L ' C a c. 163Eq. 163
If the normal ball load, , .hich act a3a t-e contact- angle / (along
1t'h lineo inL Fig. 31) is projeced cto G .1 s ,1 - ^ p --i T.n 3 - , it
may be resolved into two com;onents, vne is a -;-ust 'orce,/ /, arallal
to the > axis. The other is a vertical compon;nV, V,/ parallel to vhe
Z axis.
The thrust component,//, is:
H;= P 2//,. C
or
· , -.
/ 7 i( ' f , Cos p7s +. CGS )
The vertical component, V/, is:
/= Cos Cos . v.
or
!/js, ,, ,g cs q) + Cos : "oP. /-vk "- .P)Z
If it is assuLmed that the pitch circao -r.aiuls dc-- rno, preciab y chan'
d'ring the deformations, tha noment C, ;.'a thruct co: e.rt abo;u ar WCs
through the center of the pitch circle ,;2 :arallc- to the b axi- In
F'ig. 31 is:
// , i t pc Cod _. t,






In order that the bearing be in ecqullibrz. after dcspalaoe nt, the fol-
lowing conditions must be satisfied:
__.._ .. .)*__ Coo $7J f
hR« Cf s )Ycssf Co
z/l=// -·
+fors~) / ac b p t oso i /, s>a,
/ · P w .,. i4 Gs · ;,. .
The eqain o-' e, Eq 1, 1.7 .' .' 17., -bo ae tt
unhere min and a iV are respectively tse the'st adt rdi lzc co:OTS e6nts
of the externally applied load and n to t.Goe o43nt Co' te extereal load.
about the center of the pitch circle. The in t;e right :and sides
of the above equations indicates that the co.pumations must be perform.ed
for each ball position in the bearing and thk snm ta:ken.
The equations of equilibrium, Eqs. 170, 171, and 172, above, are statically
indeterminate; that is, a direct solution fc' the cdlsplacesnts r. tarms
of the externally applied load is not possibleJ wlthout further reducticn
of the equations.
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B. Axial Equilibriun ar.d Thrust -
An angular contact ball bearing which is designed to
carry lateral as well as thrust loads presents the problem
of the interaction of the axial and lateral equilibrium and
compatibility of the beam. The forced vibration analysis
discussed in Section 6 obtained a lateral deflection arld
rotation at the bearing, based on the assumed lateral and
moment springs used. However, in order to calculate the
non-linear lateral force and moment, the axial deformation
of the bearing must be known. Such bearings normally are
mounted in pairs, face to face or back to back. The
determination of axial deformation and axial forces on the
bearings depends on axial equilibrium and compatibility.
Preload deflection will be discussed in the next
sub-section. Preload determines the relative axial position
of the two angular contact ball bearings before any other
load is imposed upon the system. The assumption of axial
compatibility is that this relative position of the two inner
races with respect to each other does not change during
subsequent loading of the system. In other words, the shaft
moves axially as a rigid body. The resulting axial position
will be that such that the axial forces on the two ball
bearings when combined with any thrust load on the shaft
satisfies axial equilibrium. As the shaft whirls at a
particular frequency, the shaft does not move axially, and
so no axial inertia terms need be considered. The thrust
must be a constant force with time, ;nd not harmonic or any
other 't,'e functi.on in the steady statle condibt.,on.
H, + 9/- + "- ORusr = o.
---
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For the first trial axial positions of the two ball
bearings are assumed and input into the program. These would
generally be + amnd -J respectively, for the two balls, where
5 is the preload deflection of the bearing. The non-linear
forces and moment are then determined based on the assumed
axial displacement, and the slope and lateral displacement
computed by the forced linear vibration analysis described in
Section 5. In general, the axial forces thus determined when
combined with any thrust will not satisfy axial ecuilibrium.
Thus, new values of axial deformation must be assumed for the
second trial, along with the new lateral and moment springs
discussed in Section 6.
EJL) o0 O
XA A
The variable SHIFT is the estimated rigid body axial movement
from the present axial position to the true axial position.
For given values of rotation and lateral deflection for the





bJ1 ;sr) 6 J-HII ~ s'
r rI, - 1 - TqR U sr = O
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It is expected that for small changes,
r H, + H ,', S .F r
' r FA/z z "
Substituting these expressions into the
equation and solving for SHIFT,
- 4- DKI 4 S'rP;
-/ 2 * D<2 * S/L-FTr
axial eouilibrium
H/, - DKl ,t S /I IF - H z. DK 2 S/L F - I- T- 5T - o0
SHrFr = - (, + ", * Tq/s- TUS)/(DKI / DX 2)
The problem then, is to determine the derivative of the axial
force-deformation relation with respect to axial deformation,
holding lateral deflection and rotation as constants.
Consider Eqs. 16L and 170 of Jones on pp 29 and 30:
e'. I
Per Eqs. 160 and 162.
p. SIN M (
p. = DKK * i[C, - j
where,
A,- = BoI) + DHP + 0ALP * DRI * Cosf
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where 9o, R/ , and 9 are defined by Jones on pages 18, 2h,
anrd 25 respectively.
Differentiating,
DK = b H
= DKK dZ
ed
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C. Preload Deflection
The faces of the inner and outer races of angular
contact ball bearings are specified to be ground flush when
under a certain axial load (for example, 50 lbs). Thus,
when the bearings are assembled on the shaft and contact is
first established between the races and balls under zero
axial load, there is some stickout gap.
- ,
This stickout gap is closed by preloading the shaft, thus
imparting to the bearing some initial axial displacement before
any other loads are put on the shaft. Usually the preload force
in the shaft far exceeds that required to close the stickout
gap. Once it is closed, additional axial load is divided between
the bearing (outer path) and the inner path. The final position
of the preloaded bearing involves the simultaneous so'itionr of
linear and non-linear eauations which are not too difficult, but
ulst he done to deter..nl.c the -initial axial d:ispl.acemc.r!t at which
th.e bearing awaits the la teral loa:l. on the bi:run.
-- - -----
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9. OnhER NON-LINEAR SPRINGS
Other non-linear springs (for example, roller bearings)
can be included if the load-deflection curve can be expressed
in the form,
P = A y B
where A and B are constants to be inputted at the station
at which the spring is to be located. The flag at that
station must be set equal to 2.
Non-linear moment springs are not included, although ;to
do so would not be difficult. A linear moment spring, however,
may be input along with a non-linear lateral spring.
If the P vs y curve is plotted on log-log paper, the
slope of the best fitting straight line through the points
is the constant B. The constant A can then be found by
inserting a value of P and y from the curve.
If the shaft is supported by two roller bearings, the
shaft wrill whirl conically in contact with both bearings,
taking up any radial clearance in the bearing, and so the
clearancc should not be included in the load-deflection
curve. Such a canted positi'on of the elastically undeflected
shaft does, however, generally contribute an added unbalance
at the large masses (especially overhung rotors). If the
shaft is supported by two preloaded angular contact bearings,
the undeflected position of the shaft will be the centerline
of those bearings. If an additional ro:ller be;a-ir; is present,
ary cle:ararnce tf:ere must be accoutnted 'fr f jt int load-deflection
re:;lat.on. Such clearzances should bf, addle t o the de:fletLiorts in
the loztd-de'lect:ion relation be'ore fitting the power curve.
--- ' ----'-
-- ----
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10. GROUND EXCITATTON
The previous theory has been based on the assumption
that the support to which the springs are connected is
ground (i.e., that point has no deformation). In a shake
test, however, the only load the beam sees is transmitted
through the springs to the shaft by the harmonic occilations
of the ground. This program permits the specification of the
amplitude of the ground acceleration, and is assumed the same
at all spring supports. It is assumed that the ground has no
rotational acceleration (i.e., the moment springs are still
attached. to a face of zero rotation).
The derivation of the terms required to account for this
phenomenon are illustrated by a single mass-spring model.
1v nX IK (X- ) = O
ET X = Xo Cos J t
. i.:~ 2 7( CbS Xt
- 2 yo coso ,j
(-.. m - + -) Xo - K -7o
or ( rr - ) XoL + K o -- o
Now if the amplitude of the ground acceleration is specified
as Ng (or N times the acceleration of gravi.t),
/ /= -- /
-------
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Thus, at the station of each bearing,
V = K y +V
This is straightforward for a forced vibration analysis based
on linear springs. However, for non-linear springs, whereever
the non-linear force was a function of the lateral displacement
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C-l. 3Q R = suhscript of 1.st roll-zero variablle at start of 1.st bay
...... , .. r. ,-,'Y icf f2rd r ...-- vari at ·.- +.,a 'r Tht bay
Col. L3 - L, i!axirmun n'.t.ebcr of itera.ion.s -:l.ocrwe-' (ri g't acdIs ted)
Col. 4L7 - 5S Accuracy (clecim3al)- if left blank, set = .oc
Col. 5? - 7?' 1.liber of gravities -cc eleratl;-i f ,roun!d
Ill. Pasic Station Data
Col. 1 - 12
C:^)l. . - 5- L;
C ol. 72 -7;
Col. ,O -
Col. 61 - ;2














- Repeat secq:ence A, B, C for cach sti tion
L(i) inchres
EI.(1) lb.bilc'es
,4 l'- / %.. ., 2
C(2) !T,,/ir cL
INtu!lnber of :uc eedlng st&'.crA :lit! i!e sr;e
data as C-cl. i - 7 (omit lirle A for those)
C(l) i/ir:,, 2
"' . ' ;/
:h ,' ::, . ' ,j' ::.c::adi.T ,.; ;ta ' .i a.' -', ,,
AraoI AEROJET-GCENERAL CO RPORATION
* ACI*tSCAMINTO . CAtI f O14 |I O
AQC 2-f43 PAGE OF
SUBJECT DATE, /, r:
'T tGb' '' l 'zk n ' ' ' RC!,D; U DA i':}-},,
L.......1 . I .' ' l ' f r ' .Al q "P t)QIr:?'Z ;oN-LI~rl,"" -s ,'-, .;!S VWORK ORDER



















Col. 1 - 72. (omit line B for tlh:oe)
lb
in*lb
GAi. lb *sec 2
FLAG 1. Angular Contact !.all Fearing
2. Spring of fon P = A y
Number c;f succeeding stations with, th:e s:ne

























Col. 13 - 24
V. Thrust Input
Col. 1 - 12











Repeat A and B for each ball bearring.
urJtber of balls
DiRmeter of ball (inch)
Ratic of radius of curva'iJre of outer
race to ball diamieter
Ratio of radius of curvatlre eof inner
race to ball diameter
Pitch circle d-iametrner (in)
Initi;l unmounwted cor-tact angL.e (ciegre
Elastic ccref'icient ciuted ;o T -'!
Job 773,. (`:ef: pp 15 and 22)
In:lJal axial deflecLion of bearing
due t c .r-eload (in).
ft -.. yorteA by actg e.ol r rc t t t 'e :r gs.
R.1ST TO T 2.
L.
CCi':'Tl.5.Si ( TO FREE 'IJbRA','J] TNPUJT Ilrt JOB 1LJ009
-I ...
Change O!C'I:j; to inmler of n'at.ur:J. tre;;er:cle, dcesired
ln Col. 29 ii sc:t thle riuruer 1. for :ie. 'cction L-"d 2 f'or !lope
Iol'maliz, it.oW iT:.l rx(ie s ;;.re cet.... ; ' ' cnrO c ard)
lOmit. !:::.;dos i .C. , IV., ard V.






1. ENTER DATA LEGIBLY WITHIN SPACES












A4D POSTED LINE ITEM
I BLANK CARDS
PUNCH ALL ' LINE
PAS INCLUDING SPACII;
ALL SPACES MAY EF ICNOPRE EXCEPT ON T CARD
ALL SPACES -AY SE C
ALL SIGNS ON KP LINE:i




TJiER.AL VIBP.ATIO!! ANALYSIS OF A '[PAC':;[,
FORCED, UNDAMPED, LUITiED P'SA:,2W'[RR PEA-e
I,2 1 14 s 6 1j7 1j8 1 I 12 113 11 116 119 12012112223242 627121291 13113213134 333 37 394 4 2 43 .4 3 1 446 47 i 49 150 1SI j521 542 j3 4511234 536 5758 5960466 4 676816 7 71 77
III I I I I III I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I --i
i' I I ! hT I r-I I II I I I II I l I I I I II
,II I I I NII IL l l IIII II I I I I I II j 1 1 I
. I I J I I I I I I I I I I I I F -1 1 7 -1 r -F I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I NR 7
I I I j I I I I j I I I I I 2r I I I I I I I(j j 1  I I I I I I II j II I I I I I( 2) I I I III I
- -I T II I I I I ! I-I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I J -I I I I I I I
I I 'DI!T 7 I I I I ' I I I I I B I I I ! I I I I l I 11 T ' I! I I I I I I NI  I I
I I I I II I ! j ! I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I A I I 1 1 ! I I1 ! I I I I I I I I I I
i1 1 1 I I i .I I I I I I IIi I iD
I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I D i i I i i D I I I I I I I I I 1 -T i
I I DII I II I I I ! TI I iI I I i I I I I I I- I i I i I i I T- 1 I I I I I I I I I I I
I I I iI I I I I TI ID I I I I I I I I I I I I ! I I . I I I I I I . I I | I I I-
i I I1 I I I I I I I I I - I I I I I I t I i I
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l
I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I III I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
-1 I I I I i - I I -I I I I I I I I I I i i i I I I 1 I I I I i I i I i
IT I I I I I I I I t I I I I I I I I I If 1 I: II i , I I I- II6 3 i39 I I I4 i 6 - I I I I I I I I 1 1 61 i I I I I 6 I 1 1 I I -
121 0 1 41515171 s 1E112 31 411 
__II____1______aI___7__ T221__3_1 24_2_1 261_2712_1291301_31 1 2133 1341 51361 ,7131 391481 42T4394414sT4614714 a I i 6 T6 sIc I I 1 1 1 1 I IIII







AGC 2-410 PLEASE PRINT CLEd RLY - USE BLACK PENCIL
i 1I
-
I -LL HAC , tA'~ ICI-.NU
-
___I
__ _ __· ··__ ·
t






FDR. APPROVED IKEY PUNHI- IDAIIT
-fi
2 AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION |REPORT NO.
PAGE OF
SUBJECT DATE o/)
IATERAL VIBrRATION ANALYSIS 01F A i^AR1IONTCA1LY F'RCEDI, ,T., i.-D,
LTI.WEL PARAT}", REAM SYSI 'E P SIP OR'ED BY SiP)I-LIN.N., Pti-S WORK ORDER
DY |.L. oreu CHK. BY DATE
G;,L, Goudireau ] C
13. 3UITPIP' IN-'F'CRliJATTCO7'
I. Input data - program durnps control and station dAta, ball bearing
data, and thrust.
II. Spring data - At. each station where thiere is a springr, the
program prints out the station number, lateral s.rIng value,
elastic spring force, associated non-linear force if any,
per cent difference if non-linear, moment spring value, elastic
spring moment, associated nori-linear moment if any, and per
cent difference if ncn-linear.
III. Frequency and Determinant - For each iteration -ihe program.
prints out the frequency in cps acrd rpm, the deterir:anr.t of
the set of two simultaneous ecquations s!,:. ed i th;e fnrced
vibration solution, and t4he value YO wilich is the lateral
deformation of the ground, if any. A change in sign of tr-e
determinant through a frequency sequence ir.dicates passinrg
through a natural frequency or critical speed.
Tr. Staue Vector - .^hen the non-lirnear iteration has converged
(trivially the fir;t time if all springs lilear), the prograL:
outputs the shear, moment, slope, and deflection a-t each
station.
Y. Ball bearing data - If angular contact ball bearings are
encountered, then immediately following TI. for each
iteration the program outputs
THI, TH2 - the axial force on the 1st arid 2nd ball bearings
1)'I, DH2 - the axial dicplacement of the ist and 2nd "
DKl, DK2 - the axial derivative of' the lst, and 2r:( "
TH!U{ST - the value of t1he- thrust, load
PT 3 - thi percent error in I'-;e axial equii.br 'i;,!m e:;.
S Ti .pT - the pr'njected rigid body ax.. al s5li.'t for tihe
next, ,.l,erat .rn
... -- -~- - - --.-- -
:AMoFJT AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION
V M7rnw .REPORT NO. 5SAClAMfNIO CAIIO IHIA
AOC 2-843 PAGE OF
8UBJECT DATE (9/9/-
.LAM' L 'IERiTICIN An`LYSISI OF A l,AF;'.0lQN!:C",d.LY0 E, iF;' m ' Oe c/9/Erb
LUM!IP'D F-PRAIMETER BEAMI SVS'TEM SUPPORTED ON NON-LINEAR SPRIi;S WORK ORDER
GY CHK. 8Y DATE
U. Soudrcau
When the non-linear iteration has convcrged,the program
outputs a discription of the internal setup of th-e ball
bearing, namely the circumferential posi'.iIon of each
ball, its firal contact ang e, and its compressive force





,: LIS A1312 DATE 25 APR 72 PAGE 1
. -__9.R'JN -'EE,L428999,2,2 UO LIST El31 -5-AP-R-_7 14.:4:32.-46-
- CTL iU=E13112 25 APR 72 14:42:32.146
',q ASG X:AN4153 25 APR 72 14:42:32.217
A14153 ASSIGNED. UNITT-3_ __
2N-1111 HD-G- - 25 APR 72 14:42:32.227
· I
___ _____ _______ ____ ______ __I___LI _1____________1_______L_________l_____i
_ 
__I____ __I_ ___________ _____ ___I__ ____· ______
_____I___ _______________________ _ ___._ __
___ ____^___I_ ____ ___I_ __I____ I __II___
___ __ ________ ________ ___ _I __ __ 
_____ ___ __ I_ __^__ ___ ______·




25 APR 72 14:42:32,229
X 14:42:32
X 14:42:33
- - ... END OF FILE -- UNIT X






- _ _ _ · - -
r ELT DATAe .c710426- 41393
.O'OO . ARES AXIAL FLOW TURBINE DESIGN B 11-24-65 40 MM BEARING 26
C00G02 30 600.0 20.0 1 2 3 4 ]0
.000003 0.375 0.375 211.7 3E+05 _ 2·735E3-0, 11·5E+06 _tl_.5E+_06
i00o04 1.55 1255 - 53.nE-o0 0.259
'J00005 0 620E-06
G. c 0 36 0.425 0 _.125 7 45E+06 __7 o I45_FO-, _. 1,5E+0 6 ._11.5E+06_
000007 0.853 0.853 - 1300.OE-013 0.898
000008 1.970E-06
_... 009009 __.....-- 4-- 4 0:4400 .- _Ot _475E_+Q6__ 7SE+6O7 _45+f0 11 o 5E+06_ 11 5E+06 -- -_- -
0000!0 0.853 0.853 - 1300o0E-06 0.910
o000oo01 o805E-36
0Co002 0.315 0.315 -6.56E+06 6o56E-0n6 1ll5E+06 11.5E+06
00001i3 3.38 3.38 - 78.4E-06 0.230
000014 0,394E-06
000015 0.....400-_ 0 o.4°00 -_9.,2 1E+06 __ 921 E+0___ 1,5E+.06__ _11.5E+ 06 __
000016 2.56 2.56 - 3930,OE-0O 1.25
000017 2.015E-06
000018 0.280 0.280 19.41E+06_ -19.41F+06 11.5E+06. .11.5E+06 _ __0
000019 . 0.502 0,502 2360OE-06 0.435
000020 0.627E-06
000021 0.160 0.160 16.30E+06 I6.30(rE+O 11,5E+06 11.5E+06
0 C'J 0 0 9.916 6 138.0 E-Oti 0.191
nJ00 23 0 ,255E-06
000025
i060026 3,830E+07 1.45 2.0
000027 0.575 0.575 16,30E+06 630E+06  _, ll5E+06 11.5E+06
S 208 0.916 0.916 - 3150,E-0i0 0.687
000029 0813E-06
000030 0.437 0.4358 32,30E+06 32.30E+0Ff 115E+06 11.5E+06
00003. . 0.852 0.852 - 601.OE-00 0.558
000U03? .499E-06
C000033 0.437 09438 40.00E+06 40.00EO-+0,
- 
.1.5E_06 11.5E+06
,3000.3it 0.720 C.720 - 764,OE-O( 00654
OC( )305 0.442E-06
O;OC36- 0 -565 -065 48.50E+06 _4850F+0 ___ 11 o5E+06_ 11*5E+06
U003 7 0.620 0620 - 1100.OE-06 0.968
C000003 0,415E-06
CCOC39 0.,375 0. .0375- 8,50E06 480E+nf -- 115E5E+06 1l.5E+06
CU0; iO 0,620 0.620 - 6800.OE-06 19873
OUO ' 41 0.356E-06
C0004? 0.390 0,3o90 48 5_E+_05 48.5nE-0. 11.5E+06 11.5E+06
0.620 0.o620 - 6800,0E-0f 1.932
80004L4
000-o45 0.805 0,805 13.35E+06 130 35E+0E 11.5E+06 11.5E+06
i" t6 1.04 1o04 - 80.OE-O( 0.782
UC 000 '.7 -0.239E-06
00 0:-8 0.625 0.625 13.35E+06 13.35E+O0 11.5E+06 11.5E+06 5
- 1O 1 01 - 221iOE--of 0 640
GO 0 5C -0 425E-06
100J001 0.550 0.550 13.35E+06 13.o35E+O(C 11.5E+06 11.5E+06
OC. 3052 i104 1.04 - 1400.0E-0! 0.800
-0.625E-06
]O,054 0.400 0.400 13.35E+06 13.35E+Of 11.5E+06 11.5E+06





















0.150 9,150 13o35E+06 13.35E+05 11.5F+06 11.5E+06
1.04 1.04 - iO.0-OS 00195
-0,259E-06
0.615 0. 615 _ 14,70E+06_ t4.70E+0 1.5E+06 - 115E+06
0O545 0,545 - 3200o0E--0 1.282
-1o950E-06
0 2L --_ 0,24Q0 1,_7E+06 1.77E+_ -I 1- , S5E+- 0 6__ 11 .5E6+06_
2.26 2,26 - 29,5E-05 0.117
-0.204E-06
- - 0.45 0..... . O -5 ?236_596 ....236E+n ; _11 5E+06 _11.5E06___
2.21 2.21 537.0C-05 0.414
-0.787E-06
0.35 0.35 2.36E+06 2.36E+O 11,o5E-06 11.5E+06-
2.21 2,21 - 525.0E-0i 0.334
-0.703E-06
0 .225 __0,225C-_ O3QE+Q&___ 03E+D. _ .11 , 5E+06 _1 1_o5E+06
lo.15 1I45 - 39.7E-05 0,158
-05335E-06
~~~..20 . . O2Q -. -.. ,0 2 ._60-06 -9O..6 0E+i- --. 11,5E:-06 -. 115E+Q6____ -






































C PROGRAM E13112 PLACED ON PRODUCTION APRIL 1,1970 BY F. YEE 00000000
__ INMPLICIT REAL*_8 _(AH-Z) _ __ _ 00000010
DIMENSION TITLE(12) 00000020
C JOB 14036 VIBRiATION ANALYSIS 00000030
-- __ 
__c- __ _._- oo --- . 0n Oooooon __n40_o
C DIMEIJSION> DL1(50),DL2(50))P DEI1(5)PDEI2(5rI)lOG1(50)DG2(50)9DC1(50f0000050
C 1),DC2(50)D3IJ(50)p DWN(50),DKNJ(50)rEiMTRX(5P5)pE2MTRX(5,5)P0O000060
C 2AMATRx"(55),BS/ATRX(5P5),CMATRX(5P5)PFMATR);(5t5),DLMTRX(51),SHMTRXOO0070
C 3(5,1) P,GAMX(50) 000000B0
CO4MOMN 00000090
1 DL1 (50) !DL2 (50) _DEI1 (50)PDEI2_ (5f1),DG (50) PDG2 (50)_ __00000100 - -- ,
9 DCi (50) PDC2 (50) ;DIJ (50)pDGAMX(5:'),DWN (50) FDKN (50) 0000n010
3 E1MTRX (5P'5) E;E2MiTRX 'SP5) PAT^ATRX (5,5) , 00000.20
4 - BMAT. X (5C5) ( CAATRX 5o5) - __ VFMIATRX (5p5) __ 000Cn130 __- __
5 DLMTRX (5P1J iSHMTPX (591) pSUMl t 00000140
6 OMGSO 00000150
C ** : *X*3*2ttt-* * **x*.:* ::w*;t** *****t1 t*f **g* ****7*:*f *r0 
n 0 0 1 -
C DIENISION A-]D COMMON STATEMENTS ADDED FOR NON-LINEAR SPRINGS 1/7 00000170
DIMEI:SION ilREP.3) PDE'4 f(50) .DETA(50) PDANi ;50) ,DBN 1(50) ,DPN1 (50) p 00000 qo _
i 1 IDP(3)~P0o(50) Pl(50)PP2(50)PP3(50),QOOO1iL(4p50) 00000200
COMM!ON DETApDPETAD DANloD8N1pDPN 1 ,DPN1 ID0021
C* tff./>tXt::'**X A'txtS,,*1*z4 get+it8 r t ***4:Xt*****X-4 i-<e*t**X-** **'*** t**** ***00O002?0
C PROGRAM STARTS HERE 000D0230
DO 999 II=1P3 ____ O- ----------_ 00n00250
9C9 jREP(II) - 0 - 00000260
C INPUT HEADER AND NUMBER OF STATIONS ___ 020
***t **g .':' i.t4* *.t'-'*st' *** ': t4** ****x,'*"**, ar**t*4 t***wi********4*'·**tz***Is"*t O000O290
30 R'EAD (5 1 1 ,ENIDz44)TITLE;NSTA (IDPPII) Ir1=l3) 00000300
ill FORMAT (11A6PA45I12) _ 0 - - --- -OnO0310
C.*. .... ~ * tt8*M4***;4.&&`*****'*8** ******** *t*******'* *** **** ******00000320
C PRINT TITLE 00000330
C- ,:· .. * *t,-.4r*4 4**4*i*4-**: -*+ 'X:*xt*8X4s**** **t.t**4**p_·*t** *****4t*00000340_____ ___________n_3_
WR1If, (6hP3! 000O0350
13 FORMAT( 74H1 JOB 14036 00000360
-------- 
.*t* ****4t*,.t *4*.:*************4**************************** ****************3*o1V1I1F(ATION fANALYSIS//I) ---- 
0037 __ ____________ __ Onnn 370---
C INUT NUMBER OF ROCTS DESIREDO TRIAL POOT, STEP SIZE; AND RoP.M. 00000390
C 8 * * *: : T-,:* **** *.**t;******4 *tq**tst**gOuxt*7 
n4 4** *+tt8*0*$+*** * * o no4no
2EAD ( 5 "P2) NOMODEcTRA'1GADELOqGKKG,K Ki<NKRPKSPNTRIALPACCUR 00000410
12 FOR:,AT(I2p2E12.7,6I3t2XE12,6 0nno004200 0 --I (KK) 114PI13t114 _06000 _ _o_430__
.13 NTRIAL = 1 
00000440
C.** 4k**t*'******t**;,********..********************** ***t******
C PRINT HEADER AND NYJMBER OF STATIONS 0000040
114 WRITE (6v112) TITLEPNSTA onnon4so
112 FORMAT (iHI,10X.llA6b.Ap1olOXl2p2XSHSTATICJNS) __00000490
... IF( ACCUR ) 116-115116 -OOOOOo






































; ' '; t !. '
I .? J ,
C*x** .4* 4 IO**4** ** ** *010
C PRINT ALL CARD NUMBER THREES° 00001020
Cgt****** *4*+ t l C*'3*0-*t************ *** ** l001o00
WRITE (6,23) 00n001040
23 FORMAT (122HO ETA BETA A 00001050
1 SU6, N . S-- 3_ UB-N .SUB __ _ -_ 00oonnto060
2 ) 00601070
WRITE (6,6) 000n0100
LCTR = 0 ooo000tn
DO 123 N = 1,NSTA nn000100
LCT' = LCTR4I 0no000110
116 WRITE ( 6 ,15)NOMOETROMGADELOMGACClR - .A -___ 00000n520 _
15 FORMAT(23HONUM.BER OF ITERATIONS =It4,20H STARTING OMEGA = , 00000530
1F12.4,17H DELTA OMEGA = ,F12o495X7HACClJ = F12.4) 00000540
- -RITE ( 6 ,18)KRKSKMpKNpNTRIAL
-  
-.. -0000 n0550_
18 FORMAT(34HOROW NUMBERS OF SELECTED SURIMATIX,I4,4H AND,Ia, 00000560
139H COLUMN NUMBERS OF SELECTED SUBMATRI(,I4p4H ANDpI4, 00000570
2 4XRHNTRIAL = I2) 000005-A
C INPUT REMAINING DATA 00000600
DO 50 N=-,NSTA 00000620
CALL REPEAT ( DL.(N-1), DLI(N)p DL2(N-i), DL2(N). DEI1('J-1), 00000630
1 DEII(N), DEI2(N-1)v DEI2(N) DG.l(N-1)_ DG1(N)_ DG2(N-1), 00000640
2 DG2(N) , NREP(1) ) 00000650
CALL REPEAT ( DCI(N-1),DCI(N)¢DC2(N-l)P,DC2(N)¢DIJ(N-1)pDIJ(N)t 00000660
1 DGAMX(N-1)q DGAMX(N) pf)WN(N--1) DWNN(N) lN(N-1) DKN(N) !REP(?) ) 00000670
50 CALL REPEAT ( DETA(N-),DETA (N),DBETA(N-l),DBETA(N),DAN1(N-l)t 00000680
1 DAN1 (N) DBN1 (N-) DBN1 (N) , PP (N-1) , ,N1 (N) SUMGSUMGNREP(3)) 0000690
C PRINT STATION DATA 00000710
--- 0 WRITE (- 6 - -e~p) -_-__ __ - - - -_--- -_ 00000730
20 FORMAT(121HO L(1) L(2) EI00000740
1(1) EI(2) G(1) G(2)00000750
2) ___ -- - -2)- -. -_ --__ 00000760
WRITE ( 6 t6) 00000770
6 FORMAT(1H ) ,00000780
-LCTR 0000070
DO 57 N=1iNSTA 00on0800
LCTR = LCTR + 1 000on810
WRITE ( 6 _22)DLl(rN) DL2(N)tDEIl(.l), DEK I2 Gl(,DG1(N)t DG2(N)
- 
.00000820
22 FORMAT(b 6H Ei5oe)) 00000830
IF (LCTR-5) 57P158057 00000840
153 LCTR = 0 - 00000.50
WRITE ( 6 .6) 00000860
57 CONTINUE 00000870
-WRITE_( 6 9 -21) __ 00000880
21 FORMAT(122H0 C(1) C(2) I(J00000800
1)-I(X) GAMMA W SUB N K SUB onn00900
- . -. .... 2N) - - -- - -- -on 0 0000910
WRITE ( 6 ,6) 00000920
LCTR = 0 00000930
- DO 121 N=17NSTA __ 00000940
LCTR = LCTR + 1 00000950
WRITE ( 6 ,22)DC1(N)p DC2(N) DIJ(N) OGAMX (N),DWN(N),DKN(N) 00000960
IF (LCTR-5)_ 121122,121 00000970
122 LCTR = 0 000009QA
WRITE ( 6 v6) 00000990





CI., L17 ... WIr1TE (6,22) .DETA(N) ~.DP,, ATL) ,DaN1_(N)__,r N._ :!I) DPN1 (_[). _ 00001120
.'3 l IF (LCTR-5) 123#1244123 00001130
'Ui19 124 LOCTR = 0 00001140
'cI 20 WRITE (6.6) . ..__ ___ 000n 01105ll0
000121 123 CONTINUE 00001160
00C0122 C 00001170
000I23 ~ ~ C4*sp~5tF~*4*-*4a~s~.+~**4 ?·~*4* ***4~******** 000il; 110___________ ____
OJt124 7TMOD - TROvGA4:6o28215D540 0n000190
030125 DELMOD = DELOMG6.2821854DD O 00001200
0u0126 -_ C ** ar -*s· '*s ~. . * 4*******4**-****************4****4*000012 0
000127 C INITIALIZE Elp E2P AND F MATRICES 00001220
0 001280 j13
__ 000129 __- O 51 1_5 ___ 00001240 .....
000130 DO 51 J=1.5 00001250
0
u0. 3 1 IF(I-J) 55'56955 00001260
C00152 56 E1MTRX(iQJ)1oOD0 00001270
030133 E2MTRX(IPJ)-iZODO 00001280
000134 FMATRX(I PJ)1ODO0 00001290
000135 GO TO 51 00001300 _
000!3.36 55 Ef1,,TR, (I- J) 0,oODO 000013100
OC0`377 E2MTRX(IqJ)10.ODO 00001320
_ F!4ATRX (J)= D __ __ _ ___ 0 ' o 001330 _
UC('39O 51 CCN7 NUE 00001340
c0001q ONGWRK = TMlODE - DELMOD 00001350
CC0141 DELO"4G = QELMOD 00001360
OJ014 2 DO 95 MM=12jNo DE 00001370
3; 43 Oi,:GWRK O."GWQK + DELOMG 00001380
...OOg.44 __ O,.GSQ O,'GWRK:OMGWRK ... 000013040
30 145 SU15 G OOSO/386. 04DO O001O400
CCil:6 IF ( KK ) 430194300cq301 00001410
000147 4301 iF ( MtM-4 ) ;302?43024_34 O_0 0 01L20_
.000 L.30'2 O T0 (430p431-432'433),MM 00004!30
CV<:t**44***************+*~'i~Z~(ir~~$`*o ***E~f~*~; 4·Z **8**************0000 14L40
000150 430 DO 31$0 N = 1,NSTA 00001450
000.5. 34o P O( - .N1(N) 00001460
000152 GO TO 4300 00001470
000 33 . :_ C',,  * .-- : V-:: .'4£,:2,~-: ' ,*4 *-:_* *-·*.********4 *****_.,000014 q_ _ _ _0
' '1 CDO 3+ N ipNSTA 00001490
000 is 341 PI(N) : 500 D (PO(N)-DPNI(N)) 00001500
0001.6 GO TO 4300 00001510
a O- C- ;.' .**~4*4*******4 *>*~**** ****:*****0 00001520
COO4 432 DO 3"2 N = 1,NSTA 00001530
_ C0o05 ........ 342 P.-(N) --. o53_0 _ * (PO(N)+_DPFNIN)) _000015;40 _- _
00',60 GO TO 43C. 00001590
46i2: 4......~33 DO 343_ N = 1'NS-TA . . .. . 00001570
000163 P3(i) D= * .5 (PO(N)+DPN1(N)) 00001580
C001664 PO(N) =3000D * (P3(N)-P2 (Nl))+PI(N) 00001590
000155 34_3 DPN1(N)=
- 
PO(N) ... · 00001600
003166 GO TO 4300 00001610
0 0u I7 Co o 4n :, 4'P:. 4* 44 ** **********4*****o******4***00001620
O; : "434 DO 344 N= i,,NSTA 00001630
UO..6. P1(N) = P2(N) 0000:1640
000170 P2(N) P3(N) 00001650
POi" ......p3(N)= 500_  (PO(1I")+DPN(N I__))____ 00001660___
U.?2 P0(N) =3,000 (P3(N)-P2 (N))'Pi(N) 00001670
3L;4 DPNI(N) : PO(N) 00001690
C ,, 17 u4 C : 4 ~--~' :~-., .** 4:*w ~::r' ~,*Q*.' -,**..**,~* 4 -* ~.4*-***** * ***4 ****~****-**** *** 4**00001690 _
, 'J. ' LOOP FOR BETTER K(X) S DURING EACH STATE VECTOR LOOP, 1ST PASS OK 00001790























00.2130o0 . 21 '7
003218
- 30or0 r:CF = _i -___ 0000 1720
4305 DO 600 JERRY = liNTRIAL 00001730
DO 58 I-1P5 00001740
DO 58 J=1l5 00001750
IF(I-J) 53'54,53 00001760
54 CMATRX(IJ)=l0DO0 00001770
GO TO 58 _. -___ - - - - -- O-n00001780
53 CMATRX(I,J)=OOD 0  00001700
58 CONTI'NUE 00001800
DO- 9 N(PI NSTA __0000 810
IF ( KK ) 1,1P2 000018?0
2 IF (DPN1(N)) 4P1P4 00001830
4 PO_(i) -o5D00 * (PO(N)+OPNI(NO)-) 00018u0
DKN(N) DANl(N)*PO0(N)**DRNl(N) 0000150
l CALL MATELM(N) 00001860
CALL MATMPY tMT Xilvl) -00001nA70
CALL M4ATMPY (E2fTIRX;(lpl).FMATRX(1,1),FMATRX(lp,) p,5p5,5,55) 00001A80
CALL MATdPY (RMATRX(1!),AMATRX(1,1),CMATRX(1P1)95u5,5,5,5) 0000180o
- 69_CONTINUE -__ - - --- -... ___--__ - 00001900_
DETNO:. - CMATPX(<XMK:R)*:CMATRX(KN,KS) - CMAATRX(KM,.KS)'CMATRX(KNKR)00001910
OM.GPT1 = OMGWRK / 6,282185400 00001920
-..-...- -GO TO (7173'71 -/_I) ?_:CF - __ - --. .. .__ 00090 .
71 IF (JERRY-NTRIAL) 7273jP73 00001940
72 IF (IOP(2)) 74,7P473 00001950
73 WRITE ( 6 _- 9)OMGPRTPDETNOPL - _W_ _ -. -... 0 0 0160
9 FORMIAT{35HO OMEGA = E15.8#12H DETERM 00001970
1E1508) 00001980
74- [)L.MI:RX(lp)I-) ON ODOQ _ ___ 00001990 -
GLMTRX(2,1) = OoODO 00002000
DLMTRX(35,) = 0o000 00002010
CMTRX( I1) =__ 000 0.0002020
DLMTRX(51) = 100D0 ono00002030
DI.MTRX(KR,1) - (-CNATRX(KM,5)-CMATRX(KNKS)+CMATRX(KMKS)* 00002040
1Cv'l'RX(KNl 5))/DETN.. ,OW__ 000n2050
DL..MTRX(KS.) * (-CMATRX(KMPKR)*CMATRX(KNP5)+CMATRX(KM,5)* 00002050
lCMATRX(Str4,KR))/DETNO'.' 00002070
60 TO (75077.75 75) ,NCF onno2oen o
75 iF (JERRY-NTRIAL) 76,77,77 00002090
76 IF (IDP{2) ) 73,78r77 00002100
77 WRITE ( 6 711) 0000211O0
11 FORMAT(1lOH V M 00002120









:: a:20 ;;'.; ~ 5
WRITE 6______ -6 00002140
WRITE ( 6 ,10)DLMTRXX(11).DLMTRX(281)PD-MTRX(3.1). DLVTRX(4,1)00002190
I0 FORIAT(15H E15o8p114H E15.8 R14H 00002160
i E150 8i14 .-.-.-... .8) _ . -00002170
78 WRITE ( 6 o6) 00002180
LCTR = 0 00002190
995 N=lPNSTA - 00002200
LCTR = LCTR + 1 00002210
CALL MATELM(N) 00002220
CA LL MA.TMPY (E2MTRX(l.1),Fl 1ATR X(ll)_'AMATPR((1T )Lp 5 s5 5 5 5) 00002230
CALL MATMPY (AMATR<X(1,1),E1ITRX(1P1),BMATR:((1p1),55,55,5.5) 00002240
CALL MATMPY (BMATRX(11), DLMTRX ( 1 , ) ,SHMTR:(I t 1 ) t55,5,1) 0000220
GO. TO .(79827979). P!CF ..-- _ __ _ . -_ 00002260._
79 IF (JERRY-NTRIAL) 80,82082 00002270
80 IF (ID0(2) ) 63083,8? 00002280
82 . WRITE ( 6 . 10)SHTRX(1, 1)P SHMTRX.(2l,.)S:iMTR.X(3 1) ._ SHMTRX(4,.1)00002290
83 DLMTRX(1i1) = SHMTRX(1,1) 00002300






__ _____ __ ___________
8·
-' ___-i^l)-·U·-·I--L-IIlY-·*-












0026 5i) 62 6
0 0,  ;..
l0026?
000272
.- - DLM.LRX(31) --= SHM TRX (3l) 
__ 
__ -- 00002320
DLMTir'PX14) = SHMTRX(4,1) 00002330
OOoFL(4.N)=SHMTRX (4,1) 00002340
IF(LCTR-5) 995v94,94 00002350
94 LCTR = 0 00002360
,'Ri TE (6,6) 00002370




IF (IDP(2) ) 85685v84 000nn230o
84 IDP(2) = IDP(2)-1 00002400
- - -85 '!RITE ( 6- R 6) ,___ _ .-.- . . 000024'0
IF ( KK ) 598,95 P598 00002420
598 GO TO (201,202,201,201) ,NCF 00002430
201 NCF 2 ....  . 00002440
30 TO 599 00002450
202 NCF = 4 00002460
599 '..'RITE ( 6tL401) 00002470
4018 FORMAT (1iH032XXSHSTA X-6X7,IK SUB Xt12X8HP SUB GXP12X7HP SUB X , 00002480
1 18X3HPCTp6X'HNCF) 00002490
..- - 00 59DO 0 N =. __NSTA - - -_ -__ ___.-. 0 2500
IF ( DPN1(N) ) 601,590C601 00002510
601 DPN!(N) = DXKN (N)*DAS( 000OFL(4.N)) 00002520
PCTC =DABS(DA.RS(PO(N)/DPNJp uler).) - - __ _ D 0 - 00002530
IF ( PCTC - ACCUR ) 204,203P203 000n2540
203 NCF = 3 0onn002550
204 PCTC =PCTC * 100oODO 00002-n5O,
;R.:TE ( 6v4019)N, D!OKN (N), PO(N) , DPNt(N' PCTC:NCF 0000?570
401C' FORtMiAT (iH f33YI2,3(SX,Ei50 8) , 9XF8.3,5X::1 ) 00002580
590 CONTINUE 00002590




WITiE ( 6 #7) 00002630
7 FORMAT(14HO END OF CASE ) 00002640
CO TO 30 00002650
444 STOP 00002660
END 00002670
____ __ __ __ ____ _I_ ________________________




i___ _ ____ 
___ __
_____ ______ ·_  
__ 
 ___
___ ___ _·__ __ _I_
___________ ________ _____ 
·· _ __
/D
, EL.T MATELM;.I1,t71020, 62024
SUlJ.ROUTI.N MATELM(N) 00002680
iMPLICiT REALv'8 (A-HO-Z) ooon00002690
-- C . -DI' E;SI3 N DL.(50)PDL2(50)PD0Il.(50),DE I2(50)pDG1(50),DG2(5O)9DCl(5000002700
C ) DC2 (50), DIJ(50) DW"I (50), DKN (5) E 1TRX(55) E2TRX ( 5 5) 0000271 0
C 2A;,TiRX (55) 53MATRX (5s55)C FATRX (5 F) MATRX (55) DLMTRX (5p1) SHMTRXO000272O
C 3C (- 3J) oU'GAX(,O) __ _ - -- _o ' 00002730 __
CO NO4N 00002740
I DL1 (50) PDL2 (50) PDEII (50)PCEI2 (50),OGI (50) PDG2 (50) , 00002750
- 2 .---DC1 (50.) _OC2 (50)_... (50), DAM4Y_50) DWN ( 50) _p DKN (5.0_)_ 9 _._0002760
j EIMTRX (5,5) PE2,-T9RX (5,5) .AMATRX (595) p 00002770
4 3'>:.ATRX (5,5) CMAiRX (5,5) P-MATRX (5;5) 9 00002780
5 - LiTRM (5,1i) . SHYV. TRX (5_1 i) .SUMG .... p 00002790
6 OMGSQ 00002800
C4 ';.,<'-c*S t c:'-'* 4tvsi ,c4gc<,t·; -':3tlt~f 4<* 2.t4 -: g**)2* *t,$t*t *: 4' 4 2:4t*i <S** **'**S *****i000O201 0
-C . I.. o NSION AND COi;,-;N STATEMEr!TS AODD .FOR tON:-LINfR SPRINGS 1/7- n0002890 __ -
D · Sl 0 i !JREF 2) DE (5-O01 S eP3 0ETA0, OW D.A! ( 50) DN1 (50) -DPN.t (50) , 000023.40
-_ -L-. ,- p )P 7(1.(50i ,75 1) 2 ( 50 _,P3 (IE-0) ~.Q0o0E -,_5) - - - -infP .-- 0250
0"c0 031
090002
-,J, 3:C. ;,C 0
OCOO :.
30013. isr






C3MOv; ,N DETArFDsETA.ODA ,i 1,.- D Pi DPNIl, IDP 00002860
L1 E1iTRXi(2i) = OLI(N) 00002870
E2M-TRx(2, )_= DL2 (N) -- ___ __ 0000nn2B0
IF (DEI:.1N)fil229562 00002090
29 Li"4T!:.'h2) =-O.ODO 00002900
GO TO 68 .. ._ __ ___ - -00002910_
62 E1ZMlTRFX(42) =05DO*DLl(N)'DOL1(N)/DEI1(N) 00002320
68 CONT N UE 00002930
iF (DE12(N)!~45- -,5 --- - OO002-404
45 E2MTRX4 2 ) =O.ODO 00002950
GO TO 444 00002960
-4 E2MiATRX (4. 92) =; 5-n0.'DL( Fl)2 0].-_L2_(_l__ N -_ -(- - -) ___00002970
L044 CO:4T I! iE 00002980
63 EllIRX(3,1) = -ELMTRXC492) 00002090
.F. E2TR( 1 ) -F 2'TRX( 2 ) __ -__ __ 00003000 i
iF (DEO11(N))644q3~6 nG00003010
43 E11ITPX(i32) =.0oDO 00003020
0O !0 q2 00003030
E4 E1;4,1RX3r2) DL1(N)/DEI1(N) 00003040
42 CONTI3'NUE 00003050
IF .(OE I2t N) ) S8;,89288---- -OO-3- -- --- - 00-n.__30
89 Z2i.:RX332) =OODO 000035070
GC itO 08~ 0000=080
-S E,2;,,:X3~2) -DL2(N /0ET-2(N) O n -___ .__ 0 -on30 _
G 8 CO!T INJE 00003100
IF(DEI1(N))26,27,26 00003110
26 iF (DG1(N))6527,65p27 00003320
27 E1/ TR.< (41) =O.ODO 00003130
GO YO 25 oonn0140
65 EiTRX(, 1) (DL (N)*((DL (N)*DL1(N) )/(6_C O*DEI (N) )-pDC (N)/DGI 0n00,n310
1'(N))) 00003160
25 CONTINUE 00003170
IF (;Dr 2(N)) 33,34.3 00on00n 0 ___
I;3 F (DG2(N) ) 353,t435 000031a0
34 E'2;'TX('i1) =O.ODO 00003200
GC T07,35 onno0321o.
3 .';:,-RX(L,1) = (DL2(tN)*((DL2(;1N)*DL2(N))/(6C[.DG*-DEI2(N) )-C2(N)/DG? 00003220
l i~!) , 00003230
':-
u(30057 335 CONTINUE ... _ .__... 00003240
Ll1(U58 E1TRX(q43) = -OLI(N) 00003250
000059 E2MTRX(4,3) = -DL2(N) 00003260
..000060 66 F-A'FRX(i,R) = DON(N)*SU;G - OKN(N) 00003270
000061 FV,,%TRX(2.3)= -OM$SOG;"IJ(N)) 00O0032A0
C090032 FMATRX(I5) = DCGANX(N) * OMGSO + OETA(4) 00003290
600063 FMATRX(2#5) = DRETA(N) ' OMGSO 00003300
oCO6,5 c o,,'rONAL DU'P 00003320
0C0066 C* *:.4· : ; ' *( *, *~****vc* b **4******~*****'c~*******-*0003330
000067 IF (IDP(1)) 1Z3013,110 00033£0
U00&8 1300 WRITE (6,130) N 000033350
OVC/b9 130 FORMAT (1HOIOXliH iSTA'ION N = _2Xi2 ) __ _ 00003360
-- O . CALL PR'INTM (EiMTRX( !I) 5 5,5.i2FI E1MTR( ) 00003370
000071 CALL F'RINTN'i (E2,:TRX( 1l)5,5,,p55i2H E2MTR ) 00003380
0000'72 CALL PRINTM (FMArTRX('I1)P5,5, 51?2H FMATR ) 00003390
0 .0U073 DP ------- (- IDP-(i)-- 0 30003400
0,007L, 1301 RETURN 00003410
000075 .... END... ____ _ _ ___. _E_ 00 0-03420!1___
g ELl PRINTMlFt71-C42- 62025
S00JQ1 UBROuTIN - -PRINTMi-(ANR, NCMAXR'TITLF ) 00003430
000002 IMPLICIT REAL=8 (A-HPO-Z) 00003440
0 .00003 - Ca.. !;* t.* *_****4****0350
C0000 C FORTRAN IV PRINTM 00003460
00C006 C SUBROUTINE TO PRINT ANY MATRIX ,WTTH 2-WORD TITLE 00003470
u..J .3 6 -- C CALL P RINTq C ATRX,-681 i12H1_ CMAATRR-- .)___EXAMPLECALLUE . -. 00003 __0 GCDO )7 C00* *49' %*i0 ' * ;.$t*4,..r ***t**4 * +********* ******** *0O03S90
0000GE DIMENSION A(1) NHED(8$)TITLE(2) 00003500
C0OO0 . ___ C CALL ATHRUZ (R 6H _CQ' ..........c_ )- - _ - - 0000351 0
000010 DATA U/,H COL / 00003520
O:00'1 C MATRIX TITLE 00003530
WOCG'2 RITE (6,22)TI.tE -- -_ 000.13540
00c013 22 FORMAT (1HOs52XX2A6) 00003550
G003J4 C 00003560
_O. .. rO 50 I-liNC.8 ......- -_ - -__ 00003570 _
OCoGi.6 I I=NC-1 +. n0035P0
0000i7 IF (II1-) 20P20,10 0O.,03590
_0C0. - - -- _ C I.. !I-. ._.-..-.. -- ---- __ _ -_ _ 0000360o
,0OOO1U 20 00 50 J-19II 00003610
O.CF~2o 30 NIlED(J)=I+J-1 00003620
o 020021 RITE (6 p 120) _ __ R NBHEO(.J)pJ=lI) 00003630
DOr02 00 50 J-=1N2 00003640
o ICr,3 KL=JU+ ,l)4 MAXR 00003650
.:OGrz ¾ ........ HK_+_(_I -- --. K I_ 1 ) .MAXR- - -- --- 00003660-
000025 50 lRITE (6,130) (Jo A(K),K=KL9K-IMAXR) 0000:3670
000026 RETURN 0nOn36P0
000027 120 FORMAT(-IH09XP1O(0A6o14 ,' X)) 
-00003690
o0l0,:o0 130 FORMAT (4H ROWtI3S5XlP8El".:7) 00003700
000029 END 00003710
,LT REEPPEAlI? ,I 7ll420- 6;?027
'r:Co SU3RCUTINE- REPEAT(A, AAR b,,CCC, Dp DDP E, EE-,F,FF; NR) 00003720
0CC'02 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-HeO-Z) 00003730
OC.CD03 Cz**w i '4't** :*ths.e a* :** *4-* lX a **8**i*******l***t*****O0003740
Ci'0,4; C RPEAT READS .N A STATION CARD OR SIJMULATF S A REPEATED CARD BY 00003750
UC(CO5 C ,-;OVING DATA. 00003760
,C 0O75 C ArBpCD,EvF OLD -- _AtARRPCC:DD.FEPFF' NEW 00003770
C0007 NR = NUMBER OF REPEATS FOR A PArF:TCULAR CARD 00003780
OC008 C* q,** ;.~ ~***t*t*~*'* ~*b** 8** *;~* ***** t***b* *********:~*t***t*** 00 0379 0
0oc0009 iF (NR-1) 40010p100 -lop - - -.. .. - .. _-.o 00003800-_ ___
03JU1O 400 READ (5,3002) AAPBBCCoDEEPFFNR 00003R10
000311 3002 FORMAT ( 6E12o6SI3) 00003s20
,1C J.1i2 GO TO 700 00003A30
-0313 100 A=A 000038!40
0O01L: BB=8 00003850
00015 - - - CC=C 00003860
O DD"D 00003870
LE3017 EE-E 00003280
0C0Oi - FF=F 00003890
OC0O'9 NR=NR-1 00003900
500L02 700 RETURN 00003910
C00J21 ,END 00003920
+ TRi X 14:42:35
5- 14.422:35
END CUR
4 ',.' ,4¢- -, k ~ ; 4,., *. 74 .i. t-. : 4 *:4-*.*~. **-' 9:. I S0-27 · 16: INFORMATITON-SYSTEMS-DESIGN: 15-APR-1972.**$* *******,*'*****:**t*-** **t* * t* g* * *"
.r,: AdCDEFGHIJ O-M:OPOiSTIUVKWX YwZ )P--R:< >Xs((%:< =po123+567;_t/._/_ ]_ ACDE'H IJKLMNOPORSTuVwXY )-+<=>*$:? !\O,_0_13q56789 ./.\ [ __A-
25 APR 72 P 14:42:3b IDENT=FYrEE ACCOUNT-428999 CARtS I.N.= 10, OUT= 0
PAGE-= 13P LINES= 496, TIME=00:00:03 (H-MS)
ALL SOFTW.ARE ISD PROVIDES OR MAKES AVAILABLE FOR USE, I,"I hNY FORM WHATSOEVER, IS PROPRIETARY
_... - NFORRMATION OF ISD AND IS NOT TODE. CPE.QOq REDREODUCED_ WIOU'PB.ZRIORWRI.TTEN .AUTHOR.ZATION RY___ISD.
;- UISER NOTICES - APRIL 20s i972 ' *- *
.i.) ISO 1103 TER4INAL SERVICE IS SCHEDU;LED AS FOLLOWS
,ON : 07:00 - 24:00
-.. TU ' I :_ 00:00 - 04-:00 1 _07:00 - 24:00
SAT : 00:00 - 22:00
suL : :04:00 - 22:00
(2) iA2:.Co0RE (LCR) PRODUCT:kiN JOBS ARE NC'J BEING RUN 0'! AN OVERNIGHT BASIS STARTING AT 04:00 EACH OAY.
(53) I'3 NOWi ;i,S AVJAILAi.LE R.Ei10TE-BATCH JOB ENITRY VIA LOW-SPE-D TELETYPE COMPATIBLE TERMINALS USING DIAL-UP COMMUNICATTON LINES.
-HIS SEIV'.CE HAS B-EN INJ USE FOP OVER T;O ,v.ONTHS AND IS CAILED RON/I.
.HE DIAL.-UP TELEPi-OUE NUM.3ERS AND TRANSMISSION RATES ARE LISTED BELOWo
10 CHA'W/SEC 415-S52L0thIbt 41--562-4QO3P 41.~5-562- 651
3J CH:R/SEC .45-562-4716 ** EFFECTIVE 4/24/72 THIS IUM'BER WILL BE CHANGED TO 4,5-5S2-4294 2 4
(4) ISDS SECOND PUBLIC TERMINAL IN SAN FRANCISCO IS LOCTED AT 1 CALIFORNIA ST., ROOM 2555 ....
(5; RE G.:;NINS 4/2L4/72 AND AFFECTIVE MON!OAY FRIDAY TURNAROUIJID TIME SHOULD RE REDUCED BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 10:30 - 11:30 AND
14:00 - 16:00 FOR USERS SJUBMITTING NON-TAPE JOBS "I.ITH Rll TIMES EST,.,ATDO AT LESS THAN 6 MINUTES.
AGDi'TIONAL _NFORMATIGCN ON (2) S (3) IS NOW AVAILA,'LE TO ALL INrERESTED USERS BY CONTACTING YOUR SALFSMAN AT 415--62-4?04.
- . - . - - . - - - - - - - - --~~~P
. . ........... , · :· ,,. . .~ ,.  * ,,. ~, *, ,~* ,~ar <~ d ~: ,'iS-27.16. ~ INFGDr~ATIO ON-SY.. TEMS-DE~SIGN:1 5-APR1-Ig72ii; ~q,.~:¢~,~Qt~(*~,~:,'~~)·*~*:~~,*~4-.~.*lr I.~
' -,;8o-:!a'IL t.M P.OT'U3STUVXYZ)-+() -<=r>,'!, (l..P3 5i23567B_g_i/_6N___r ItA ABC¢_FG/HIJKLMN QRSTIUXYZ)-+<=>&$*(%:?! ,\01236l7e_'
."-' 72 P ,14:4235 IDENT=FYEE ACCOUNT=R28999 CARDS IN:= 1tp OUT= 0
.GES= 1o LINES= 496. TIME=00:0003 (HMS)
",\EOF'\
ATTENTION REPRO:
.BEFOP1E PRI/Ni',G, CONTACT INPUT FOR PAGINATION
PROCESSOR ' _ _
I . . s '
pu ~, -- ~ : f-rt r,' 'r '; ' ' ,''
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